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DISCUSSED THE WATER DISTRICT

_______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Subscriptions $3.66 per year payable in New England Maritime Co.’s
advance; single copies three cents.
13 Schooners To Be Sold Something About The Men and Women Who Are Making Rotary Club Enjoyed Interesting Survey On Pertinent
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Our Laws At Augusta.
Question—Water Company Not To Oppose Project
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
At Auction Jan. 14.
The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
Liabilities of the New England
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Maine’s 49th Governor
in 1882. The Free Press was established Maritime Company are shown to be
32 Senate, three bankers, three farm- ■, At yesterday’s meeting of the agement of the present Water ComIn 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to $105,268 in the schedule which lists
Wm. Tudor Gardiner of Gardiner ers, two insurance men, two con- Rotary Club ex-Senator Z. M. i Pany.
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
been filed in the U. S. District Court. Is the 49th Governor of Maine. He ! tractors, two candy merchants, one Dwinal of Camden presented his
March 17, 1897.
We might compare our district

$57,184 being unsecured. Assets are was born in Newton, Mass., 38 years , public utilities agent, one physician,
valued at $10,532 and no value is esti ago, the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. j one dealer in coal, one in wood and
•••
mated on the fleet of 13 schooners, Robert H. Gardiner. He was edu- i timber, one in lumber, one merchant,
•Every one can master a grief ••• wholly owned by the alleged bank cated at Groton School and at Har- one traveling salesman, one carpenbut he that has It.—Shakespeare. ••• rupt and on one 64th shares in each vard College, graduating in 1914. He ter, one in the wool business and one
•••
attended Harvard Law School and i failed to report on occupation,
of four others.
•«•••• ••• •••
>•.
.«.
« « • •
Involuntary proceedings are pend was admitted to the Massachusetts !
In the House
ing in this court on petition of four Bar while stationed with his regiTO INSPECT CORPS
creditors and sale of nearly all the ment at Camp Bartlett and to the : Of the 151 members in the House
schooners by the U. S. Marshal at Maine Bar after the War. He first; j 120 are classed as Republicans and
Salvation Army Workers auction is scheduled for Jan. 14 in entered the Legislature as a member 1 31 as Democrats. Two Republicans
of the House in 1921 and was re were formerly with the Progressive
From Portland Here For Portland.
Supplies, repairs and towage in elected for the sessions of 1923 and Party, and one was a Democrat at
various ports are items listed that
the Weekend.
show a large indebtedness and under
Adjutant and Mrs. Walter Phillips !hc
$47 134 is classified as pre' ferred debts, including $600 in wages
from Portland headquarters will visit and $350 as the State franchise tax.
the local Corps of the Salvation Assets include real estate at BoothArmy this weekend for the purpose bay Harbor, the shipyard and build
of conducting the semi-annual in ings which are valued at $6500, due |
on open accounts $2689, machinery
spection.
The Army keeps a detailed record $750, stock $250, cash $209 and bank
of every activity, and at this time all deposits of $133.
Lewis K. Thurlow is treasurer of
records are gone over including at
tendances, rolls, relief records, cash the corporation which owns remnant
accounts, etc. The idea of the in of the Crowell & Thurlow fleet of
spection aside from keeping things sailing vessels that gradually have
accurate is to note advances and de been crowded off the sea lanes by the
creases in all branches of the work. more certain methods of transporta
Then measures can be taken to im tion in steamers.
Two are listed among assets of the
prove and extend the work.
Adjutant and Mrs. Phillips have corporation that were lost in col
been attached to Portland head lisions and claims for damages are
quarters five years, and have served still pending, the A. Ernest Mills and
as young people's secretaries, and di the James W. Howard.
Those still afloat but out of com
visional secretaries, and are at pres
ent in charge of the affairs of this mission and nearly all under libel,
division. They have had consider are as follows: Augusta G. Hilton,
able experience in Army work, in Bradford E. Jones, Doris Hamlin,
cluding service in Canada and China Ella Pierce Thurlow, Paul E. Thurlow,
Freeman, Lucia P. Dow, Ida S. Dow,
as missionaries.
The public will have opportunity of M. Vivian Pierce, Mary Bradford Senator George L. St. Clair of Rock Representative Albert C. McLoon of
hearing them in the usual public Pierce, Sally Persis Noyes and Velma
land
Rockland
meetings during the weekend. They L. Hamlin.
have visited Rockland on several
other occasions and are well known ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND again in 1925 when he was chosen one time. Two others report that
Speaker cf the House. He was elect they are Progressive Republicans,
among Salvation Army friends.
NATIONAL BANK
ed Governor of Maine for the term and two as independent in politics.
Notice is hereby given that the annual
meeting of the stockholders of the Rock of 1929 and 1930 and again for the There are four women in the House,
two are Democrats and two are Re
land National Bank will be held at its present term of 1931 and 1932.
PARISIAN BEAUTY
* * » •
banking rooms on Tuesday, January 13.
publicans.
Hon. Frank H. Plummer
1931, at 10 o'clock a. m., to fix the num
In the Senate
SALON
of Portland, 81, has the distinction
ber of and elect a board of directors for
The
Senate
Is
composed
of
31
the ensuing year, and to transact such
of being the oldest member in the
Complete Beauty System
other business as may properly come members, all Republicans. There is House, while Hon. Armand Duquette
Fredericks Permanent Waving and before the meeting.
one
woman
member.
Hon.
George
of Biddeford, 26. is the youngest,
Per order,'
Rewaving
D. Boulter of Kittery has the dis both serving their first term in the
JOSEPH EMERY, Cashier.
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
Rockland. Me., Dec. 11, 1930
tinction of being the oldest member, Maine Legislature this year.
1148-Th-4&5 as he is 66 years old, while the
Phone 898
The oldest member in the point of
150tf
youngest is Hon. Harris L. McLean, service this year is Hon. Henry A.
j 35, of Bar Harbor. One was bom in Gagnon of Van Buren, who was first
i Aberdeen. Scotland, one in New elected to the Maine Legislature in
Hampshire, one in New York, one in 1887. Hon. Edgar Rounds of Port
Michigan, and one in Minnesota. land and Hon. Remi A. Daigle of
We Have Opened a Modern
The other 26 were born in Maine, 18 Madawaska share the honors of hav
Sanitary
in the towns where they now reside. ing served the greatest number of
Thirteen have had college education, terms in the Maine Legislature, this
Home Dining Room
In the New Block Directly Oppo while 18 have been educated in pub- | being the eighth term for each of
lie schools/ high schools, acafiemies them. Mr. Daigle was elected to the
site Park Theatre on Park Street.
and seminaries. All but two have House first in 1895. and Mr. Rounds'
All Home Cooking, Wholesome,
had previous legislatile experience, j first term was in 1909.
“Mighty Monarchs of the
Delicious.
>
13 having served in thf‘House, two in \ Hon. Leslie E. Jacobs from Auburn
Air,”
Generous Meals at Moderate
the Senate and 13 in both House and has served from three different LegPrices
Senate. Hon. Artemus Weatherbee 1 islative classes. For the second term
of Lincoln has served the greatest \ in succession father and son are
VISIT DAD’S LUNCH
number of terms in the Maine Legls- I serving together in the Maine House.
n ■*•>•**••»•••••••••••

These locks are not
enough
The cylinder lock used on doors, the cabi
net lock used in furniture and the tumbler
combination lock used on the home or
business safe succumb with almost the
same ease to modern methods of burglary.
The one safest protection for valuables of
all kinds is a safe deposit box, with the
security of reinforced concrete, combina
tion locks, personal keys and a system of
certain identification. The best and most
pleasant place to procure it is in our up-todate vault. Rentals are quite reasonable,
from $3 a year up,

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Safety

*»

Service

A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks

Financial Institutions, Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine b anks having total resources of more
than $86 000.000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions, Inc. Is owned by Mai ne capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
In banking and financial operation.

At The Sign of '=3
National Bafikj

SNorlh

■».

>•. IP
.«.

oAfajastic

DAD’S LUNCH

ELECTRIC RADIOS

FOCUSING

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

ATTENTION
In striving for success it is necessary to focus atten
tion on a task and hold it there until that task is
completed. Know the power of compound interest
by making regular deposits with this Bank.

‘Mighty Monarchs of the
Arctic”

4% Interest Paid On Savings Accounts

House-Sherman, Inc.

“Constantly Cold”

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
for Majestic Products)
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.

TURKEY DINNER
85 Cents
Tomorrow
AT

Park Street Cafe

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

MOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: (European)
Booklet
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
on
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Application

(June lo
October)

Hotel

Rockland Loan & Building Association

EXTRA TROUSERS

FREE
With every Suit Order. This is a- semi-annual sale run by the
International Tailoring Co. A saving of $10.00 to $15.00 on a Suit.
Call me by telephone and I will call ou you with samples.

C. A. HAMILTON
29 CHESTNUT STREET

TEL. 986-J

ROCKLAND, ME.

3-5

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
New Classes Beginning Now

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT
Telephones: Residence 994, or School 990-M

I—-

In Time Of Need

A Friend Indeed!

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Day and Evening Sessions

156-2-Ch-3-8

with the Kennebec Water District for
information as to what we should
expect. That district, comprising
Waterville, Fairfield, Winslow, Ben
ton and Vassalboro, has an operating
income of $133,000 approximately the
same as our own, and has about the
same niynber of takers; but where
we have 93 miles of water mains to
maintain, they have only 60 miles.
The population is more compact.
Also their District debt is $950,000
while I have figured ours at
$1,268,000.
So that their mileage of mains is
about two-thirds ours; their indebt
edness is about two-thirds of what
ours will be; and it so happens that
their water rates are about twothirds of our rates: the flat rate for
the ordinary dwelling with one bath
room and one closet being $18 wheie
ours is $24 and the meter rate for
the first 10,000 cubic feet used in 3
months being 20 cents per 100 while
ours is 30 cents for the first 2000
cubic feet and 20 cents for the next
8000 with a $2 service charge added.
Measured by that district we might
not be able to reduce our rates ap
preciably.
The Augusta Water District sup
plies a population of about 18,000
which is a little more than ours, but
has only sixty miles of mains,
$747,000 of indebtedness and about
$102,000 of operating income. Their
rates are slightly less than those of
the Kennebec Water District, the flat
rate for the ordinary dwelling being
j $16 and the meter rate being 20 cents
per 100 cu. ft. with a minimum of
$18. These rates also are practically
two-thirds of ours. But their more
compact system and small financial
burden may account for at least a
portion of the difference in rates.
There is a much greater difference
between these Districts in the rates
charged on hydrants, the rate for
each hydrant in Augusta being $30;
in Waterville $40 for the first fifty
and $30 for all others; while our
present rate is $100.
My conclusion from these figures
and from the general situation is that
the feasibility of the plan for the
Water District rests upon the price
we have to pay and our ability to
keep politics out of its management.

• « * *

In the open discussion which fol
lowed Alderman Benner, a member
of
the
preliminary committee,
stressed the fact that the local plant
operates on the gravity system while
Waterville pumps her supply, also
that eventually the local fire protec
tion facilities would be so improved
that large insurance with a class
A city.
Reductions would accrue
Ex-Mayor Carver took exceptions to
the latter idea, basing his thought on
the Underwriters' requirements which
showed the cost of even Class B to
be prohibitive. President Cobb of
the water company stated that the
attitude of the officers of the com
pany would be strictly neutral, but
he expressed the hope that the public
would inform itself on all phases of
the question.
E. K. Leighton of Waterville and
Dr. C. H. Jameson of Camden were
visiting Rotarians. Mayor Richard
son, Kennedy Crane, E. R. Veazie,
George B. Wood and Alderman Ben
ner were guests.

ration; wholesale confectionery; di Democrat;
Protestant;
married;
rector of Rockland National Bank; poultryman at present, seafaring
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.
member of Common Council, Rock most of his life; educated in schools
land, two years; educated in the pub of Friendship; selectman; school
146Stf
lic schools of South Hope and Rock j committee.
•
* ♦ ♦ »
land; went to work for St. Clair &
Allen when 17, became partner in the
Lincoln County Delegation
firm when 21; member of the
Masons; Past Commander of Clare- . Senator
„ . Harold W. Bishop, Booth,
mont Commandery K T • Past Hieh bay Harbor’ a(?c 46: born in Eastport;
Priest King Solomon’s Temple Chap- I RePublican: Congregationalism marter; Past Patron Golden Rod Chap- ^ed; insurance business; educated
ter, O. E. S.; Rotary Club; Rockland B°othbay Harbor common and high
Country Club; Knox County Fish schools; selectman; town treasurer
and Game Association; Anah Tem for 14 years; chairman water com
ple, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, missioners' board 12 years; treas
Representative Fred E. Burkett of
Bangor, and King Hiram Shipmates, urer public library; vice president
Representative W. A. Smith of
Union
Rockland; has one son holding re Boothbay Savings Bank; Mason and
Vinalhaven
sponsible position with a telephone K. of P.; member of House In 1925Broadcasts from Washington, District of Co
company
in Newark, N. J.; member 27-29.
lature, this being his sixth term. He They are Hon. Fred E. Burkett ot
Representative Hervey C. Bailey,
of
House
1927,
1929.
lumbia, at 8.00 o’clock, Sunday evening, Jan.
is also the oldest member in point of Union and his son, Hon. Franz U.
Whitefield age 56; born in Boston,
Representative
Albert
C.
McLoon.
service, having been a representa Burkett of Portland.
Republican;
U niversalist;
Rockland, age 56; born in Rockland; Mass.:
1 I, over the Columbia Network. Listen in and
tive in 1901, '03 and 05 and again in
Seventy-seven members have had always a Republican; Universalist; married; farmer; educated in White1919. and a senator in 1929. Twenty- previous legislative experience.
married; wholesale lobster dealer field schools; on board of selectmen
hear his interesting story of the first hundred
eight of the members are married,
chairman
four years;
One Representative was bom in and distributor of petroleum prod-, seven
.. „„. years;
T n n
™
two are single and one is a widow.
England, one in Lithuania, one in ucts; educated in the public schools M£F™°rang® — .
years of Loan and Building Associations in the
There are 13 Congregationalists in New Jersey, one in Ohio, one in Con of Rockland and Bryant & Stratton
Kepiesentative Elton H. Lewis,
the Senate, three Episcopalians, necticut, one in New York, one in Commercial College; Mayor of Rock- Bcotbbay’ age 39’ born in Boothbay;
United States.
three Baptists, two Unitarians, two Maryland, two in New Hampshire, land, 1909-10, 1910-11; chairman Re- R(-’PubB<»n; Protestant; married;
«
Universalists, two have no religious seven in Massachusetts, 11 in Cana publican county committee; Spanish ^e?2Lan’ 5du,cate? in Bootbbay and
preferences, one reported as a Prot da, and the others in Maine.
War veteran; Mason; Elk; Rotarian. ‘iost7' schools; has been on the
estant, one as a Union Christian, one
Thirty-nine have received college
Representative Fred E. Burkett, ^°afd of selectmen of Boothbay 13
a Friend and one did not answer the or university educations, while the
Union, age 66; born in Union; Re years, eight years as chairman;
question.
Mason; Odd Fellow; K. of P.; mem
others have been educated in pub
As to occupation or profession lic schools, academies, seminaries, publican; Congregationalist; mar ber of the House in 1917 and of the
146-8-tf
there are nine lawyers in the 1931- business colleges and preparatory ried; hardware dealer; educated at Senate in 1919.
Union High School; agent of Georges
Representative Fred M. Weeks,
schools. One reports that he was Valley Railroad for years; manager
educated in the College of Hard of the Thorndike & Hix canning fac Dresden, (P. O. Cedar Grove), age
Knocks.
tory for 10 years; town clerk: tax col 58; bom in New Brunswick; always
Eleven Representatives reported lector; chairman of board of select Republican; no religious preferences;
that they have no religious prefer men 11 years; is now treasurer and married; hotel proprietor and farm
ence, 20 declare themselves as Prot manager of the Union Water Co.; er; educated in schools of New
estants, 32 as Congregationalists, 20 and the Union Telephone Co.;
Baptists, 18 Methodists, 16 Universa Mason; member of the House In
(Continued on Page Two)
lists, 11 Catholics, five Episcopalians, 1929.
three Unitarians, three Friends, one
Representative William A. Smith,
each Presbyterian, Hebrew, Free Vinalhaven, age 44; bom in Vinal YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Thinker and Religious Liberal. One haven; Democrat; no religious pref
A savings ■ account is a loyal friend
had to live my life again I would
contributes to the Baptist Church, erences; married; hardware and ha\If 1 I made
a rule to read some poetry
and ally. You can turn to it in time
two follow the Golden Rule and five plumbing; educated at Vinalhaven and listen to some music at least once
a
week.
The
loss of these tastes Is a
did
not
answer
the
question.
of need, confident of dependable
High School; trustee Public Library loss of happiness
—Charles Darwin.
Of the 151 members, 134 are mar 12 years.
material help. Money troubles can
ried, 11 are single, four are widowers,
Representative
Everett
N.
Hobbs,
GOING
TO SLEEP
not disturb any person with a sav
one is a widow and one failed to Hope, age 53; born in Hope; Demo The light Is fading down the sky.
ings account. Open one here to
answer the question.
crat; Universalist; married; farmer The shadows grow and multiply;
I hear the thrushes’ evening song;
The members of the Eighty-fifth or orchardist; educated in common
day. Then add to it regularly and
But I have borne with toll and wrong
Maine House have a great variety of and high schools of Hope; selectman
So long, so long!
when you need money it will be
business interests. A large number 12 years, chairman three years; Dim dreams my drowsy senses drown,—
read^—waiting for you.
So,
darling, kiss my eyelids down!
I of them are engaged in two or more school committee four years, chair
occupations each.
There are 33 man Camden, Hope and Thomaston My life's brief spring went wasted by.
J farmers, 13 merchants, 13 lawyers, 12 school union past three years; chair My summer ended fruitlessly;
I learned to hunger, strive and wait:
| in real estate business, the others man Hope Farm Bureau ten years;
I found you. love.—O happy fate!—
I
representing a great variety of voca member Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
So late, so late!
tions.
executive board seven years, presi Now all my fields are turning brown,—
• * * *
So.
darling,
kiss my eyelids down!
dent two years; present master of
Rockland, Me.
Knox County Delegation
Hope Grange; trustee North Knox O blessed sleep! O perfect rest!
Senator George L. 8t. Clair. Rock Fair; trustee of Maine Pomological Thus pillowed on your faithful breast.
Nor life nor death Is wholly drear,
land, age 56; born in South Hope; Society.
O tender heart, since you are here.—
Republican; Universalist: married;
Representative Winthrop J. Whit
So dear, so dear!
partner in firm of St. Clair & Allen, ney, Friendship, age 65; born at Sweet love! my soul's sufficient crown!
Now.
darling, kiss my evelids down!
I is secretary and treasurer of corpo- Monhegan
Island;
Independent
—Elizabeth Akers Allen.

DR. JULIUS KLEIN

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel

views on the proposed water district
in an impartial discussion which was
well received. He said in part:
Water districts have been organ
ized in various parts of the state for
different reasons. Generally the
reason for their formation has been
an impure supply furnished by the
private company, poor service, or
high rates. I believe there is no seri
ous contention that the service
rendered by the local water company
is inadequate or that the water fur
nished is of poor quality; but it is
hoped that water service can be fur
nished to the people of the district at
a lower rate.
The rates which will be charged
will be fixed by the Board of Trustees
of the Water District with the ap
proval of the Public Utilities Com
mission; but they will have to be
sufficient to pay the operating ex
penses of the system and to provide
for such extensions and renewals as
may be necessary; to provide for
payment of interest on the indebted
ness of the district; and to provide
each year a sum, probably not less
than one per cent of the total in
debtedness, for a sinking fund to pro
vide for the final extinguishment of
the debt. At the present rates the
Camden and Rockland Water Co.
receives a gross operating income of
approximately $135,000. The present
operating expense is approximately
$60,000. Whether or not the Water
District can operate the system as
efficiently and economically will depend, in my judgment, upon the
character of trustees appointed and
the extent to which politics is kept
out of the District management.
There will be a large saving in the
tax item, since the properties of the
Water District will be exempt from
taxation, with the exception of the
property located in the town of
Rockport; this saving will be ap
proximately $18,000. Whether there
are increases or reductions in the
other items of operating expense will
depend upon the management. This
would cut the operating expense to
approximately $42,000 and leave as
gross income from operations $93,000.
The other large items to pay out of
this balance would be interest on the
District debt and payments to the
sinking fund. Both would depend
upon the price we are obliged to
pay for the property of the Camden
and Rockland Water Company. The
valuation put upon the plant by the
Public Utilities Commission for rate
making purposes is $1,268,148. The
Water District would probably expect
to get the property at a lower
figure, and the Water Company
might expect to get more; but using
that as a basis our interest charges
each year would be approximately
$57,000 and payments to the sinking
fund, $12,700. This is assuming that
the Water District would pay 4‘A%
on its bonds and set aside one per
cent of its indebtedness in the sink
ing fund. These two items total
$69,700 and would reduce the net in
come to approximately $23,000. This
is the amount which would be avail
able to reduce the rates. It would
be greater or less according as we
paid less or more for the plant and
according as the management is
more or less efficient than the man-
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Wnu or. oath declares that he ls Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. J 1931. '.here was printed a total of
6276 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.
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WE GET GOOD START

j~“

Interesting Stonington Case Both Rockland Basketball j
Which the Commissioners
1 earns Win Against Rock- I
Brunswick: postmaster at Cedar manships comes to Knox County.
port—Camden Loses At
Must Decide
Grove for six years; second select- Senator St. Clair being named at the
man three years: Mason; I. O. O. F.; 1 head of the committee on TemperNewcastle.
Charles H. Cahill of Bath and Wil
(Continued from Page One)

“Wear Clean
Clothes”

member of the House in 1921.
ance. The Knox and Lincoln dele. , . .
gations get the following committee liam H. Thurston of Tremont, sea
The Rockland High basketball
Formerly of Knox County \
assignments.
and shore fisheries commissioners; teams .had no trouble in taking a
And be ye kind one to another,
Senator William Bissett^Portland. „f OnComines-Representot.ve BaUey and Horatio D. Crie, director of sea double’victory from the two Rockport
tender-hearted, forgiving one an
and shore fisheries, gave a hearing yHi*h teams in, th,e
™d
,
other, even as God for Christ's sake Cumberland County; age 50; born in
,
, . , „ \
League games last night. Both home j
On Federal Relations—Representa
Aberdeen.
Scotland;
Republican;
hath forgiven you.—Eph. 4:32.
In
the
Municipal
Court
room
yesterteams
got
away
t0
early
starts
a
nd
Congregationalist; married; travel tive Whitney of Friendship.
On Indian Affairs—Representative day on an appeal taken by Fred W. were never in danger of having their
ing salesman; educated in public
When the steamer Malang steamed schools of Vinalhavcn; member of Weeks of Dresden,
Williams of New York against the leads overcome. The girls won out
of 49 to 8: "“Je the boys'
up the Penobscot River Tuesday, a city council in 1923; president Maine
On Library—Senator Bishop of construction of a fish weir at Burnt bv a
team rolled up 69 points to 7 for the J
new chapter was written in the Fraternal Association for Blind, Lincoln.
Cove in the township of Stoning- visitors
•
On Pensions—Representative Bur
maritime history-of that stream for 1925-1930; member Moses Webster
ton.
*
as
Lincoln
Academy
defeated'
Lodge. No. 145, F. & A. M., Vinal- kett of Union.
this was the first Japanese-built haven;
The weir was built four years ago' Camden by a score of 25 to 19 at
On Public Buildings and Grounds
and Cogawesco Tribe, No. 5.
by J. Tilden Fifleldbf Stonington, who Newcastle, the locals and Lincoln
craft ever to navigate those waters. I. O. R. M.. Portland; member 13th —Senator St. Clair of Knox.
.. .
„
. , ... . , ,
...
are in a tie for first place. The lead
On Public Utilities—Senator Bishop it,
But this, however, is not the point Club. St. Lawrence Congregational
is alleged, failed to take out the wdj
learned Wednesday, when
of
Lincoln.
Church;
member
of
House
1927,
which we seek to emphasize; rather
On Sea and Shore Fisheries—Rep necessary permit. When he discov- Rockland meets the Damariscotta
1929.
ered that his action was not in ac- quintet on the latter's floor,
we wish to stress the fact that it
Representative Franz U. Burkett, resentatives Lewis of Boothbay. Mc
The entire Rockland team Was outmarks the beginning of freight serv Portland. Cumberland County; age Loon of Rockland and Smith of cordancc with Judge Hoyle he made
application to the selectmen and standing last night, while it was very
ice between the new paper mill at 43; born in Union; Republican; '
Prison—Senator St Clair the necessar>' Permit was granted.
hard to”pick any individual star for .
Knox a^dRe^sentetives Bur- < The weir extends across ^-thirds the losers. Two of the regulars on
Bucksport, and the New York mar MethQdist; married; attorney at law,
educated at Union High School, of
Knox
and
Representatives
Bur
leer ofunion and McLoon of Rock- of the mouth of lhe cove and was fclt the girls' team. Lawrence and Brewer. , I
kets which it will serve. The extensive
Wesleyan Seminary, Bowdoin Col- kett of Union and McLoon ol Rock by Mr wmiams t0 bp an encroach- were put out on fouls before the first
docks constructed alongside of the lege and U. of M. Law School; prin
On State sanatoriums-^Senator ment upon his Privile8e’ especially as h.,lf endcd. but the lassies had no j
paper plant will enable the loading cipal Union High School 1912-13-14;
°" ® Lincoln
the latter operates
ramps trouble in holding their lead which
of the boat to be accomplished at with law firms of Bradley & Linnell,
On state School for Bovs State and aPPeals especially to high class the Misses Mattson and Howard had
On State facnooi tor Boys, siau patrons who are promised salt water. pUed up.
minimum cost and carries out the 1916, Chapman & Brewster. 1917 and School
for Girls and State Reforma- recreations as an especial feature.
Sturgis & Chaplin 1920-23; member
theory that development of Maine of law firm of Chaplin & Burkett since 1 tories—Senator St Clair of Knox.
Summary of the boys' gam.'-;
Tv
7Rnr
to Mr.
the w eir
On Taxation-Representative
Bur- According with
thcWilliams
rights
coastal and river territories would 1923; U. S. Army 2nd Lieut., Air
Rockland High School (69)
rights of
of Wm5
himself
P;
F
O
prove profitable because of the easy Service 1918-19; assistant county at kett of Union.
and guests, besides being a menace
On
Temperance
—
Senator
St.
Clair
1
21
& r
Flanagan, lf ........ 10
access to the greatest consuming torney, Cumberland County, July of Knox and Representative Hobbs of in bad weather.
1
15 1
.....
.
„ 1924 tq Nov. 21. 1928; Mason, Odd
It was claimed on behalf of Mr. Knowlton, rf ...... 7
markets in the country, througl^peUo^ Cumberland Bar Association, Hope.
0
0
Lacroix, rf ...........
0
On Ways and Bridges—Repre Pifield that the weir extends from his Ellingwood, c ...... 11
coastal shipping. Employing up Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and
25 !
3
own property and that it nowise in
2
9i
Gay, lg ................. 3
wards of 200 men, the plant is now American Legion; member of the sentative Weeks of Dresden.^
Representative Burkett is chair terferes with the only navigable McAlarv, rg .......... 0
0
0
producing 200 tons of newsprint daily House in 1929. • ♦ • »
channel
of
the
cove.
I—
—
—1
man of the House Ways and Means
The
commissioners
took
the
mat

and has a capacity of producing up
69
7
31
Knox and Lincoln Counties fare committee, and Hobbs of Hope is a ter under advisement. E. C. Payson
wards of 300 tons. Maine has much reasonably well on the joint stand member of the House commute on and W. H. Butler appeared as coun
Rockport High School (7)
P
G
F
f
to be thankful for in these days of ing committees. One ot the chair- Elections.
sel for the appellant, and County At
1
1
business depression, and the new
torney Percy Clark appeared for the Annis, rg ............. 0
0
0
Miller, rg ............... 0
JUSTICE
FOR
ROCKLAND
weir
owner.
Bucksport industry is certainly one
•‘ON MY SET”
0
0
0
Crockett, lg
item.
0
0
Starr, lg ............... 0
Jesse A. Tolman Takes To Task
TAKEN IN PORTLAND Turner, lg ............. 0
0
0
What He Considers An Erring Cor
0
0
Arev. c ................... 0
respondent.
Governor William Tudor Gardiner
Pavson, rf ...........
2
1
5
Snow, lf ............... 0
1
1
set many tongues a-wagging Thurs
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Wanted For Alleged Lar
day when, in the preface to his
In your issue of Dec. 6 an article
V
2
2
inaugural address he wrote that
ceny Here
from a correspondent evidently ’
Referee: Mahan.
•‘it is not likely that politi
designed “for Southern points only"
Time 4 8s.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick went to
cal activity will again disturb
Summary of the girls' game:
does Rockland and its leading men a
Score. Rockland. 49; Rockport, 8.
grave injustice. As no one else has Portland this morning to take in
my life." We learn from the legisla
Rockland—Mattson, rf; Howard,
chosen to correct it, I will notice a custody Stanley Kalloch of Warren,
tive statistics that His Excellency is
few of the high spots wherein your who is charged with the larceny of lf; Brewer, c; Lawrence, sc: Breen, c;
only 38 years of age, so that his im
,
... o ■ ,
Sunstrom, sc; Smith, rg; Howard, rg;
correspondent has “Wandered.''
certain monies from the Park street gnowman lg
The winter season is offering
plied resolution may be charged to
Rockland
did
not
"stand
still
ter
some very powerful radio, with
Rockport—Priest, rf; Spear, if;
the impetuosity of youth. Thus far
the last 10 years." » gained 12% in Service Station, of which E. J. Davis
a minimum of static, but con
Riley, c; Tolman. sc; Lofman, rg;
is proprietor.
population
and
should
be
credited
he has had a distinguished political
siderable complaint is being
with a proportion of the gain of the
Kalloch was in the firm's employ, Graffam, rg; Morong, lg.
made as to fading.
career and as governor has trod upon
Points scored by Mattson 29, Howthree small towns adjoining, as their , and with his disappearance several
many toes in the performance of
weeks ago it is alleged there also afd 20; Priest 6. Spear 2.
prosperity
depends
on
Rockland's.
I
I was a bit surprised e- ly
• * » »
what he has considered his obliga
The people here do not need to went certain sums which he had col- !
Thursday evening to hear KMOX
There will be a basketball meeting
change the architecture of their city lected on account.
tion to the State's interests. Because
of St. Louis eoming in clear as a
Deputy
Ludwick_______
learned________
that the 1 *n
High School gym next Thurs'
blocks as long as the snow slides
__
____________
bell.
The Canadian stations
of that insistence he lost many votes
from their roofs do not hit any of young man was in the vicinity of dai’ evening. Mahan, the well known
are coming in exceptionally well,
last September—some of his oppo
our summer visitors. Rockland is Portland, and placed the matter in Augusta referee; and Eddie Roundv
especially CKGW, CFCF and
nents voting against him be
the only city on the Maine coast the hands of Harold K. Maguire, a who is widely known as the Colby
C’FRB. But what has become
that made a substantial gain during Portland police inspector who is a College coach, will give a demonstra
cause of antagonism to their inter
of our old Moncton, N. B. friend?
tion of the interpretation of basket
the last census period excepting personal friend of his.
••• «•« •••
ests. and many others voting against
ball rules. This will be done through
The arrest followed yesterday.
I South Portland which is a leech on
That
always
popular
oratorio
him because of reasons which they
the medium of an exhibition game,
Portland, so that Maine's metropolis
by Gaul, “The Holy City,” will
in which the officials will call and
could not explain to themselves,
gained but 1%.
WITH THE BOWLERS
be sung by Cathedral Echoes
explain the fouls made. All coaches
Of Maine's inland cities Sanford
perhaps. But Governor Gardiner's
mixed quartet of WGY, Mon
.
7 , ... „
Jand Players in this section of the
made a 25% gain by reason of having
day evening, ai 10 o'clock. The
absolute retirement from politics, for
The Pirates captured the Street state are invited, and it is also hoped
an industry peculiar to itself; Au
group
will
be
directed
by
Charles
all time, is unthinkable. Opportunity
grandfather's for the remainder of
gusta a gain of 21% by reason of be Railway at Carr's Thursday night, that the general public will attend as
Gilbert Spross, distinguished
SOUTH APPLETON
will knock again some day, and the
ing the State Capital; Waterville with Stockford as standard bearer, these demonstrations are for the
this winter.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
composer and pianist and the
Mrs. Lewis Fish and three chil
gained 13% to Rockland's 12%, Ban Freeman had high string. 106 The purpose of giving the fans a better
matiem. Sciatica, Neuritis, Musci
friends of good government will hope
oratorio will be sung in the Me
summary:
,
understanding
of
basketball.
No
addren
have
gone
to
Foxboro
for
an
gor, (at the present writing an in
lar Lameness, Sprsins and Bruiei
Mr. and Mrs. Ciarence Dorman
morial Chapel of Union College.
that it will not be ignored.
The Pirates—Hopkins, 276: Clark, mission will be charged
land city i gained 10% ; Lewiston-Au 267: Stockford. 306; Woodcock, 272;
when
were visitors Sunday at the home of indefinite time.
••• •••
....
burn 9% and all the others less, sev Shute, 250; total, 1371.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Fish.
In an effort to stimulate musi
The Rockland Celtics defated the
METHYL BALM
eral of them losing population. Your
Mrs. Louena Sprague of Taunton,
Street Railway—Freeman, 278: Camden
Sixteen days have elapsed since
cal interest in the home and
ROCKPORT
Junior
varsity
team
24
to
13
correspondent
says
we
“
have
the
will
bring
almost instant relief
Mass.,
has
been
passing
her
vacation
Gregory,
282;
Lane,
263:
Tolman,
266;
bring out latent talent in the
Captain William H. Wincapaw
yesterday, Miller refereeing. The j at her father’s, Edgar Ripley.
making of a wonderful city.” Well, Coombs, 255; total, 1344.
family
group
a
new
series
of
pro

A
scientificslly
compounded «
Celtics
were
Frohock,
W.
Ripley.
dropped Rockland’s Christmas greet
we arc a wonderful city now! He
Neighbors and friends of Mrs.
Theodore Simmons of Teddy s
grams, featuring Carl Friedberg,
ternal application that should
Haskell,
Connon
and
Bicknell.
The
says
we
have
a
deep
water
harbor
ings from his airplane^, over the
The Street Railway redeemed itself
Bernard Ripley who is in Knox Hos- Shop. Rockport who is nqw able to in every home. Sold only at
internationally known pianist,
one night from Boston. It, however, the same night by defeating the Camden players were Melvin, Hill, pital are extending best wishes for be out again thanks his friends for
Penobscot Bay light stations, but we
Geoffrey O'Hara, composer, Paula
Lord.
Dean,
Brown
and
Foster.
is
of
no
use
to
us
while
the
Western

Rockland Body Shop. The high volt
Ilemminghaus, contralto, and
Johnston’s Drug Store
coniess to feeling an added thrill
her improvement.
the many cards received during his ,
ers and Southerners of the U. S. age man was Gregory who registered
73 PARK ST.
ROCK LAN
Some new friends who visit this recent illness and also the Johnson
every time we read the acknowledg-t Alois Havrilla, as narrator and
Shipping
Board,
are
stopping
Boston
a string of 129 and had high total. Newbert, 276; Johnson, 263; Thomas, neighborhood every - afternoon are society of the M. E. Church for their 1 Sent Poet Paid on receipt of pric
baritone, began today at 11.30
from
doing
business
on
the
same
ments which continue to come from
The summary:
250; Nelson, 279; total, 1347.
a. m. over WEEI. Mr. O’Hara
75 cente
four pheasants.
kindness in sending him a basket of
footing as New York and Philadel
* « # «
Street
Railway—Tolman,
242;
those lonely men, who, in remote
alone will be quite worth the
•Ztf
Guyle
Jameson
ls
boarding
at
his
i
fruit.
phia.
Why.
they
won't
even
let
us
Coombs. 264; Freeman, 282: Gregory,
Last night's results at Carr's: Forty
spots along the coast, continue to' time spent in listening to this
use
our
granite
to
build
the
Portland
291; Lane. 286; total, 1365.
Club. No. 3 1478; Federate 1417;
series. Efforts have been put
safeguard our maritime interests.
and Boston Postoffices.
Rockland Body Shop—Harjula, 279; Boiler Makers, 1414; Federate, 1362.
forth to secure him for a lecture
These
things
are
holding
New
Eng

To those of us who live adjacent to
■
"1 —
here in Rockland, but to no avail
land back, not the incapacity of her
transportation lines, and who can
owing to his popular demand.
people. The “cheap labor near our
make our way to Maine's metropolis
border" isn't cheap when it comes to
ACCREDITED FLOCKS
inside of three hours (or less than
Rockland. It wants and gets the
one hour if we use Captain Winca- Out of 28 Tested ,n Knox and Lin. same pay as our own people. It
paw’s planes) it is very nice to be
coin 18 Get the Official Stamp of won't work for the Magic Valley
price of S9 a week, and board itself!
remembered by friends and relatives
Approval.
We haven't shot any strikers nor
at Yuletide, but fancy the sensation
_
.
„
,,
..
„
The testing for Pullorum disease bombed any mills—not yet!
New England is not "standing
it must give to those guardians ot .q thp flQcks of Rnox and Ljnco]n
the sea, afar from the mail lanes,, Counties shows that out of the 28 still” as stated. It gained 765.432 in
the last decade. It would have
to have a city's greetings and the flocks and lg354 hcns tested therc gained more, if its business could
latest news dropped in their door- are lg flocks of „ 7g2 hens accredited have gotten fair play. But, wait till
This Is the Cost of a Trial
yards by a sky messenger. Captain .
means that every hen ,fl the we have a New England "Bloc" in
Subscription
to Maine’s Favorite Daily
Wincapaw not only made histoiy on uock bas been tested and found free. Congress! Don't decry the Yankee.
You'll have some job to put him down
this flight, but he strengthened the Several of the flocks did not have and keep him down! Don't write
bond of fi it: dship between the pro any reactors but not all of the birds any more with western and southern
tector and tli' protected. It will not were tested wtiich did not put them interests.
on the list. The accredited flocks
Most of Rockland's activities are :
be soon forgotten.
are:
carried on by the grandsons and
Australorps—F. D. Jameson, Wal- great-grandsons of Rockland's origi
nal builders, most of whom I have
Everybody conct ties that Bath is doboro.
World happenings from the farthest corners of the
, ,
, ,
. . ..
Barred Rocks—Luther Carney, been acquainted with. They are not
lucky-lucky to get contracts for the | Sheepscott. Hawes Bros
Union;
inferior to their progenitors, but are
earth, together with all the news of your city, town
construction oi pi
re craft for Wilson Merriam, Union.
handicapped by outside conspiracies
Rhode
Island Reds—Maynard against their business interests. •
millionaires; lucky u :et an order
and Northeastern Maine is brought daily into the
Jesse A. Tolman
from Uncle Sam to built: seven steel Kinney. F. H. Wyllie & Son. Thomastonn; J. F. Andrews, Jefferson; S. T.
or
homes of subscribers to The News. Keep abreast
patrol boats at a cost oi ?1,500,000; Jameson. Friendship; Mrs. Roy Bart
FRIENDSHIP
lucky to maintain such ar. pressive lett. West Appleton; Fred Greenleaf,
of the times by reading this complete newspaper.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bramhall en
payroll when other indu • es are Wiscasset: V. P. Hall. F. M. Piper.
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Lew J. Wal
H.
W.
Little,
Rockland;
Foster
Subscribe today for three months.
down. The Shipyard City ,c! the
Jameson, C. N. Light, E. B. Robert- lace Tuesday evening at their home ,
facilities to be sure, but over and ' son. Waldoboro; W. L. Merrial, on Cedar avenue.
Miss Beatrice Bramhall entertained
above luck and facilities was ano’ner' union; Mrs. Walter Stevens. North
-- FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY
determining factor—indomitable, go-' Edgecomb; E. C. Teague. Warren; at cards Wednesday evening at her
getter spirit.
Harry Waterman. South Thomaston. home on Cedar avenue. Honors were
Bangor Publishing Co., Bangor, Me.
won by Miss Doris Murphy and Lu
-----------------Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, ther Wotton, Miss Bramhall and By
Send The Bangor Daily News to:
Massachusetts Democrats were de- will be open Saturday nights here- ron Burns receiving the consolation
prizes.
lirious with joy Thursday as they Aft<r f°r the special convenience of
Mrs. Alice McLaughlin visited Mrs.
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, headName ........................................................
witnessed the inauguration of the ligli' adjusting etc.
Daisy Simmons last week.
114-tf
first governor from their party in 14
Street and No........................................
years. Governor Ely made brave
talk, and it met with the enthusias
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
Town and State....................................
MILE-A-M1NUTE MARTY
—bv—
tic approval of many hearers. It now
YEP, WE'RE'DRIVING-' Wyod(OON>;HAVE^
remains to be seen whether they can
f5AY, BIG-60Y-,I.Q0UG-HT_th IS CAR
Enclosed find (
) for three months.
r-Ely upon the fulfillment of these
AT
‘out^there,
ObT.ro THE.COUNTRY To'GrO^I.
inaugural promises.
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Garments cleansed by

“Lamb’s” come back

to

you

clean,

fresh

and perfectly odorless.

In addition we inspect each and every garment for loose buttons

and buckles, rips, tears, linings, etc., in fact every detail is looked
after that makes the garment just as you would have it.

Our service car is at your disposal; in fact we are just as near to

you as your phone.

Call us at 69 and you will find us ready to serve you.

Arthur F. Lamb

Cleansing

—

Dyeing

—

Pressing

Rockland, Maine

Shell Fuel Oil
PLENTY OF IT

Don’t Worry at All
If You Need Fuel Oil
CALL

Three Months
of Pleasure for $1

The Bangor Daily News

SEA VIEW GARAGE
Rockland 1260

Geo. H, Thomas Fuel Co.
Camden 2024

REVERSE CALL

We nave had rather more inclem- 1
ency of weather than there was up
to this time last year, but there has
been so much of the good stirred into
it that we are almost as compliment
ary to the Weather Man as they are j
out in California or down in Florida. :
Andrew Downie, the well known
circus man who had been with Wal- i
ter L. Main's Shows, Downie &
Wheeler, and whose own circus was
in the State last summer, died a few
days ago. The new owner is Charles
Sparks who will probably bring his
show to Maine the coming season. ‘

/E^THftT^OAR
YOUTZSfOvER
SE»lCT/;

*os/,

GA

INC
1'”/.DN0THATi

means it, HASTRUBBERIthAT
grips THEi ground JAND

BRAKES/

^TWAT

1TAR

WOULD
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If Paper Is Continued After Three Months Cost Will Be 50c Per Month
—Papers Sent Out of State 25c Extra Per Month

For All The News When It’s News, Read

MAKE A FIXED

Ol

The Bangor Daily News
They say, “A car is as good as its brakes."

If that’s so, the cars we sell could hardly he improved upon!

“First Thing In The Morning Since 1834”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 10, 1931

Every-O ther-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTSJan. 17—Franklin's Birthdav.
Jan. 19-24—Food fair. Spear hall,
under auspices of Veteran Firemen.
Jan. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
Ja<i. 26-31—Portland Automobile show.
Jan. 29-30—Midwinter meeting of
Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs ln
Augusta.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 9—Dancing exhibition Temple
hall.

Supper at Legion hall tonight from I
5 to 7, with Mrs. Eliza Plummer and
Mrs. Julia Huntley in charge. •

Paste Three

7

IN THE

First Winter

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Harold Simmons of Rockland street
sustained a broken shoulder last night
in a fall on the icy sidewalk at Ran
kin block.

The Sons of Union Veterans Auxil
iary will hold a whist party in Grand
Army hall Tuesday, with Delia York
as hostess.

Continuing Their

NINE CENT

SERMONETTE

Safely Journey to thc End
A recent advertisement began
with the above words, but many
journeys do not end safely. Some
years ago the writer stepped onto
a fast express bound home. The
train was late and* making up
time. A dining car was attached;
after supper, coming back into
the other coach, everything
seemed as usual. Yet somewhere
two unseen passengers had come
on board and walking through
had marked for their companions
several taking that journey. The
two were Death and Pain. No
one noted their coming or
dreamed of their presence. In an
instant of time the rails split, the
road-bed was destroyed, and the
cars hurled down a granite abut
ment. Three died, and many suf
fered pain for weeks.
Life is a great journey. Who
“journeys safely to the end?'
Well, it is in the bounds of com
mon experience that it is one who
has an abiding faith in God and
who trusts Him always. “Yea,
though I walk through the valley
of the shadow of death, I will
fear no evil, for Thou art with
me.” The semaphores are set at
green.
W. A. H.

• Richafd Reed has entered the Sea
Deputy Collectors Thorndike and
View Garage as salesman.
Magee were in Martins Point this
week, where they measured a new
The Veteran Firemen have a dance fishing and pleasure craft, built for
in Spear hall tonight, with music by Joseph W. Mills of Camden.
Kirk.
Dad's Lunch is now open in its new
Schooner Mabel A. Frye sailed this location on Park street opposite Park
morning for Norfolk where she vfill Theatre It is the middle store in the
new block and is sanitary throughout
load coal for this port.
with a homelike atmosphere.
C. A. Pease is able to be on the
Yacht Aras, built by the Bath Iron
street again, after a lengthy and
Works for Hugh J. Chisholm is hav
severe attack of rheumatism.
Regular Store Hours Next Week—
ing her official trial on thc Rockland
William S. Colson, who broke one course today. It is one of the finest
8.00 to 5.30 o’clock
of his legs recently in a fall on tie pleasure boats ever built in Maine
ice, has returned home from Knox waters.
Hospital.
Mrs. Victor Hall and Mrs. Ada
A welcome visitor at Central Fire Dyer, Camden librarian have charge
Station Thursday was Capt. Leslie of the miscellaneous, also wit and
Macane of the Portland Fire De humor periods at next Friday evepartment.
ing’s Educational Club meeting, with j
special juvenile talent and movies.
Tlie monthly meeting of the Par
ent-Teacher Association will be held
A meeting of the Sewing Circle of
Monday evening at 7.30 in Miss the Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook 1
Cochran's room at the High School Post, A.L., will be held Monday. A tournament for men with appro
building.
afternoon at 1.30 in Legion hall to' priate prizes will be held at the Hay
tack two quilts. Picnic supper will loft indoor golf course Monday night.
3nmuel Rankin, a well known Civil be followed by the Auxiliary meeting
Martin S. Graves joined the Post
War veteran is making his home in at 7.30.
special delivery man. Previously he
this city while repairs are being
At the' Congregational Cnurch to
special delivery an. Previously he
made upon his West Rockport resi
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
had been for a number of years with
dence recently damaged by fire.
preach on the subject, “The Church
A FREAK TREE
the Livingston Manufacturing Co.
and the Underworld.” The Sunday
E. P. Haubert, who has been serv
school will convene at the noon hour.
Sixty years ago the first passenger
AT
ing as assistant secretary of the Law
All laws of nature and for-,
The Comrades of the Way will meet
locomotive for the Knox & Lincoln
rence Portland Cement Co., has suc
cstry are defied by the freak
in the vestry at 6 o’clock.
Railroad landed on the Woolwich
ceeded J. S. Van Middlesworth,
tree which was brought to The
....
side of the Kennebec River. It
whose death was recently announced
Courier-Gazette office this morn
The
Salvation
Army special meet
hauled the first train between Wool
in this paper.
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.
ing by C. A. Barnes and Arthur
ings for the weekend are: Saturday.
wich and Wiscasset May 1, 1871, Ed
Richardson of St. George. It
8 p. m., praise meeting; Sunday, 10
ward Hamlin being the engineer,
The Sunshine Society at the meet
was a beech when it started
а. m., Sunday School; 11, holiness
William
L.
White
the
conductor
and
ing Monday afternoon will prepare
from the soil, but within a few
That Maine has the distinction of meeting; 6.30 p. m. Young People's
George
E.
Woodbury
brakeman.
the box which is sent annually to the
feet from the ground it carries
The train consisted of one passen being the only State in New England Legion and 8, salvation meeting. The
Home for Blind Babies in New Jer
two healthy fir limbs, one of
ger car. The Courier-Gazette files of whose poppy sales, conducted by the public is invited to hear Adjutant and
sey. Members are asked to contri
which is four feet in length.
25 years ago, calling attention to this State Department, American Legion Mrs. Walter Phillips of Portland
bute suitable articles.
The beech tree itself is 25 feet
incident in railroad history, says Auxiliary, receives National orders headquarters, who will lead all serv
I
tall and grew on land now used
ices.
The annual meeting of the Knox
* « « *
as a blueberry farm by A. J. I that the line began business with five : was made known today py Mrs.
engines
—
the
Francis
Caleb,
Edwin
County Fish & Game Association
Bird of Rockland. A fir tree
The First Church of Christ, Sci
Anne Snow of this city, divisional
I
Flye,
Henry
Ingalls,
Thomaston
and
will be held the latter part of Febru
standing three feet away ap
entist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
ary, after the sportsmen's show in
pears to have flirted with the ! John T. Berry—but if the writer’s i chairman for New England. Mrs streets holds Sunday service at 10.30
recollection
is
correct
there
was
also
Boston. At that time a new board
Snow, who is also department poppy with the subject of the lesson sermon
beech so violently that two of I
a locomotive named Edward Sewall,
of officers will be chosen.
its limbs were transferred.
chairman, statccj that there are tomorrow, “Sacrament,”
Sunday
the
Thomaston
and
John
T.
Berry
Anyhow the fir limbs project I
School is held at 11.30. Wednesday
about
900
World
War
Veterans,
being
subsequently
added.
Dr. Julius Klein, Assistant Secre
directly from the trunk of the
whose average age is 34 years, en evening testimony meeting is at 7.30.
tary of Commerce, will broadcast
beech.
I In accordance with the proclama rolled at tbe National Soldiers' Home A reading room is located at 400
over the Columbia network at 8
tion from National headquarters that at Togus, who will be employed mak Main street and is open week days
o’clock Sunday evening, telling the
from 2 to 5 p. m.
Jan. 8 be observed as a day of ing the poppies. Increased infirmities excepting holidays
fascinating story of the first hundred
• • • •
Monday evening at 6.45, School of
years of the I/)an and Building Missions, Littlefield Memorial Church prayer for the temperance cause, and lack of employment have forced j At the Universalist church at 10.30
the local W.C.T.U. met at the hoire many disabled veterans to enter the
Associations in the United States.
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor, will
will meet in the vestry. The Guild
4 and the Auxiliary are to bring scis of Mrs. E. H. Crie. The meeting was National Soldiers' Homes and Vet have as the topic of his sermon “The
"You can take may 'want' adver sors and a foot rule, and the Cru- well attended, honorary members erans’ Hospitals. These men have Human Yardstick.” The quartet will
tisement out of the paper. It sure 1 saders, scissors. The scripture verse were represented by Rev. J. Charles put up • a brave fight. They have give the anthem “Praise the Lord”
brought results. I asked for a desk | is to contain the word “trust.” Please MacDonald, Rev. Walter S. Rounds faced their difficulties as long as Randegger, and Mrs. Morgan, con
and Rev. L. G. Perry. The president, ’ possible, have worked whenever able,
for my store and five have been of have reports ready.
Mrs. Hope Brewster, read the procla part time or full time, and have tralto, will sing “More Love to Thee,”
fered thus far,'' says Ralph E. Nutt of
mation and Mr. MacDonald read helped support their families. By Day. Church school and Knicker
Nutt Shoe Store. He knows the pull
bocker Class meet at noon; junior
ing power of The Courier-Gazette The Monday program at the Forty from the scriptures. A season of furnishing remunerative employ Y.P.C.U. at 4 p. m. with Gordon Eowclassified ads.
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DAYS SALE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

TURKEY DINNER
85 Cents
Tomorrow

Park Street Cafe

'
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id Maine. Monday evening. January
1931 at 7.30 o'clock, for the following
rposes: First, to llsteh to and act upon
e reports of the officers. Second, to
ose a board of eleven directors and an
ditor. Third, to transact any other
siness that may properly come before
e meeting.
„
H. O. GI’RDY. Secretary.
Rockland. Maine, Dec. 27, 1930.
155-8-5

Tripp.

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
30 High Si.

CHIROPRACTOR
Phone I 163
Rockland, Me.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the M. E. Ladles’ Aid
and all the friends and neighbors who
so kindly remembered me with sunshine
boxes, fruit, cards, etc., which were
greatly appreciated.
Ruth E Bradford
East Friendship.
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the right note of color'^TTw

A Good Time
To Stock
Your Pantry

Sale Starts Satur
day and Continues
One Week

Tub Butter

lb 29c

FANCY FRESH
CREAMERY

THE LOWEST PRICE IN MANY YEARS
FANCY
LITTLE PIG

Corned Spareribs

lb 12c

BEST
GOOD
SALT
FRANK- POCKET
FRANK- FRANKPORK
FORTS TRIPE
FORTS
FORTS
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.

15c

Lb.

Lb.

29c

21c

15c

lb.
gal.
gal.

WALNUTS,
BEST MOLASSES,
HEINZ VINEGAR,

3 No. 2
Cans

3
Tall Cans

29c

23c

MILK

39c

29c
23c
29c

SPECIAL

82c

‘•Kitchen-tested"

Graham Ketchup Johnson TABLE PINK
BEANS SALT SALMON
2
FLOUR
Large Bots

5 ih. bag

23c

35c

2 Qts.

3 Boxes

2 Cans

29c

19c

25c

TOMATO SOUP
4 Cans 25c

HAMBURG STEAK

MONDAY AFTERNOON SPECIAL

SUGAR SPECIAL

25c

!/2 lb pkg

39c

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

with

In Pure
Olive Oil
3 cans

lb. can

40-50 Size

FREE SPAGHETTI

. SAR
DINES

y2

Salada
TEA

22c ASPARAGUS TIPS, can
69c BULK DATES
2 lbs.
39c PRUNES,
3 lbs.

SHORT SHANK LEAN
They Are Worth More

CARNA
TION

TEA

15c

SMOKED SHOULDERS
lb. 17c

TOMA
TOES

WhiteHouse

Very
Large

10 lbs.

.52

25 lbs.

1.28

100 lbs.

4.99

Fancy
Quality

The Best

NORMAN R
FLOUR
24% pound bag
The Lowest
Price On
Record

69c

Fancy
Hard
DRY

DILL
CHEESE ONIONS
Pickles SHRIMP
Heinz

lc
Each

Pound

2 cans

25c

29c

Peck
Dozen

Bushel

23c

95c

35c CLOVERBLOOM, 2 lbs. 69c
32c BROOKFIELD,
2 lbs. 69c
39c BROOKFIELD ROLLS, 2 lb 65c
FRESH NATIVE

Mb

All Steaming Hot Ready to Serve

Baker’s Chocolate, cake,

20c

Baker’s Cocoa, can

16c

Seeded Raisins, 3 pkgs.

23c

Large Loaf Bread,

EGGS

BUTTER SALE

Saturday Special
1 QUART BEANS
1 LOAF BROWN BREAD

Selected

29c

10 lbs.

25c
»

COFFEE SALE
GARDEN OF ALLAH, lb.
EXCELSIOR,
lb.
WHITEHOUSE,
lb.

POTA
TOES

7c

FRESH FROZEN

RASPBERRIES
Ik
STRAWBERRIES ■« *31

Scallops lb 29c
A Very Healthful Food

NEW GILLETTE BLADES
A RAZOR FREE
Limited to 200

2 pkgs 75c

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Are Low

FANCY SUGAR CURED HAMS

ARMOUR’S STAR Ik
SWIFT’S PREMIUM 'U

QCn

Surely a Low Price

Royal Baking Powder

LARGE CAN

39c

A NEW LOW PRICE

Our Store is Just Full of Good Values

Perry’s Market
Start The Neu) Year Right
By Trading Here
/

i
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Majaroff

Mystery
WNU
SEEVICt

SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Bolt, bache
lor World war veteran, Is engaged,
in London, by a man calling him
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
companion. After a short tour the
two put up at the Woodcock inn, on
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
Merchison, and later, Mazaroff in
forms Holt that they are his wife
and daughter, who have long be
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right
name, he tells Holt, is Merchison.
He had left his wife shortly after
their marriage, before the birth of
the girl, of whose existence he had
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
fails to return to the hotel, and
there is no explanation of bis dis
appearance.

CHAPTER II. CONTINUED

“There's no doubt of that, Web
ster,” I said. Truth to tell, 1 was
already wondering if Mazaroff had
made a clean disappearance on pur
pose. By this time he might be in
London, vanished for the second
time in his life, and for practically
the same cause. But that was all
surmise: I turned to the inn.
“Well," I said, “come In, Web
ster, and let’s hear what these fel
lows want,”
The policeman Introduced him
self as Sergeant Manners of the
county constabulary, stationed at
Marrasdale; the reporter as Mr.
Bownas, district representative of
the leading county newspaper and
of one of the London press agencies.
Manners was a big, military-look
ing man; Bownas a little, ratty
chap, content to scribble In his book
while the sergeant did the ques
tioning. That quickly turned to a
point which, it was very plain to
see, the police mind considered all
important.
“This gentleman now, sir,” askeo
the sergeant, when I had given him »
the main facts of the case, “he'd be
a wealthy gentleman, no douht?"
“You may take it that Mr. Ma
zaroff is a wealthy man," 1 an
swered.
“And in that case likely to have
wealth on him when he walked out
of this house, no doubt?” contin
ued the sergeant. “Valuables, of
course.”
i “He carried a lot of ready money,”
1 said.
“Watch and chain, likely?’ he
asked, with a knowing look.
“An exceedingly valuable watch
find chain—gold," I replied. “And,
if you want to know, he had a very
tine diamond In his necktie, and
another in a ring on his left hand.
He’d also a solid gold cigar ease
and a gold matchbox.”
The sergeant gave me an em
phatic nod.
“Then I'll tell you what It Is!”
he exclaimed. “And no mistake
either! This Is a case of murder
and robbery! What!—here's a
gentleman with all that on him
walks out on a lonely moor In full
view of all those drover chaps that
w as about here last night and comes
from Lord knows where—why, of
course, some of ’em followed hirnl
nnd did him in for what they could
get! Murder, sir—that's what it is,
and followed by robbery—never
heard of a clearer case!”
“If it is so," I asked, “how is
it that his body hasn’t been found?”
“Ah!” he answered, giving me a
significant look. “You don't know
these parts, sir. They’re wilder nor
what you’d think. There's places
here where you could drop a body,
quiet like, and nobody'd ever find it.
Bog holt s. Lots of places. I should
say that, if you meant to do It,
you could hide the vestiges of a
crime for ever on Marrasdale
moor.”

“What are you going to do?" I
asked.
“Well," he replied reflectively,
"it'll have to be reported to head
quarters. There'll he a proper
search made, and inquiries. Of
course. In my opinion. ;:’s as I say
—some o' them drovers has done
him in and rifled his pockets. We
must circulate the news far and
wide—Mr. Bownas here'll put pieces
In the papers.”
Mr. Bownas waved his notebook.
“It'll he In every principal news
paper in England, London ami pro
vincial. tomorrow morning." he
announced. “You haven’t got a
photo of the missing gentleman?"
“No!” I replied. “And I'm not
at all sure that the missing gentle
man will like so much publicity. If
lie turns up—"
The sergeant laughed.
"Turn up!" he exclaimed. “Lord
bless you!—he'll never turn up, not
If lie went out with all that valu
able property on him. Murder and
robbery!—that's what It Is."
And with a final remark to the
effect that this was a had job, and
be expected it to work out as ba
had predicted, the two went away.
What the locnl police did I don't
know, hut when darkness fell that
night I was still without news of
Mazaroff. Nor did we gel any dur
ing the next day, and when the
third night after his disappear
ance came, I began to feel
certain that that disappearance was
premeditated and intentional, and
that lie had Just cleared out In or
der to avoid the revelations of
which he had spoken to me.
It was Just coming gray dawn on
tlie third morning, and I was
awake, wondering what to do. when
a knock came at my door. I sprang
out of bed, opened It, and found
Musgrave and Webster, halfdressed, in the passage. The land
lord gave me a look.
•'They've found him!" he whis
pered. ‘‘Leastwise, they’ve found—”
He seemed to choke at that, and I
turned eagerly to the chauffeur.
He, too, showed signs of unwilling
ness, But he got some words out.

Illustrations
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Ivwin. Myers•’They've found a body, Mr. Holt?’
he said. "Some place on the
moors—”
"Reiver’s den," interrupted Mus
grave.
“And brought It here,” continued
Webster. “It—the fact is, sir, the—
the head's—the features, you know
—gone!
But the clothes, sir—
they’re his!"
I dressed hastily and went down
with them to the outhouse where
in its finders, a local policeman
and a game watcher, had laid the
body. I am not going into details
about it here—hut, as somebody
muttered, there were stoats and
weasels and similar carnivorous
animals In hundreds on those
moors. Still, those were Mazaroff’s
clothes, and there was the birth
mark he had told me of.
The news had already spread, and
Manners, the sergeant who had ques
tioned me, came hurrying in. He
examined the clothing. There was
not as much as a penny piece left
In the pockets; watch, chain, rings,
pocketbook, papers, were alt gone.
He turned on me with a look that
was as triumphant as It was sig
nificant.
“What did I tell you. captain?"
he murmured. “Didn't I say mur
der and robbery? And wasn’t I
right? What could be plainer?”
I made no answer. I was think
ing of ottier things. However he
had come hy his death, the fact re
mained that Mazaroff was dead.
And there "M I, as far as I knew,
the only person in the world who
knew his secret—a secret which
meant that I should presently have
to carry this strangest of stories
to Marrasdale tower.
Later in the morning Eccleshare
came to the Woodcock. He had
heard of the discovery, he said, and
had hurried over from High Cap
lodge to offer his professional serv
ices. And just tlten up drove the
local doctor, on the same errand.
The two of them went to the room
where the dead man had been laid
out. They were there some time.
At last Eccleshare came hack, alone.
“Mr. Holt," he said, as the police
sergeant and 1 approached him,
"your friend has been shot.”
He made this announcement with
a curious gravity. But Manners
and I hath let nut exclamations of
astonishment
“Shot, doctor?" said the police
sergeant. "Why. I never noticed—"
“Perhaps not." interrupted Eccle- ,
share, quietly. “But you noticed
that some wild animal or animals
had destroyed the features, and It
perhaps didn't occur to you to ex
amine the hack part of the head.
He was shot through the head, .
from behind; shot dead. And by
an ordinary fowling-piece. Look j
there!”
He held out a plump, smooth :
white hand, unclosed it, nnd showed
us. lying in the palm, a couple of
pellets.
“Riddled!" he said, significantly. |
"That’s number twelve shot. And
that's how he camp to his death, j
Shot, from an ordinary fowlingpiece, at close quarters."
I saw that Manners was consid- j
ernhly taken ahack by this opinion, ;
which was corroborated hy the
local doctor, who just then came j
out and Joined us. It upset the
police sergeant's theory, for it was
not likely that the cattle drovers ,
whom he suspected would carry a
gun.
The two medical men went away,
Eccleshare previously turning to ;
me and saying that if there was
anything he could do for me, 1 was J
to let him know, and Manners, for
the first time, betrayed symptoms
of uneasiness.
“This is a queer business, cap
tain!” he said. “Shot! That never 1
came into my reckoning. Well!—I |
must he doing something. But now,
about him?—you know where his
relations are to he found, of course? j
They’ll have to he communicated
with at once. Better telegraph to
’em."
The predicament! There is was
—full facing me. But I was not
going to tell this somewhat thick
headed policeman that Salim Maza
roff was really Andrew Merchison,
and that his wife and daughter
were within a mile of us.
“I’ll look through his papers, npstnirs. and see what I can find," I
answered, evasively.
That secret of Mazaroff’s weighed
or me like lead. Ought I to keep
it to myself?—or ought I to go
str-, cht to Marrasdale tower and
tell Min. Elphinstone what I knew?
It seemed to me that I ought, for
there was this about the situation
—if Mroff was really Merchlson,
then his wealth (and I was some
thing more than certain that he
was very wealthy) would surely go
to his wife and daughter. Yet it
was no pleasant task that confront
ed me. There was Sheila, with
whom—It was useless to deny It—
I was already in love: I loathed
the Idea of having to tell her that
the father she had never known
had been foully murdered at her
very door! Yet—
Even then the advice 1 was long
ing for was coming to me as quick
ly as an old horse and a ramshackle
fly from the station beyond the
hills could carry It. Such an
equipage drove up to the Woodcock
and from it descended first a keen
looking sharp-featured, middle-aged
man, whom I at once set down as
either a solicitor or a barrister, and
second, a younger man, smart,
alert, well-dressed. They hurried
Into the hall; through the open
door of mv sitting room I heard
my name spoken. I went forward;
the legal looking man turned and
gave tne a sharp inspection.
I _ “Mr, Hfllt’" he said. "I am Mr.

Lincoln Crole, of Crole & “Wyatt,
solicitors, Bedford row. I heard of
Mr. Mazaroff’s strange disappear
ance from the London papers last
night, and I caught the night mail I
here. Now, has Mr. Mazaroff been i
found—or heard of?"
“Yes,” I replied. “He was found
this morning. Dead. Murdered.”
He gave two successive starts at
the last two words—then pointed
to the room which I had Just left,
"Let us go in there," he said.
"This,” he went on, as I led them
in and closed the door, "is Mr.
Frank Maythorne, whom you may
have heard of as one of the clev
erest private inquiry agents living.
Now, Mr. Holt, let me explain—as
I said just now, I read about this
matter in the papers—your name,
of course, appeared—and as I have
acted professionally for Mr. Maza
roff since his coming to England, I
was much concerned. Finally, I
decided to come down here, and to
bring Maythorne with me; I knew,
you see, that Mazaroff has no
friends or relations In this country.
If anywhere, and—well, for certain
reasons I was anxious about him.
Now we know the worst 1”
I was nnfelgnedly glad to see Mr.
Crole and his companion; it was a
positive relief to be able to share
that awful secret with men accus
tomed to deal with such matters,
I ordered breakfast for them, and
Mr. Crole and I exchanged prelim
inaries.
Til tell you In a few sentences
all that I know of Mazaroff, Mr.
Holt," he said. “He Introduced
himself to me a few weeks ago at
my office. He told me that he was
an Englishman who bad been out
of England for many years, and
during his absence had amassed a
large fortune. He said that he'd
now returned to this country for
good, and he wanted to buy a real
ly nice home In London and settle
down In it. He had heard of our
firm and had come to see If I could
help him. I promised to look out a
likely house for him—and that’s
practically alL"
"I don't know much more,” I said.
"I can tell you how I came to know
him—”
He Interrupted me.
“Oh, I know all about that, and
about you, Mr. Holt!" he ex
claimed. “When Mazaroff put that
advertisement In the Times, he
brought the applications to me—
most of ’em anyway. It was I who
advised him to fix up with you.
You got on together?”
“Splendidly!—admirably!" I said.
“We'd grown to be very close
friends.”
“Aye!” he replied. “He seemed
a likable and kindly man.
But
now, as you’d got so friendly, I
wonder If you’d observed some
thing about Mazaroff’s habits—
something, to be plain with you,
that caused me alarm, and sent me
off, up here, with Maythorne there,
as soon as ever I read of his dis
appearance. Had you?”
"1 can’t say that I had,” I an
swered.
He bent across the table, eyeing
Maythorne and myself signifi
cantly.
"I lunched and dined with Maza
roff two or three times," he said in
a low voice. "And I learned a bit
about him. Aren't you aware. Mr.
Holt, that he carried diamonds in
his pockets—loose!—as if they’d
been ao many half-pence?”
That gave me a genuine start of
astonishment.
“No, indeed!" I exclaimed. “1
never saw him produce any dia
monds—never I"
Crole laughed—dryly.
T only hope he left them behind
him in London, then,” he said.
“But I doubt it, even if you didn’t
see them. He’d made the greater
part of his fortune in that sort of
thing, and I tell you that he car
ried, loose on him, stones that
looked to me to he worth—no end!
I remonstrated with him, but he
only laughed. Now—ask Maythorne
there what he thinks, profession
ally.”
Maythorne smiled. “1 think that
a man who carries diamonds in his
pockets and pulls them out Id pub
lic places, as you say Mazaroff did,
is asking for trouble," he remarked.
“And the probability is that he was
followed here. Just give ns the
plain facts up to now, Mr. Holt—
briefly.”
I told them all that had hap
pened from the moment of Maza
roff’s going out alone on the moor
to the bringing of his mutilated
bod> to the Woodcock that morn
ing. And suddenly, making sure
that nobody would Interrupt us, 1
told them, word for word, of all
that had passed between me and
Mazaroff on the second evening of
onr stay at the Woodcock.
As soon as I had finished. Crole
spoke, sharply and decisively.
"I believe all that!” he said. “I
felt sure there was a queer mys
tery about Mazaroff. Well, there
It Is I And the next thing Is—lf’ll
have to be told to Mrs. Elphinstone,
who Is really Mrs. Merchlson. And
at once!”
•The sooner the better," agreed
Maythorne. “Because—there are
things by which he can be identi
fied, that birthmark, for instance.”
“Yes, at once," declared Crole.
“He may have died—probably has
died—Intestate. He made no men
tion to me of any wilL If he has
died Intestate, and his Identity as
Merchlson is established, then this
lady and her daughter benefit; the
daughter mainly, of course. Holt,
you and 1 must go to this place—
what Is It, Marrasdale tower?—im
mediately. A fine revelation. Come,
you and I will go, and leave May
thorne to his own devices. He'll
not be Idle,”
I led Crole across the moor In the

The Footprint Under
the Bark

EXPERTS CHOOSE
WORSTBAD MAN

VINALHAVEN

Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
' have roll call, entertainment and i
lunch at regular meeting next Tues- [
By BEATRICE A. VANDEGRIFT
day.
UFE STURGEON sauntered
Manley Spearin of _;angor was a
into the Smoky Mountain gen
i guest this week at Central Hotel.
eral store after a year's stay at the
A. G. Johnson vzas in Roc,;!and
jail in the valley. Tbe men bailed
Greatest Lone Desperado , Thursday.
him cordially. Men in the Smoky
I Mrs. Mary L. Arey left Wednesday
in History of Crime
Mountain don't consider a prison
' for Brewer called by the death of her
term a disgrace.
Was New Yorker.
■ cousin Miss Edith Doane.
They were merely anxious to see
what Rufe Sturgeon was going to
•
Capt. Luther Burns air.ved WedNew York.—After combing the
do next, especially about "Quoits”
! nescay frem Wollaston, Mass.
annals
of
crime
for
more
than
a
Moseiy. It was Mosely who had
William Lincoln and Miss 1 arnah '
century, a group of police experts
snitched on Kufe, telling the rev
have agreed thut “tlie worst bad Anderson left L:ls week lor Miami.
enue officers that Rufe was making
man” in history was a New York , Fla.
aud selling wine, while Rufe pro
er, William Mitchell, whose reign
The following item horn the
tested “1 was only making it for
of terror on the midwest side of Quincy Patriot Ledger will prove o,
myself.”
New York city was practically con inures!, to niends in t-iis place: Mr
Nevertheless. Rufe ’ ent to jail
tinuous for nine years, from 1919 anti Mrs. Sheldo.i H. /.bbott, 35 Cross
in the valley. That winter, when
to 1928.
street, Somerville, Mass., announce
some of the distant neighbors hap
His accomplishments are sum the engagement of their daughter, I
pened to pass by Rufe’s plnce they
marized by Inspector Arthur A. Marion to Everett Douglass Little
found his wife frozeD in a rocking
Carey, chief of the homicide bureau field of Washington, D. C„ son of Fred
chair before an empty hearth. She
of the New York police department. E. Little-field of Newport Terrace, |
had evidently been too ill to bring
as follows: “Undoubtedly the Wollaston,
_______ ____
Mass. ___
Miss Abbott is a
in the wood. Of her three-year-old
greatest lone bad man I bave.ever , gra!juate of Wheaton College, class of
child there was no trace.
encountered in fact or fiction.
1929, and is secretary of the Depart
Yes, the men of Smoky Mountain
Mitchell’s story, hitherto almost ment of Mineralogy at Harvard Col
were quite anxious to know what
unknown, has just been told for the lege M". Littlefield is a graduate o! :
Rufe was going to do about It.
first time by Inspector Carey from Lo vell Institute of the Massachusetts
In a corner apart from the
the police records.
Institute of Technology and is em- i
pthers, sat a man from the valley
“He is the best Illustration of pioyec! in the U. S. Patent office at j
who had followed Rufe and was
what a determined man can do to Washington. He is a former Vinalha- j
also interested in knowing what he
society with the muzzle of a gun,"
boy and his many friends here I
was going to do next.
Inspector Carey writes In Collier’s. ven
Sturgeon sank Into a chair before
“He never took dope, and he was extend congratulations and best
the pot-bellied iron stove that was
not a drunkard. He made the wishes.
* * * *
furiously fighting the creeping Oc
simple discovery that brazen bru
tober cold. His chin settled upon
Mrs. Margaret A. Dushane
tality could Intimidate people who
his chest, his eyes were straight be
wanted to live in peace.
Margaret A., wife of Noyes Dushane
fore him. His skin was pale from
died Jan. 5 at the home of her daugh- ,
Become* Lone Wolf.
a year of indoors and he seemed
“The first time I heard of him ter Mrs. Elbert Robbins, where with
better shaven than was his wont.
was when he left a gang of rum her husband she had made her home
He did not ask a word about his
ruunera with which he wus affiliat for several months, and where she re
dead wife or lost child or home that
ed as lead gunman to take up the ceived the tenderest care during her
hifd fallen into disrepair.
racket as a lone wolf. His liquor long illness and everything possible |
“Seems like an early winter," he
’drop’ was a west side garage. This was done lor her comioit. Mrs. Du
commented.
he rented as storage space to deal shane was of a retiring naiure and
The men hastened to agree with
ers who had put up the capital to devoted to her home and family. Be
him quickly, as men do with one
buy supplies. His biggest client sides her husband sne leaves lour |
who sits in their midst, not seeing
was a man named Kennedy, who daughters. Mis. Kerman Young, Mrs.
them. The owner of the store came
bought in large quantities for night Eltert Robbins, Mrs. Austin Brown '
forward and laid a genial hand on
club trade.
Kennedy stacked of this town and Mrs. Joseph Dona
Rufe’s shoulder.
Mitchell’s garage with liquor to hue of Do cheater. Mess.; also two L
“I’ve got something in the hack
such value that he aroused Mitch sisters, Mrs. Ne.lie Robbins of Sedgeof the store to pep you,, Rufe,” he
wick and Mrs. Maude Greenlaw ot j
ell’s envy.
Invited.
“Having put In a little practice Deer Isle and two brothers Capt. Ar
Rufe shook his head and an
as au outdoor hijacker, MitcheU thur Gray of New Haven. Conn., Capt.
swered without inflection, “Thanks,
transferred operations indoors. One Walter Gray of Deer Isle.
Dave, but I ain't making that mis
Mrs. Dushane was torn at Deer Isle, I
afternoon when Kennedy called at
take twice.”
the garage to check out some cases daughter of the late Capt. Benjamin
The men tried to draw him into
of liquor Mitchell Invited him to and Julia (Staples) Gray. Her a”'
their circle, bring him back to life;
have a drink. It was the last Ken was 80 years Services were held
regaling him with the scanty news
nedy had. His body was found In Thursday at the home of Mrs. Rob
of the mountain—the sheriff had
the river with a bullet through the bins, East Main street, Rev. P. J.
frozen to death last January, rid
back. There was no doubt of the Clifford pastor of Union Church ot 1
ing down from Eagle Pass. No,
guilt of Mitchell, A man named which deceased was a member, offi
frozen was a topic to keep away
George Ferenz had seen Mitchell ciating. There were beautiful floral
from. Jeff Talbot had married the
fire the shot, but Mitchell had ter offerings, silent tributes of love and
Evans girl, finally. Cliff Barnett's
rified Ferenz Into silence by threat esteem. Interment was made in
wife had twins and one of them
ening to kill him the second he Pool's Hill cemetery. Mr. a id Mrs.
had died. That wasn’t a safe topic,
spoke to the police.
Joseph Donahue of Dorchester were ;
either.
“Another inan named Robert in town to attend the services and on 1
“‘Quoits’ Mosely has four new
Shore had the bad luck to be in the return home Fridav were accom
horses,” spoke up one man care
volved In a business deal with panied by her father, Noyes Dushane.
lessly.
Mitchell. Shore demanded straight ,
“‘Quoits’ Mosely,” repeated Rufe
shooting. He got it, one night in I
without inflection. “I got to be go
NORTH HAVEN
Hoboken, and when his Brother Ed
ing out and killing him in a little
ward threatened to inform the po
bit.” He announced It listlessly,
Mrs. Alice Thomas of Melrose.
lice Mitchell gave him a bullet In
thinking with dread of the jail he
his right leg as a reminder of worse Mass., is in town caring for her’■
had just quitted and to which he
sister Miss Isa Beverage who is ill.
to come unless he kept silence.
was almost certain to return.
“Later Mitchell had a dispute
Harvey Calderwood recently cut'
The men were silent with ap
with a man named Lynch. Mitchell his foot quite badly while chopping !
proval. The stranger from the val
shot him before several witnesses; wood.
ley who had sat in the corner Ils
but none dared testify. In a mo
Steamer Gov. Bod well missed a j
tening leaned forward with sudden
ment of Irritation Mitchell shot his
interest. He followed Rufe out of
own wife. She admitted to the po- trip Tuesday on account of the
the store when he went.
1 lice from a hospital bed that lie storm.
Sturgeon wnlked up the trail that
Mrs. Frank Waterman made 50 '
had seriously wounded her. But
had been so familiar to him. The
pounds of butter last week.
she refused to prosecute.
high air was sweet and clear after
Mrs. Maddocks of Owl's Head is
Meit* Tougher Egg.
the close air of the valley. There
“In due time, as all tough cus working for Mrs. Fremont Beverage.
was no smoke in the Smokies,
J. A. Brown butchered a beef cow
tomers must, he met somebody
though a thin blue veil lies along
tougher. In a barroom row he shot Thursday.
them.
and killed a man named George
Theodore Beverage has returned!
I He walked on and np for over an
Russell. Russell had a younger home after touring the South and
hour, resting often. A year of pac
brother named James. James Rus Middle West.
ing a level stone floor gets a man
sell, a war veteran, had faced fire
a little out of practice for moun
Carl Beverage is staying with J. B.
before. He sought out Mitchell at Crockett.
tain climbing. He passed the brook
a
street
corner
and
swore
that
where his little boy had gone wad
E. E. Whitmore returned home
Mitchell would pay for his broth
ing. Rufe was unimaginative, but
Monday from a visit with Lamont
er's
death
by
going
to
the
chair.
he could almost see the little brown
That night Mitchell climbed a fire Thayer and friends in Warren.
body standing naked on the tum
Ira Whitmore took a party of, girls i
escape to James Russell's bedroom
bling waters. He passed his own
on a sled ride last week. Sleighing
and
emptied
a
six-shot
automatic
place with its leaning fences and
Into Russell’s bed. RusRell, fortu parties are very unusual now, and a
a house he did not care to enter.
nately, was not in the bed. He left horse team on the road is as great I
Further on was “Quoits” Mosea novelty as an automobile used to
a dummy there instead.
l.v’s place—“Quoits,” who had acci
be.
“
Believing
he
had
killed
his
ene

dentally killed a man once at horse
Colds are quite prevalent here
my,
Mitchell
swaggered
through
shoes. ’ In the Smokies only cow
abouts at the present time.
the
neighborhood
with
fresh
laurels
ards accidentally kill their men.
Owen Quinn and Corydon Brown
as the supreme bad man. He even
Outside "Quoits” fence lay a
are smelting.
went
to
celebrate
his
latest
killing
dead man. Rufe turned him over.
Dalon Brown has had a telephone
at a drinking place called tlie Vil
It was not Mosely, but on the hard
installed in his home, No. 4-41.
lage
Rest.
ground nearby was his footprint,
The air service is being well pat
“And there also went James Rus
made on a bit of earth softened by
sell. Mitchell saw Russell's face in ronized. as it takes but a short time
the spilling of a jug.
the mirror above the bar. For a to fly to Rockland.
Rufe covered the footprint care
The. RF.D. carrier is using a snow
moment he paled as if he beheld a
fully with a piece of bark, know
ghost. That moment was fatal. mobile to deliver mail since the last
ing that his plan to kill "Quoits"
Without a word of warning Russell snow storm.
would not have to he carried out,
leveled a gun and killed him.
that he would not need to return to
“They sent Russell, to Sing Sing,
HOPE
the valley to pace the level stone
but by the general rejoicing at
floor.
Mitchell's passing in his home bail
Farm Bureau Meet’ng
On his way down the trail, he
iwick Justice might have been bet
met his pursuer coming up.
The annual planning meeting of
ter served If Russell had been
1 "Keep going a little,” he ordered
Hope Farm Bureau was held in
awarded a vote of thanks.”
the man who was a stranger to
Grange hall Jan. 7 with 25 women
Smoky Mountain, hut not tn him.
and 19 men present. The meeting
Spain Stops Buying
“There's something for you up
was called to order at 10.30. The
there ... a dead man. . . .
of Oil From Soviet program: Readings, Lillian Weaver;
‘Quoits’ Mosely done him. You'll see
Madrid.—Until recently Spain reading. Ellen Ludwig; advertisement
Mr. Mosely’s footprint under a piece
purchased most of its petroleum contest, El!en Ludwig, winner; origi
of hark."
from the Soviets. After the fall of nal poem. Nettie Perry; song, Olive I
He passed his empty house and
Primo (Je Rivera the government Noves; reading, Margaret Robbins;
deserted farm whistling.
decided to purchase oil supplies piano duet, Lillian Weaver and Mar
(Copyright)
from countries where there was a garet Robbins. At noon a “Square
better chance of selling goods in re Meal for Health,” was served.
At the business meeting in the aft
turn, and the bulk of tlie petroleum
Old Standby Pawing
purchases are now being made In ernoon Miss Lawrence. H.D.A.. pre
Science brings out a new serum
sented the following program of !
Rumania.
to cure rheumatism, thereby threat
Now whenever a Soviet ship en work for the year and it was adopt- j
ening to take away our best weath
ters a Spanish port it is treated ed: Vegetables for health; kitchen j
er forecaster.—St. Paul News,
cautiously. None but the captain demonstration; home flower gardens; !
is allowed ashore and the ship is A. B. C's of construction; preparation j
Life on a Treadmill
submitted to a very strict vigilance, of milk products: meat selection and
cookery; details and accessories; tea
Many a dweller In dreams, thinks
wagons and ends tables; chair can
a philosopher writing In tlie Ameri
<—Z—2—t—f—f—t—I—I—t—t—t—t—>• ing; reconditioning the wardrobe;
can Magazine, passec his life on a
t Bodies of Soldiers
main dishes and left overs; lamp
treadmill nnd gels nowhere.
shades.
These officers and committees were
Discovered
in
Ice
No Federal Law
elected: Project Leaders—Chairman,
Rome.
—
The
bodies
of
two
The prohibition of women wear
mile Fobbs; secretary, Elizabeth
Ajistrian soldiers, killed dur
direction of Marrasdale tower, giv ing men’s clothes was a part of the
Harwood: clothing. Agnes Eugley:
ing
the
World
war,
have
been
ing him on the way some account
old common law and does not ap
foods. Margaret Robbins: home man
found
preserved
in
the
Ice
of
of the people he would meet there. pear In the federal statutes.
agement. Ellen Ludwig. Committeethe
Marmolata
glacier
in
the
We met one of them before we
Annual meeting, Emile Hobbs and
Dolomites. One of them lias
reached the gates—Sheila was Just
All Off Key
Emma Simmons; planning meeting,
been
Identified.
coming out, and I saw at once that
Lillian Weaver. The following com
Insincere compliments fall Jar
Four bodies of Austrian
she had heard the news.
mittees were appointed to carry on
ringly on the ear. The singer of
soldiers were found earlier
"The Square Meals for Health:”
praises can't afford any fliit notes.—
in the summer under the
(To Be Continued)
Katherine True and Emile Hobbs;
Farm and Fireside.
snow of a high mountain
Margaret Robbins and Ada Payson;
A pass.
Olive Noyes and Alice True; Bessie
Takes in Many Species
Hardy and Ellen Ludwig; Emma
"Rig game" is an elastic term
Simmons and Gladys Libby; Annie
RAINIER LIME RICKEY and is generally understood in In
Barrett and Elizabeth Harwood;
elude all wild mammals larger than
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
For RHEUMATISM take Lillian Weaver and Estelle Bartlett;
a common fox.
erage—a perfect miser
Agnes Eugley and Florence Allen.
Listen in every Friday evening at
BUXTONS
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
•
Tough Lines
1 Teacher: "Which is the most use
Distributed by
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC ful animal?”
One of the tragedies of life is tha'
no one ever gives us a dinner infill i You will not regret it. For sale at all
Rockland Produce Co.
Pupil: “The chicken, sir."
we don't need It.—American Mega
Teacher: "How is that?"
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
leading drug stores. Let us send you
zine.
Miniature Golf Course
Pupil: “We can eat it before it is
I a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Mediborn and after it is dead.”
, cine Co.. Abbot Village, Me.
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HORIZONTAL
1-A tropical fruit
4-Pale
8-Masculine name
11-Natural
13-Belonging to Aonia
15-Twenty quires of
paper
16- Numbsrs (abbr.)
18- Entrance
19- A thoroughfare
(abbr.)
20- Design
22- Half an em
23- Because
24- The condition of
being bored
26-Musical note
28-Metric measure of
length
30-Earliest
32- Vault
33- To lavish extreme
fondness upon
34- A metal
37-Belief in God as a
personal Spirit
39- Very
40- A marine
crustacean

43

47

4b

53
57

38

37
46

46

w

w
35

52

5b

55

59

5b

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
43-Plural suffix of some
nouns
!4-Pronoun
46- Killad
47- Stannum (abbr.)
48- A German coin
50- Metric land
measure
51- On top
53-lnflammation of the
membranes of the
ear
55-Referee
57- American poet
58- Ceases
59- Rodcnt

VERTICAL
1- Evergreen tree
2- Actually existing
(Latin)
3- lnsect
4- Near
5- A title (Sp.)
6- Relieved
7- Negative reply
8- Assistant
9- Holy men
10-lnsect

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12-Exist
14-A continent (abbr.)
17-A river In Germany
20- A state in S. M-xico
21- A group of
Norwegian islands
23-Accumulate
24- Oblique
25- Head-dress worn by
a bishop
27-Separate entries in
an account
29-Part of the foot
31-Portuguese coin
35-A vegetable
36- A river in the Tyrol
138-A lady (Sp.)
41- A strong wind
42-A situation
resulting from a
strike
l 45-A large lake
I!
47- Agitate
48- Swab
49- A chessman (abbr.)
51- A month (abbr.)
52- Fondle
54-Part of verb "to be"
56—A college degree
(abbr.)

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
************************

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL
Let’s carve him a dish fit for
the gods,
Not hew him as a carcass.
—Julius Caesar.

Good Things New and Old
HE following Is a recipe which

appeal to the busy house
Twill
wife because It is easy to prepare
and is different:
Noodle Jelly Charlotte.—Cook
one and one-half cupfuls of half
inch wide noodles in salted water
ten minutes. Drain and add but
ter, using two tablespoonfuls. Bent
two eggs thoroughly, add two ta
blespoonfuls of water and add to
the noodles. Place in a buttered
baking dish, and hake in a hot oven.
Serve with jelly. Served with
chicken or lamb It takes the place
of potatoes.
Steamed Apricot Pudding—Cream,
two tablespoonfuls of butter and a
tablespoonful of sugar, add one
beaten egg. Sift two cupfuls of
flour with two teaspoonfuls of bak
ing powder and one-fourth teaspoon
ful of salt. Add the dry ingredi
ents alternately with one cupful of
milk. Grease one pound baking
powder cans and fill two-thlrds full
with alternate layers of the batter
and apricot Jam. Place on rnck in
a kettle with boiling water and
steam tightly covered two and onehalf hours. Serve hot with a lemon
sauce.
Dried Apricot Jam.—Take two
pounds of dried apricots, let soak
over night Simmer well covered a
half hour. Drain the fruit crush
thoroughly and mix with three
pounds of sugar, or seven cupfuls.
Put to boil and when at full boil
continue one minute, remove from
(he fire and add one hottie of pec
tin, stir and let stand a moment
and skim. Then pour into glasses
and cover with paraffin.
Cherry Jelly From Canned Cher
ries.—Take two cupfuls of Juice; if
rich add water to make the two cup
fuls, add four cupfuls of sugar and
bring to a boll, add one-hnlf bottle
of pectin, stirring constantly and
bring again to a full boil, then re
move from the fire. Skim, pour In
to glasses and cover with a thin
layer of paraffin. When cold add
more hot paraffin to make a heavy
seal.
Mashed banana put through a
sieve added to orange juice, sugar
and cream, makes a most delightful
frozen dish.
((Ek 1930, Western Newspaper Union.)

Not Easily Attained
No one Is h.v nature good or great
or wise, hut whoever attfilns such
height reaches It hy hard toll and
long struggle with temptations and
hindrances nf many kinds.—Bishop
Spalding.
Affection’s Strength

Affection is still a briber of Judg
ment; nnd it is hard for a man to
ndniit a reason against the tiling
he loves, or to confess the force
of an argument against an Interest
—South.
'
From the Persian

The game of chess was played In
Persia at an exceedingly remote pe
riod, nnd tlie words “cheek-mate"
are from the Persian words "shah
mat," meaning “the king is dead.'’
Music’s Great Influence

Music, of all the liberal arts, has
tlie greatest Influence over the pas
sions, and is that fo which the
legislator ought to give the great
est encouragement.— Napoleon.
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HAND WARMERS

Peter lives in the country and
attends a country school. lie has
quite a long walk to his school
every day : i his mother always
makes him a couple of "hand
warmers” to take along in his
pockets. 11 you want to see what
Peter has in his pockets just take
your pencil and join all the num
bered edots together, starting
with lot number one and ending
with dot number twenty you yvill
see one of the "warmers.”
I
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Ev-ry-Other-Day

LEILA HYAMS

Out on the blue Pacific, beautiful Leila Hyams
sails her own trim little bark. And dees she feel like
eating after a day at sea?—“Pass those potatoes and
save me an extra cream putt,” says Leila.

Start the New Day Right
With An Appetizing Meal
By JOSEPHINE B. GIBSON i
Director, Home Economics Dcpt.,
H. J. Heinz Company

HYSICIANS long have stressed

of a good break
Pfast.the importance
There is such a lengthy fast
between this meal and the dinner
of the night before that the body
needs food. And an inadequate
breakfast makes for ragged nerves
and lessened efficiency.
If one does not care for break
fast, the trouble usually will be
found to lie in the monotony of
breakfast menus. So let's put the
sunshine and hope of a new day
into every one of these important
meals!
Below you will find listed a num
ber of menus and recipes that are
easily prepared, and that arc suffi
ciently varied to interest even the
most jaded breakfast appetite.

Rice Flakes with Sliced Peaches
and Cream
Broiled Ham or Breakfast Sausages
Hot Muffins Pure Apple Butter
Coffee or Milk

in well buttered muffin tins. This
recipe makes eight large muffins.
5urprise Mtiffins: Jut‘e».b 14e s
spoons sugar; 1 egg; 1 cup milk; 2 cups
flour; ,4 teaspoon salt; 3 teaspoons bak
ing powder; ). to >i cup Pure Apple
Butter.

Breakfast Betty with Cream or Milk
Cream butter; add sugar and
Scrambled Eggs
Surprise Muffins then egg, aud beat well. Sift flour,
Coffee or Milk
baking powder and salt. Add to
first mixture, alternating with milk.
Put a spoon of batter in a greased
Tomato Juice
muffin pan. On this place a tea
Fried Breakfast Wheat Mush
spoon of Apple Butter. Cover with
Crisp Bacon
a spoon of batter. Bake in 400 de
Coffee or Milk
gree oven for 20 to 25 minutes.
This recipe makes ten large muffins.
Breakfast Betty: Heat Rice Flakes
in oven. Have ready hot apple Rice Flake U’afflcs:
sauce, mashed prunes or apricots, sugar; 4 teaspoons baking powder; 1 *
salt; 1 tablespoon melted but
or other thick fruit sauce. lit a teaspoon
ter; 1 egg.
serving dish alternate three layers
Mix and sift flour, sugar, baking
of Rice Flakes and two of the
cooked fruit. Serve warm with powder and salt. Beat egg yolk
thoroughly, add milk, and then add
cream or fruit Juice.
to dry Ingredients, beating thor
Rice Flake Muffins:
oughly. Add melted butter and
teaspoon salt; 2 teaspoons baking pow fold in stifflv-beaten egg white. Add
der; 1 egg; 1 cup flour;
cup sugar;
Rice Flakes and bake in a hot
cup milk; 1 tablespoon melted butter.
Sift flour, salt, baking powder and waffle iron.
sugar. Add Rice Flakes which have Fried Breakfast Wheat Mush:
been crushed with a rolling pin. Allow cooked Breakfast Wheat to
Add milk to beaten egg, and mix set. Cut in slices, fry in a small
•ith a fork into the dry ingredients, amount of butter to a golden brown
old melted butter, and bake for and serve with maple syrup or
"'“en minutes in a moderate oven Pure Apple Butter.

Five Minutes a Day for the Furnace
Hot Air Furnace Leaks
ALTHOUGH a properly designed
hard coal furnace rarely al
lows gas to escape Into the home,
defective equipment ts sometimes
responsible for the emission of
gas.

e

Inasmuch as a hot air heating
system Includes two circuits of air
(one through the fire bed and one
through the hot air chamber), it
is apparent that when gas is not
iceable in the house and not In
the cellar there must be some leak
age from one circuit to the other.
This should be corrected at once
by a competent heating man. who
will patch up the leaks between
the combustion and the hot air
chain bera
Another cause for the emission
of gas Is its accumulation tn the
boiler due to faulty or back drafts
forcing the gas out into the cellar
through the fire door.« As distin
guished from gas caused by a de
fective furnace it will, in this case,
be noticeable in the cellar, al
though a combination of the two
causes may result in gas from the
registers
Back drafts may

WARREN

WALDOBORO

There was good attendance at the
union service last Sunday evening
when this church and the Rockport
Baptist people united in a service held
in this church. There was a sermon
by the pastor and special music by
representatives from both churches.
Among those who attended the re
ception tendered Rev. and Mrs.
George Currier at Rockport Monday
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Leman
Oxton, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald,
Misses Bernice and Hazel Parker,
Mrs. Robert Nutt, Misses Dorothy and
Bc-rnice Nutt, Mrs. Henry Keller, Mrs.
Arthur Clark and Mrs. Bert Andrews.
Mrs. Leman Oxton entertained the
Tuesday Club this week. The next
meeting will be with Mrs. Donald Tol
man.
Miss Syivia Keaid was. the guest
Wednesday of Rev. and Mrs. George
, Currier in Rockport.
The snow plow was kept busy all
night Monday and all day Tuesday
clearing snow that continued to fall.

Mrs. Benj. Starrett was hostess at a
bridge party Wednesday afternoon.
Three tables were at play and honors
went to Mrs. Forrest Spear and Mrs.
George W. Walker.
Recent visitors at Mrs. Alice Gor
don’s were Louis Grieve of Brooklyn.
N. Y„ and sister Mrs. Fred Green of
Andover, Mass., who had been called
to Thomaston by the death of their
aunt Mrs. Ellen Winslow.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett visited
Mrs. Germaine Farris in Union Sun
day.
William Yates called in a veterinary
recently for a sick horse.
Edmund Oxton is employed at the
Robinson place purchased by Stephen
Comery.
Miss Hilda Aspey will substitute for
Mrs. Damie Gardiner as soloist at the
First Church of Christ Scientist in
Rockland during the month of Janu
ary.
Morris Studley has been ill with a
severe cold.
Charles Young is substituting on
route two during the absence of
George Gray.
Charles Overlook returned Tuesday
from Newton Center after spending a
few days there.
The Birtfiday Club met at the home
of Mrs. Mary Teague Thursday and
enjoyed a fine dinner and social time.
Members present were: Mrs. Fred
Peabody, Miss Mary Kalloch, Mrs,
Ella Lewis, Mrs. A. B. Broadman, Mrs.
Helen Hilton. Mrs. Joseph Stickney,
Mrs. Jane Stickney, Mrs. Herbert
Weaver and Mrs. Teague.
Walter Perry returned to his school
in Portland Monday.
Miss Adelaide Holt returned Thurs
day from a short visit with her aunt
Mrs. H. L. True in Camden.
Mrs. H. I. Holt has been ill with
grippe.
Officers elected at the annual busi
ness meeting of the ladies' circle of
the Congregational Church are: Alice
Brown, president; Grace Spear, vice
president; Laura Starrett, secretary;
Elizabeth Munsey, treasurer
Despite the icy traveling Ivy Chap
ter was well represented at Fond-ulac Chapter in Washington Wednes
day evening.
Past Matron Came
Smith very ably installed the officers
assisted by Past Matron Alzada Sim
mons as marshal, Past Matron Nettie
Jameson as chaplain. Avis Norwood
as organist. Mrs. Laura Brackett fa
vored from her never failing store ol
readings. Two other members pres
ent were Miss M. Grace Walker and
Mrs. Constance McPhail.

Mrs. Cora Winchenbaugh has re
turned from Thomaston.
Miss Marcia Blaney was hostess at
the first meeting for the winter of
the Bridge Club Friday evening.
Mrs. Asa Moo ly i s visiting her
daughter Mrs. Irving Eaton in
Bridgeport, Conn.
Mrs. Kenneth Weston of Caribou
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
Weston.
Laurence Weston who is passing
the winter in Portland has been in
town this week.
Mrs. H. S. Simmons is in Knox
Hospital where she underwent a sur
gical operation. Her sister Mrs.
George Brown of Portland, who is a
registered nurse, is caring for her.
Charles H. Howard of Augusta has
been passing a few days with his
sister Mrs. Dora H Yorke
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack and Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Crowell attended the
installation of officers of Maple
Grange Thursday evenina at North
Waldoboro.
The Ramblers basketball team
played against the Cities Service
team of Wiscasset in that town Mon
day evening. A number of local
fans accompanied the team.
Harold Townes of Gardiner has
been a guest at V. B. Hagerman's.
The Woman's Club met Tuesday
after a vacation of three weeks dur
ing the holidays. Mrs. Emma Trow
bridge Potter was hostess and alco
had the paper of the afternoon. Her
subject. "The First Hundred Years of
Prohibition.” showed careful study
and proved of great interest to the
members. The official call to the
mid-winter meeting of the Federa
tion of Women's Clubs which will be
held in Augusta was read. The
meeting will open on the evening of
Jan. 29 when a "president's banquet”
will be held at the Augusta House.
The guests of honor and speakers
will be the club presidents. The
session on Friday morning will begin
at 9.45 in the Hall of Representatives.
Tickets for the banquet may be pur
chased for $1.25 by semiing money
and self-addressed enverope to Mrs.
Charles E. Dustin, Corinna, Maine,

also be responsible for gas In other
types of heating systems. At the
first evidence of coaJ gas. immed
iately get in touch with your coal
merchant, or heating contractor
who will locate the cause, and
have it remedied.

“ALL AFTER IT NOW’’
An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription

THE DEMAND IS GENERAL FOR

Ballard’s Golden Oil
A Specific for Cioup, Coughs, Cold.
Chll's arid Spring-time Ills and Ails.
A Standard Household Remedy.
Should Be in Every Home. Safe for
Children. Not Expensive.

Mildred Merrifield and Marguerite
Lincoln returned Monday to the Uni
versity of Maine, after spending the
i holidays with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lyman Merrifield and Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Lincoln.
Mr. and Mrs. Richardson of New
I York are attending to the telephone
! for Earl Ecynton this winter and
are living over his store.
Marcia Hatch left Sunday to re1 suine teaching at Old Orchard Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Colkin and son Ralph
' have been spending a few days at
their home here.
Lyman Merrifield recently killed a
spring pig which weighed over 400
; pounds.
There was an interesting meeting
of the Grange Saturday evening. At
recess time the ladies tacked a com| forter which will be given away to the
fortunate one.
A CHRISTMAS CARD
I For The Courier-Gazette I
ft was only a card at Christmas,
From a friend so far away,
Who from home had wandered
For many and many a day;
But the words, “A Merry Christmas."
Brought a wealth of cheer—
Brought back pleasant memories.
And the one so far. seemed near.

'Twas only a card at Christmas
That carried the simple thought.
But It was the Christmas spirit
That "A Merry Christmas" brought;
And though the miles were many
And the friend so far away.
That simple wish for Christmas
Shed a halo o'er the day.
Clara S. Overlook.
Washington.

PLEASANT POINT
The men in this place are doing
quite an ctensive business seining
smelts, with which they are supplyj ing the Rockland markets, and many
are also being shipped to the New
York markets.
Miss Edith Seavey of Stonington is
teaching the winter term of school in
this district.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney enteri fained at their home last Saturday
evening the following company: Mr.
and Mrs. Eldrean Orff. Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Orff and son Kendall of Cush
ing. end Mr. anc Mrs. W. G. Ma! loney of Thomas‘on. The evening
was pleasantly spent with social chat
and music, followed by refreshments.
J. Walter Strout of Thomaston was
in this place Saturday calling at the
postoffice and W. J. Morse's store
where he left calendars advertising
the Strout Insurance Agency.
The sewing circle met with Mrs.
Grace Maloney Wednesday afternoon.
I Notwithstanding the bad traveling
there were eight ladies present. They
are trying to get 100 aprons made for
the fair to be held next August and
i as there are but very few to do the
1 work, each member of the circle is
asked to make one apron a week. If
all the ladies will be willing to do
their part the task can easily be ac
complished.
i

ASH POINT
Mr and Mrs George Haskell, sons
Billie and Vesper, Mr and Mrs Henry
Sukeforth of Rockland and Edward
Fogelberg of Burlington, Mass., were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. John
Newman.
Mrs. George Haskell and Mrs. Ed■ ward Haskell recently visited Mrs.
{ John Whalen.
Mrs. Augustus Newhall. Mrs. Ed
ward Nason. Mrs. Etta Woodman and
Mrs. Earl Woodman visited Mrs. John
I Newman Sunday.
Miss Helen Newman visited Mrs.
| Henry Sukeforth last week in Rock' land..

BREAKDOWN
MRS J. P. JENSEN says I
she was so nervous and
depressed she was desperate.

ROCKVILLE

Making The Fuel-System Freeze Proof

Walker Pickering, Carl Pickering
and Harrison Marshall, students at
U. of M., who have been spending
the holidays with their parents re
turned Monday to Orono.
George Beck, newly elected county
commissioner for Hancock County
attended a meeting of that body in
Ellsworth Jan. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamont Greene and
daughters Misses Evelyn and Delma
of Rockland were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Joyce.
Lieut. Daniel W. Torrey who has
been spending the holidays with his
parents Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Torrey
returned last week Thursday to
Quantico, Va., where he is stationed.
Ralph Barter of Stonington has a
crew of men chopping wood nt
Presseyville.
Mrs. John Adams and daughter
Miss Annie who is attending High
School have taken rooms for' the
winter in the house of the late Mrs.
Barbour.
Fred Eaton Jr., and sister Dorrs,
students at McKinley High School,
are boarding with Mrs. Harold How
ard during the winter term of school.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Torrey were
i guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Greene.
Capt. Henry Carman who has been
; very ill is improving.
The watch meeting held New Year
eve at the First Congregational
1 Church was well attended. A pro
gram consisting of songs, recitations
! and readings was carried out and at
midnight the bell was rung and all
! repaired to the chapel where refresh
ments were served.

By Rigorously Excluding Water From Gasoline Tanks And Piping
NOTHING IS MORE MADDENING than to find, on some sub*zero
night, after one’s car has been parked for hours that, while the engine
starts and runs lor a minute or two, it then stops and absolutely refuses
to show further signs of life. When the above suspicious symptoms
manifest themselves, it is a pretty safe guess that water, present in
the fuel system, has frozen on the gauze strainer in the carburetor or
elsewhere and blocked the supply of gasoline to the engine. A plentiful
supply of hot water, poured ov<»r tiie carburetor and feed pipe, will
usually melt the obstructing ice, but it is far better to forestall such an
occurrence than to overcome it in the bitter cold. It can be prevented
by peeping the entire fuel system absolutely free from water. It is
selciam, nowadays, that water is delivered into the tank from the pump
of the filling station, hut it still occasionally happens. In severe rain
or snow storms, a little water may enter through the filler-neck, while
its cap is off for refueling, and the moisture in the warm air, in a nearly
empty tank, may condense, when It is cooled, and introduce some water
Into the fuel. The only effective safeguard against the consequences of
such happenings is to drain out possible water accumulations frequently,
especially In cold weather. A plugged opening in the bottom of the
main-tank, a similar opening or a cock in the bottom of the vacuum
tank (if one is in use) are provided for this purpose and the carburetor
bowl has a similar opening, except in designs which enable the whole
bowl to be removed and emptied Solid impurities are, of course, re
moved as well and the possibility of carburetor passages becoming
obstructed by them is eliminated, at the same time. With cars equipped
with a gasoline filter, between the vacuum-tank and carburetor or in
conjunction with the fuel pump, freezing of water in the carburetor
will be prevented, if the gla. s sediment bowl of the filter is emptied, as
soon as drops of water can be seen in it. e
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STOPPING DOOll BATTLE
' the same noise appeared again.
J. L. G. asks; Two of- the doors 1 Thinking this was from too high

of my 1927 ---------- sedan do not i compression, an extra cylinderclose tightly and rattle. What is head gasket was installed which
i helped for a few’ weeks only. A
the remedy for this?
Answer: The rubber bumpers, new air-valve spring in the car
buretor quieted the noise for a
against which the doors should short
longer, but it has de
close tighlly, have no doubt be velopedtime
again. What do you think
come flattened, so they do not bear causes it?
Answer; Since this engine ran
properly after you decarbonized it,
it seems likely that carbon was
to blame, in the first instance and
we suspect that it is still the cause
of the noise. If you are not al-

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Chadwick and
family spent New Year with Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah Chadwick.
Another of our respected citizens,
Fred Buker died in Rockland Thurs
day follpwing an operation. Mr.
Buker made his home with his sister
Miss Emma Buker who has the
sympathy of the entire community.
Funeral services and interment were
in Biddeford. Mr. Buker's home town.
Mrs. Benjamin Young and Lowell
Young of Thomaston and Mr. and
Mrs. George Young of Rockland re
cently visited Mr. and Mrs. George
Robbins.
>
Kathryn Robbins has been visiting
in Week’s Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and
daughter Enid were recently visitors
in Friendship.
Miss Margaret Pratt of Tenant’s
Harbor spent Monday with Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Simmons.
Edward Stimpson and Miss Mary
Stimpson have gone to Thomaston to
spend the winter.
Mrs. Lilia Anthony has charge of
the postoffice and Port Clyde
Bazaar during the absence of Miss
Emma Buker who is in Biddeford.

Not long ago in the South Warren
items Mrs. Rose Marshal! mentioned
the teachers still living to whom she
went to school more than 50 vears ago.
Mrs. Leslie Lamson (Gratice Pack
ard) recalls the following under
whose instruction she sat fully as long
ago: Mrs. Emma Carroll Leach, Mrs.
ixancy Ingraham Tribou, Mrs. Mar
garet Piste Orbeton, Mrs. Mary Stud
ley Gurney, Mrs. Ella Fogler Achorn,
George Andrews now living in the
Middle West, Dr. F. O. Bartlett.
Rockland. Can any one do better?
Because of the uncertainty of
weather and traveling conditions Miss
Mary Bird who teaches the village
school has discontinued commuting
and is staying at Mrs. E. H. Perry’s.
NORTH UNION
There is considerable fishing on
Chickawaukee Pond now and the
Miss Louisa Miller and friend who
catches are very satisfactory. Last have been at the Miller home for
Sunday all the lakes'and ponds had | the Christmas vacation returned to
from one to a dozen or more fisher Camden Sflnda.v to resume their
men on them. Lester Sherer made a studies at the High School.
i very pretty catch of five pickerel
William Gleason recently made a
weighing seven pounds. The largest business trip to Rockland.
fish tipped the scales at three pounds
Roger Norwood went to Rockland
and measured 23 inches.
last Saturday and returning during
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vaughn of the storm encountered some hard
Rockland Highlands were guests Sun ■i traveling.
day of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter.
Several from this neighborhood at
tended a very profitable and enjoy
"Hey, your lights are out."
able meeting of Pomona Grange in
“I know if, I just put some of the ! Warren Saturday.
prohibition alcohol in the radiator
J. R. Dapforth and family visited
and they went blind.”—Santa Fe relatives and friends in Thomaston
Magazine.
Sunday.
’
,

‘‘I was right on the verge of a ner- .
vous breakdown when I started tak
ing Sargon. I was so depressed that|
I'd get off to myself and crjg for
hours and my nights were just one
horrible dream after another. My’
circulation was so poor that I felt |
like I had ‘icy spots' all over me and
sometimes I’d have awful fainting
spells.
“I was desperate when I started
on Sargon and Sargon Pills, but now
I'm like an entirely different person.
My nerves settled, I sleep fine and
I'm never bothered with poor circu
lation or fainting spells. I don't
know when I’ve had as mucli
strength and energy as I have now
and I owe it all to Sargon."—Mrs.
Jensen lives at 40 South St., Port
land, Me.
Sold by The Corner Drug Storp.
Inc., in Rockland; by George H.
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bos.su
in Waldoboro.—adv.
4-lt i

SALLY STARR
Badminton, as played by Sally Starr, is quite a
strenuous pastime. If you don’t believe it, says Sally,
try pushing the little birds over the net the next time
you feel the need of a real work-out.

DEER ISLE

x

WE5T ROCKPORi

WASHINGTON

BREAKFAST MENUS
Orange Juice or Stewed Peaches
Breakfast Wheat
Top Milk
Grape Jelly
Hot Rolls
Coffee

“Oh! Oh! Clara Bow; roller skates and away we go.
Which is another way of telling you how the “IT” girl keeps
those much envied curves. After a glide around the block,
which probably includes a stop at the ice cream store to
replenish her energy supply, and a chat with the corner
newsboy, Clara is “rarin’ to go.” Eat what you like, says
Clara, and exercise to keep in trim.

After two or three rounds in the gymnasium with her
trainer, Joan Crawford Fairbanks is ready to “chaw beef.”
Joan says that curves are back to stay which is good news
for all of those who once thought they had to have bean-pole
figures and starve themselves to be in fashion. Now-a-days,
site tells us, the food faddist is as popular with Hollywood
screen stars as a last year's song hit.

on the doors. There are two bump- •
ers to eaeh door, sprung into
sockets in the jambYou can
force these out with a screwdriver
and install new ones or you can
re-use the old ones by using card
board shims between the backs of
the Lumpers and their sockets, so
as to Set them out further from
the jantb. where the door will
•trike them firmly when closed.
MAY BE A CARBON KNOCK
F. P. writes: Last summer, the
engine of my 1927 --------- car be
gan to make a clicking noise when
a steep hill was being climbed and »
I Was told this w’as caused hy
carbon. Af*er scraping the carbon. '
grinding he valves and so forth.'
•t ran fine for two months, when •

ready using ethyl gasoline, we suggest that >ou try doing so and if
this stops the knock, you may be
pretty sure that carbon has again
accumulated and is causing your
present trouble. It would seem
there is something which is caus
ing your engine to carbonize un
duly fast. Perhaps an excess of
oil is passing the piston rings or
the carburetor may be set for an
overrich mixture. If you clean the
engine again, use the best oil ob
tainable thereafter and set the car
buretor as lean as practicable.

Questions of general interest to the motorist will be answered by
3/r, Clough in this column, space permitting. If an immediate answer is
sesired, enclose self-addressed, stamped envelope.

JOB

ATTENTION FARMERS!

NOW

isthe“Get Ready”Season

A season to make repairs—replace parts on your Farm Tools and
Machinery.
Tell us vour wants—we’ll fill them! Krow our prompt service,
reasonable prices, and Bl years dependability.
Then, too—get our prices on the

NEW FARM FQU1PMENT
you have in mind to buy this season. Our catalog lists over 50(111
items. Write for copy

EARM,

DAIRY

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES

SEEDS

lndall_______________
& Whitney
LL
rtDERAL and TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND MAI ME '

make our printing say 'Hello'
. . . cordially, interestingly, at
tractively. We make type talk
with ready attention and con
vincing salesmanship. We plan
your printing requirements with
intelligence and economy.
We

STATIONERY
BOOKLETS
BROCHURES
BROADSIDES
OFFICE AND
FACTORY
FORMS

T5he Courier-Gazette
Rockland, Maine

t

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Man Called as Judge
Thought Self Accused

DGfTPGPT
ice at 7 with ac‘eclions by male quar- :
For Sale
KUCK.I CJtY 1
tet; Monday evening the finance
Probate Notices_______
The annual operetta of the Rock- : committee will meet at the parsonm: terestllnlL^wA!'n\UenMond®a combination
STATE OF MAINE
________________
port Grammar School will take place age; Tuesday evening the official
To a!A persons Interested tn either of exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 of two small necessities that have been
1 Feb. 13 and 14 at the Town hall. The board will have a supper at the vesthe estates hereinafter named:
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional ln dally use by millions of people for
At a Probate Court held at Rockland lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents many years. It ts practical, convenient
pupils are working hard in prepara- try followed by a board meeting;
tion of this event and it goes with- 1 Wednesday afternoon the ladies' aid in and for the’County of Knox, on the forthre^tlinet^^Sl>^voixV^nakealln.c and economical. A tremendous demand
16th day of December In the vear of our -----------■
_ is anticipated. Price $50,000. Address
out saying that the success of last will meet with Mrs. Marian Grey; Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
P. O. BOX 235. Thomaston. Maine.
5*7
Lost and Found
year's performance will be equalled if Thursday evening prayer meeting at thirty atid by adjournment from day to
FOR SALE—Drv wood under cover,
not excelled this year.
7 o'clock, followed by Bible Study day from the 16th day of said Decem FOUND—Tortoise shell spectacles, on long.
$10;
fitted.
$14;
junks.
$12:
limbs.
ber thc following matters having been Main St., near McLain's shoe store. Call
Thc Johnson Society of the M. E. class. Sunday evening. Jan. 18. the presented
$10; soft wood,-$8 T. J. CARROLL. TeL
for the action thereupon here at COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
91
5*lt 2S3-21.
5-7
Church holds a social at the vestry subject of the. service will be “Ye inafter indicated it is hereby Ordered:
NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
aFOR ____
____ _________
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
all
SALE—Cheap,
one-half_________
ton Ford
Wednesday evening with an inter- Old Time Songs." when all parts of
interested, by causing a copy of deposit book numbered 32518. and the truck ycar 1924. Call on oraddress E.
esting program followed by games. the service will be taken by the persons
of this order to be published three weeks; owner of said book asks for a duplicate nEDGECOMB, NorthAppleton.
5*7
Candy, pop corn, hot dogs and punch young men; special music by the successively ill The Courier-Gazette, a tn accordance with the provision of the
FOR SALE—One open Franklin stove,
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
will be on sale. There will be a small Friends Quartet. Last Wednesday newspaper published at Rockland 111 said State Law
in first-ciass condition. CALL 995-W.
County that they
mav appear,
at...
a ProBANK. Bv E- D.—
Spear, Treas. Rockland.
. ...
-----Rockland.
i .. Maine,
2*S-8
5-7
admission fee.
evening this quartet, always ready to bate court to be
held at said
Jan. 3. 1931.
Mrs. Edith Overlock 'pent Tues do their bit to bring cheer to others, on the 20th day of January A. d. 1931.
FOR SALE—Girls’ key skates, size 10.
In good condition—simply outgrown.
day with friends at Glencove.
called at the Torrey
and rend- heard
at nlnethereon
°'clockIfinthey
the see
fo™™™
, ,, home
.
cause, alld be
TEL. 794-W.
5*7
Wanted
Clinton Shibles has returned to ered several, selections
for the beneJoseph d. djncan. late of Merion.
FOR SALE Apples. Baldwins. Starks,
Amherst to resume his studies at the fit of Capt. Ernest Torrey Who has Pennsylvania, deceased. Exemplified copy
WANTED-Special attention! My farm Spies,
all first crass. $1.50 barrel. W. F.
the Will and Probate thereof together Is vacant due to the death of my care
Massachusetts Agricultural College been confined to his home for sev of
4*6
a Petition for Probate of Foreign taker. Who would like to fill this va CLOUGH, Rockport. Tel. 762.
after spending the holiday recess at eral weeks by illness. To say that with
Will asking that the copy of said Will cancy? Fdt details apply to ERNEST C.
FOR SALE -Dry cord wood, $10; Junks,
his home.
may
be
allowed,
filed
and
recorded
in
$12;
wood
fitted
and
under
cover.
$14.
O.
DAVIS at Angler’s Farm, Union, or at
Capt. Torrey appreciated their
Court of Knox County, and that Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
_______________________
5-tfH. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
The members of Mrs. F. F. Fowle s thoughtfulness is stating it mildly. Probate
Letters Testamentary be issued to The
WANTED-Position as housekeeper by J FOR SALE- All kinds of material for
Sunday School class met at the par
Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia,
NOTICE~OF~FOR E C LO S U RE
iddle aced American widow, good home making lobster traps. G. WRIGHT and
sonage last Wednesday evening for
Whereas, Joseph Anderson of St. without bond.4*6
and
small pay. Best of references, BOX U. SMITH. Vinalhaven. Me.
a social and business meeting and Georce tn the County of Knox and State KATHERINE MATHER, late of Rock 25. Washington. Me.
5*10
FOR SALE—Young Jersey cow. fresh;
of
Maine,
by
his
mortgage
deed
dated
land.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
the following officers were Elected: the 2d day of June. 1928. and recorded
WANTED- Housekeeper’s position by Holstein heifer, fresh. C. M. BURGESS.
thereof asking that said Will middle
President. Alice Steward; vice presi ln the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 206 Probate
aged woman with boy 9. Refer Union. Me. Tel. 17-3.
4*6
may be proved and allowed and that ences
for both. Write or call MRS. SUSIE
dent, Lois Burns; secretary, Marie
Robkl»nd Lcuers TcsV^nenUmy "Sue“to “oilfort E. BROWN,
FOR SALE—Double runner pung. two
259 Talbot Ave., Rockland.
o^taS^nd°
n
h
a
“
vK
I
£
TaMWn
’
wuXnd
“
seats,
one
ton
capacity,
a
bargain.
A.
P.
McFarland;
treasurer,
Florence
4-6 GRAY, Warren. Me.________ 4*9
place of business at Rockland In said ln sald WJ1 Wlth boncL
Wentworth.
WANTED-About 7 ft. second hand
MELINDA A ADAMS, late of Rock- bronze shaft 2 inch, also staves 29 in. | FOR SALE-Black and tan two-yearMiss Maripn Poland and Miss Knox County a certain parcel of real
rabbit hound. L. E. HARDING, Warwith the buildings thereon, situ land, deceased. Will and Petition for
bilge and 29 straight. Price talks, i old
Angie Welt have been entered as estate
ated ln said St. George in the County of Probate thereof asking that said Will 5-8
4-6 ! ren. Me.___________________________ 3*5
candidates for "Miss Knox" in the Knox and State of Maine, and bounded l mav be proved and allowed and that HARMON. Rockland.
FOR
’ SALE- Used tires, 4-32x6.00 or
WANTED—Medium sized office desk,
described as follows:
*Letters —
.
Testamentary issue to Carlotta
contest to be held in connection with and
heavy duty. One «r all. LEWIS
Beginning at stake and stones on the Adams Burns of Rockland, she being either roll or flat top. R. E. NUTT 20x6.00
TON BUICK CO.
3-5
the coming fair of the Rockland Vet East side of the Town Road leading from the Executrix named in said Will v/ith- SHOE STORE, Rockland. Tel. 259-R.
3-5
FOR SALE—Two rabbit hounds part
Turkey Cove towards Thomaston and at out bond.
eran Firemen's Association.
beagle,
running,
not
gun
shy
At
a
bar
Southwest corner bound of* land of
WANTED—12 gauge automatic 6 shot gain DR. SHERMAN. Rockland. Tel.
Mrs. Ada Clough was the guest the
WILLIAM H. SMITH, late of Thomas
Charles H Wiley; thence E. S. E. bv land of
must be ln excellent condition
Wednesday of her father B. F. said Wiley seventy-seven rods to stake and ton. deceased. Will and Petition for shotgun,
bargain for cash. J. P., care Cou- 598-W._____________________________ 3-5
stones; thence S. S. W. bv land of Isaac Probate thereof asking that said Will and
Collamore, Cedar street, Rockland.
rler--Gazette.
3*5
FOR SALE -Kingsbury cabinet grand

Plans are going forward for the ! Miss M. E. Bartlett is visiting her
card party to be given at the High sister Mrs, Oscar H. Emery in Bar
In Germany tlie common courts
School assembly hall by the Nurse j Harbor.
are composed of thrfce professional
Association. Tickets may be obMr. and Mrs. James Conley of York
and two “lay” judges chosen like
tained at McDonald's or" Brackett's j Island who have been guests Of Mr.
jurors. At a court, in Berlin re
drug store. The date is Jan. 16.
and Mrs. Frank E. Morrow leave
cently the presiding judge noted
Evangelistic services at the Baptist Boston today for Fruitland Park,
the uneasy demeanor of one of
Church will continue next week.| Fla., where they will spend the rethe lay magistrates. During the
The services Sunday will be Bible, mainder of the winter.
proceedings this min sat without
school at 9.45 a. m.;
morning
Mrs. Stanley French is a medical
any show of Interest, looking mis
worship at 11, special service for men patient at the Camden Community
erable and casting appealing looks
only at 3 o'clock in the auditorium; j Hospital.
at the state's attoraey. When the
evening service at 7.15.
Comique
Theatre
attractions.
judges who had to 5 ass the verdict
On Thursday Mrs. John E. Walker Today, Hoot Gibson in “Trigger I were about to leave, the courtroom,
entertained the old Friday Club at Tricks;'' Monday, "Madam Satan;
the president heap'd the unpaid
luncheon in honor of Mrs. Atwood Tuesday, Genevieve Tobin and Con- I magistrate speaking to the police
Levensaler who is about to leave to rad Nagel in “A Lady Surrenders; i sergeant.
He approached and
spend the remainder of the winter Wednesday. “The Silver Horde;
heard to his greatest astonishment:
with her children in
Boston and Thursday. Irene Rich in “On Your “I dare not go hrfrne, sergeant. I
Concord, N. H. TheFriday Club 1 Back;” Friday, Ramon Novarro in
dare not tell my wdfe, who Is ill In
was organized by Mrs. C. W. Lewis "Call of the Flesh;
Saturday,
bed, that I have been found guilty.
of Thomaston, and Brookline. Mass., "Three French Dolls.
. .
I have never been in court before;
about 51 years ago, when she was
Mrs. Willard Wight is entertaining I have all my papers and testimo
spending the winter in Thomaston, at a bridge tea Saturday afternoon in nials with me; I nvas never asked
They first met evenings and included honor of Mrs. J. Riker Proctor, who is
to show them. Really, I have never
only Knox street friends, and it was leaving the first of the week for New
done anything agjtinst the law in
called the Knitting Bee. Later the Orleans on an extended visit
nil my life." The judges crowded
membership was increased until it, The Monday’ Club met last week
around, and under reals of laugh
numbered about 20. The present with Mrs. Pearl G.. Willey. High stree .
ter the poor lay ruagistrate was in
members of the club are Mrs. At- A very interesting paper was read by j formed that he h »d not been asked
wood Levensaler, Miss Harriet G. the hostess. The club will meet next to attend the corn as an accused,
Levensaler, Mrs. W. A. Newcombe week with Mrs. D. J. Dickens, Pearl * but had been summoned to do his
citizen’s duty as a magistrate.
Mrs. Lucy Bunker, Mrs. Emily Smith street.
and Mrs. George Edgerton.
The funerals of two of the victims
------------------------I
Mrs. Marie B. Singer, chairman of of the recent automobile accident at
the committee in charge of the sales Woolwich, were held Tuesday after-j Monarch’s Burial Place
of Christmas Seals, reports that she noon. That of Harry A. Walker was , ,
Not Dfsfinitely Known
has turned in $171 to the Maine Pub- held at 2 o’clock. Rev. Albert E. Luce
There ls some uncertainty as to
lie Health Association in Augusta as! officiating, the bearers Herbert Alexa result of this year's sales. The ander, Earle Belyea. Clifford Taylor, tbe final resting place of Alexan
der the Great, who died at Baby
amount raised in 1929 was $79 and in Karl Thompson and Gordon Scruton.
The body was prepared for
1929 $153. Ninety per cent of the Interment was in the Mountain lon.
transportation bo Macedonia, nnd
money collected remains in the Street cemetery. Services for EdPhilip Arridacuti whom the army
State and ten per cent goes to the ward Sherman Mitchell were held at
chose to succeed Alexander con
National Association. Seals have 1 o'clock. Rev. Leroy Campbell offijointly with tiie latter’s post
been sent to people in town who have I ciating, and the bearers were Robert humous
son, was entrusted with
made no resuonse and it is requested Young. Zenas Melvin, Cliffoid Taylor
the funeral ritesi He left Babylon
that they return the seals or the and William Heald. Interment will with the body, intending to convey
money jat once.
> he at Liberty in the spring.
lt to Greece. T3ie accounts as to
Miss Irene Young has returned to
Frank L. Kennedy has closed his what happened after that are con
Boston to resume study of the organ, confectionery store and pool room on
flicting.
It seems that Philip
The meeting of the Beta Alpha Main street and will enjoy a vacalearned that during his life Alex
Club due to be held Monday evening tion. opening again in the spring.
, ander had expressed a dosire'to be
will be omitted.
Orion Wadsworth and David; Interred in Egypt Philip there
Edward Stimpson and Miss Trv Crockett of Camden, the two boys fore altered his course and went to
Stimpson of Port Clyde are occupy- who survived the automobile acci- Egypt. I.agus, one of Alexander’s
dent at Bath on Saturday, and who fa, ^rite generals, who was satrap
ing their house on Pine street.
Lerov Seekins who recently sold were expected home this week, will | of Egypt, got possession of the body
his farm on Beechwoods street has remain in the Bath City Hospital
and placed It temporarily at Mem
moved into a tenement in the Love- until sometime next week. They are phis. Later, it Js supposed, it was
joy house, Broadway street now convalescing rapidly but the physi- interred with great pomp at the
owned- by W. J. Robertson.
cians thought best for them to renow city of Alasandria.
The first cement on the surface of i main at the hospital a few days
\
------------------------ ' / '
the bridge at South Warren was longer,
More Suitable
poured Thursday.
» • • •
A young man bought a very old
A letter received by a friend in
Sylvester L. Arau
car. Informing his father of tbe
town from Mrs. Edward Oxton of
Sylvester L Arau. 90. the oldest
fact he said, “I say, Dad, be a
Rutland, Mass., states that.she has citizen in town, died Thursday
been confined to the bed by illness aftemoon. He was born in Messina, sport. I need one or two acces
sories to complete the car. Will
for nine weeks.
Sicily, but came to this country when
you give me one?”
Mrs. Poster Jameson
, of Waldo- a young man. In 1870 he moved to
“Very good,” said his father, In
boro was a visitor of Mrs. Rodne. Qamden where he conducted a bardulgently. “I'll give you a pedom
Feyler Thursday.
ber sbop untd six years ag0 when he
eter.”
Mr. Leonard is moving his stocr. so]d out
present owner George
The son laughed.
of cows from Waldoboro to Mrs. r j»orrison. At the time of his re•'Why," he scoffed, “you’ve made
Nellie Smith s recentlj purchase.. tjrement be was tbe oldest active
a mistake. You mean a speedom
farm on Beechwoods street. Mi. barber ;n Maine. Following the big
Leonard is a highly skilled and sue- dre
1393 he erected the Arau eter. A pedometer measures the
cessful market gardener and it is blQck Qn Main street wWch is now, miles you walk.”
“Yes,” said the father, grimly,
understood that it will be a part 01 occupied by the pirst National store
“I know that.”
his farming operations.
abd jbe barber shop which he sold.
Services at Federated Church. Rev
Mr Arau was the ojdest Mason in
H F. Leach; Sunday School at 9.45; Maine and was the holder of the Post
Helping the Cause
morning service 11. subject, "Religion cane. He was a member of AmityTwo men attended a village
in a World of Change." Evening Lodge. F. & A. M„ Keystone Chapter, j
church tea for which the tickets
service at 7, topic “Interpreters."
Roval Arch Masons. Camden Com
Thomas O. Long has met with an mandery. K. T.. Seaside Chapter, I were sixpence each. The profits
other accident. While walking on O. E. S., Camden Lodge. K. P., also were to go toward providing com
forts for the aged poor of the vil
thc sidewalk in Rockland Wednesday the Business Men's~ Club.
____ He had
he slipped upon the ice and fell. ^nY member* ofMAmity Lodge for lage.
Billson, after accounting for ten
breaking two ribs. He is now1 at his over 50 years and a short time ago cups
of tea, eight sandwiches, three
home on High street.
was made an honorary member. He
of bread and butter, five jam
The card party of Mayflower is survived by one daughter Miss plates
tarts and four small buns, was
Temple was well attended and six Teresa F Arau oj Camden, his wife passing his cup for the eleventh
tables in play. The committee in | having died about 30 years ago. Mr. time when he turned to his com
charge was Mrs. Bertha Frost. Mrs. Afau wag hsted as a Republican but panion and said: “I think every
Kathleen Studley, Mrs.
Carrie as be expressed it. voted for the best one should encourage a thing cit
Wallace, Stanley Cushing, Anson ; mafi Thg funeral will be held Sunthis sort, as it’s for a good cause.”
Pryor and Sayward Hall.
day at 2 o’ciock, Rev. Leroy Campbell, —Loudon Humorist.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cogan have ojj£cjat,jng and interment will be in
returned from a visit in Lewiston.
th famUy lot jn Mountain Street
Mrs. Edward Risteen is in Skowhe- cemeterv
The Game of Cowboy,
gan called by the illness of her son
_
For this game you want a skip
George.
RAMBLERS SQIELCH DRAGONS
ping rope and several players. Two
Ray Spear has employment in a ga
are chosen as cowboys and the rest
rage in Tarrytown, N. Y.
The Waldoboro Ramblers defeated i are all bulls. The two cowboys each
A large delegation of members of the LpC Dragons last night by the take an end of the skipping rope
the Littlefield Memorial Church. s“ore '60 t0 2o. Benner and Kemp and have to chase bulls, trying to
Rockland, attended the service of the s starred for the winners while Hinck- get one of them in the rope. The
Baptist Church Friday evening.
J was tbe ibsers best bet. The score; rope must be well round the mid
At the stated meeting of Henry
Ramblers
dle of the bull, and each cowboy
Knox Royal Arch Chapter, last eveB F TP either side of the bull. As bulls
.........
5 0 10 are caught they stand out of the
L. F. Benner .... ......... 11 0 22 game, and the last two left are the
one candidate and thc degree of Most j C. Kemp ...........
...... 14 0 28 cowboys next time. Naturally, this
0 Is best played outdoors where there
Excellent on five.
T. G BogRS ....... .......... 0 0
» , * »
0 ,is plenty of room.
R. G. Cadicu..... ........... 0 0
— — —
William F. Morse
\
----------------------- f r>
30 0 60
Another of Thomaston's oldest
Too Smart
citizens ha passed away. William
L. P C . Dragons
B F TP
The new assistant In the hard
F. Morse, a native of this town and
6 ware store rather prided himself
i L F Hinckley . ........ 3 0
5 on always having a quick reply.
R. F. Feyler ..... ........... 2 1
4
0
April 3, 1848. son of Daniel and Jane !
“Do you keep aluminum sauce
2 0
4 pans?” inquired the timid-lookid*
R Cl Valenta....
1 woman customer.
0 1
L G Rose
— —
a daughter was born.
He saw his chance.
2
20
9
Mr. Morse for many years was a
“No,” came the reply; “we sell
quarry man in the lime industry and
Referee, Taylor.
them.”
throughout his long i.‘ was an in
“Anyway," said the customer,
dustrious citizen. Oi a quiet disposi
who was equal to the occasion,
OWL
’
S
HEAD
tion, he found pleasure
his home
At the Baptist Church. Sunday at “you’ll keep the one you were go
and in the companionship of the few 11 a m. Rev. Helen Carlson will speak ing to sell to me.” And she left
rather than in the large, number. on "What Is Truth?" Evening service j the shop.
•'
Funeral services were held at his at 7 p. m., continuing "Dramatic Epi
--------- -----------------Z
late home Thursday aftern
with sodes from the Life of Paul of Tar
Not Quite the Same
many friends present. Rev. H. S. sus.” Prayer meeting was held last;
Kilborn officiated. Thc bearer ere week at the home of Mrs. Ruth Buck- j
A maid In the home of a wellCapt. Hollie Harrington. John Ho.ily minster. Next Thursday it will be known Springfield individual caused
a sensation in the kitchen recently
Edward Keating, Ernest Spear. In with Mrs. Daisy Maddocks.
she announced that the head
terment was in the Thomaston cei, There will be an entertainment in when
tery. He leaves his widow, a daugh he church Tuesday evening at 7.30. of the house had just informed her
ter Mrs. Ralph W. Tripp and two nd Rev. Helen H. Carlson will relate that “he wanted beer for dinner."
Since the man was known to be
nieces. Miss Addie Morse of Phila The Story of the Old White Temple."
an ardent total abstainer, before
delphia and Mrs. Clarence Thomas
Louise Dolliver of Rockland and the order was complied with a cau
of Boston.
M Madeline Rogers will recite, and tious Inquiry was instituted. This
then will be chorus singing.
disclosed that what was really said
by the man was; “I won’t he here
for dinner.”—Springfield Union.
APPLETON
Tiie Appleton Women’s Farm Bu
reau will meet at the home of its
Trusting Mothers
chairman Mrs. Helen Gushee next
USE
When ft woman says, “My daugh
Thursday. The subject will be “ Bas
ter tells me everything,” you know
ketry and Stenciling.”
Georges Valley Grange held its an that the Jittle girl is putting some
nual installation Jan. 3 and James thing over on mother, because no
Dornan. assisted by Mr. and Mrs. human soul ever entirely discloses
Brooks and Master John Dornan oi Itself to another, unless it Is men
East Union very ably installed these tally defective.—Woman's Home
officers: Worthy master, Roland Companion.
It is an old fashioned cough mix Gushee; overseer, Zuinglius Gurney;
ture made from a formula handed lecturer, Nellie Johnson; steward,
No Cheer, for Her
Willard Brown; assistant steward,
down from our grandmother's Raymond Paul; chaplain, Grace
A wife and mother, engaged In
time. Used for coughs and ordi Brown; treasurer, Bert Mitchell; sec any sort of business, Industry or
retary. Edith Gurney, gatekeeper, profession is neither envied nor pit
nary Throat Irritations.
Hugh McCorrison; Ceres , Cassie ied. She is taken for granted.—
Paul; Pomona. Carrie Cummings; Woman’s Home Companion.
Price 50c Bottle
Flora. Carrie Sherman; lady assist
ant steward. Helen Paul; executive
committee, Hayden Fuller, Zuinglius
SOLD BY
Albino Toadfiah Caught*
Gurney and Bert Mitchell. An inter
esting program followed and a boun
Ocrachoke Island, N. C.—An al
tiful supper was served.
bino toadflsh, something that at
tracted much attention even among
THE NORTHEND DRUGGIST
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can bin the natives of the Island, was
copies
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
with
Ihe
ROCKLAND, MF.
home new, at the Old South New. taken in a net here by fisherman.
Agency. Washington St... next Old South Tl.ls species was considered per
MAIL ORDERS: FILLED
1 Church; also at M. Andelman's. 284 Tre haps the most useless of sea fish.
156T&Stf
mont St.

Don't Cough
McCARTY’S

COUGH STOP

D. L. McCARTY

Every-Other Day
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|n Everybody’s Column

may be proved and allowed and that
piano at a real bargain. Apply 26
Letters Testamentary Issue to Charlotte
GRANITE ST.
3*5
M. Alley of Rockland, she being the
Church Notes
Eggs
and
Chicks
Executrix named ln said Will without
FOR SAEE—Double house, large lot,
Baptist, George F. Currier, minis
corner
Park
and
Ulmer
Sts.
ERNEST
C.
bond.
DAVIS.
2-7
ter: Morning service at 10.45: chil
HIRAM SMITH, late of Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition for Probate .
drens story "The Talking Room;
FOR SALE—Large house and lot on
thereof asking that said Will mav be1
Camden St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
2-7
sermon, "The Cost of Our Greatest
proved and allowed and that Letters
FOR SALF—Six room house and
Convictions;” B.Y.P.U. at 6 o'clock;
Testamentary i ;ue to Ava Smith of
garage, large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
Rockland, she being the Executrix
evening service at 7. a special feature
For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
named in the Will without bond.
hieing the drama sermon, "Adoniram
Price $1500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
CHARLES
H
DECROW.
Late
of
Thom

Tel. 1080.
156-tf
Judson:” Tuesday evening there will
aston. deceased. Will and Petition for
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
be a joint session of the Boy and Girl
Probate thereof asking that said Will
also some nice hound pups. Now ls the
may be proved and allowed and that
Scouts to which the public is invit
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL. Glen
Letters Testamentary issue to Lulu E. j
ed. It is to be a competitive meet
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
153-tf
Decrow of Thomaston, she being the
ing between the two teams, a test of
Executrix named in the Will without ! BABY CHIX, WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
bond.
H
IReds.
Bred
for
eggs,
type
and
color.
their knowledge on the various sub
tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum
CATHERINS BICKMORE. late of St : ®tateh?'cI^t<^L5nnt?1l®rdM7rp2®a;i^u mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
jects which they have to deal with
estate. Come and talk over my list If
George
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
;
P£
r
bdn
?"
d
-.
SS|
‘
tl
in their work and is to be held at
Probate thereof asking that said Will
of Apnl. 5M $1 less and 10MU2 less you wish to buv. ROBERT U. COLLINS.
375 Main St.. Tel. 77.
1-tf
may be proved and allowed and that | Per bundI?dT ,„Safe
arrlval
guaranteed.
the Baptist vestry at 7 o'clock;
& SON. Thomaston,
Letters Testamentary Issue to Fred N *• "• '**“•“*' Phone
Thursday evening, prayer service.
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; fitted
Warren 10-6.
Hart
of
St.
Gearge.
he
being
the
Execuj
Malne
Route
1.
the subject is to be Sunday School
1-tf wood, $14; Junks, $12; soft wood Junks,
tor named ln the Will without bond.
_______________
$8 cord. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13,
work and will be taken from the
ESTATE LILLIAN A. HOMER, late of, S. C. R. I. REDS—Baby chicks from Reckland.
150-5
Study book "The Pupil."
Boston, deceased. Petition for Adminls- 1 standard utility stock Maine accredited
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
tration asking that Joseph G. Homer of We use the Jamesway incubator-hatcher, cottages
Methodist Church, Rev. F. F.
for
sale
and
rent,
attractive
Boston, or some other suitable person famous for its healthy, husky chicks. prices, ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
Fowle. minister: Sunday morning
They make healthy, productive hens. 22c
be appointed Admr. without bond.
each; 5OO. 20c pnrh: 1000 or more 18c shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast,
service at 10.30; Sunday School. 11.45;
ESTATE FRANK B MILLER, late of each. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. Maine.
1-tf
EpwcJtth League at 6; evening servRockland, deceased. Petition for Admin 13-42.
5-tf
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
istration asking that Rodney I. Thomp
FOR SALE—36 Barred Plymouth Rock broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
son of Rockland, or some other suitable
138*tf
person be appointed Admr. without pullets, laying, at a bargain. Haven't Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
No. 890. Reserve District No. 1
room
for them: DR. SHERMAN, Rock
bond.
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7’a
3-5 h. d. «nd 2 h. p.. in good shape; also
ESTATE OF NINA P. FEYLER. late of land. Tel. 598-W
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
istration asking that Jesse Feyler of
To Let
1-tf
—OF TIIERockland, or some other suitable person
be appointed Admr. without bond.
TO LET—On Warren 3t.. 6 room tene
ment.
$22;
7-room
tenement.
$23.50.
ESTATE TtARY E. BLUNT, late of
BANK
Thomaston.
ased. Petition for Ad Both have gas and electricity. Very
_____________
_ that
___ Oscar
_
___
pleasantly located in good neighborhood.
ministration
..oking
J. _
HodgOf Thomaston in the State of Maine, at the close of business Dee. 31, 1930 ___
kins of 'Portland, or some other suitable Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf
person be appointed Admr. without
T
RESOU RCE3
TO LET—Large front room furnished
Loans and discounts ............................ ................................................
bond.
$168,100 04
I or unfurnished.
Light housekeeping
O v e rd raf ts .........................................................................
224 66
ESTATE MARY E. DOW. late of Wash- privileges if desired. 7 PLEASANT ST.
United States Government securities owned ......................................
80.609 00
ington. deceased Petition for Adminls4*6
Since 1840 this Arm has
Other bonds, stocks, and securities own eel ......................
tration asking that Clara S. Overlock of j —T ~—..
,
818.070 00
faithfully served the families
Banking house, $30,972.52. Furniture and fixtures. $2,680.00 . ...
Washington, or some oiher suitable per- ,
!;5T-^e
33,652 52
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank .......
..........................................
of Knox County
son be appointed Admr. d. b. n. c. t » I hot and cold water- bath and sbow?r'
38.731 25
hardwod floors, in vzall ironing board,
Cash and due from bankrf .........................
.................................
75.960 94
with bond.
UADY ATTENDANT
set
tubs,
cement
cellar.
Sunny
location.
|
Outside checks and other cash Items ..
.................................
4.339 43
ESTATE SUSAN E. MAXWELL, late of Also 5-room house, all modern, unfur-,
Tel. Day 450 ; 7S1-1
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasure, and due from U. S Treas
Cushing. Petition for Administration nished. H. H. STOVER. Ill Llmerock i
urer ........... . .................................
...............
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
2,500 00
with tne will annexed asking that Rod St. Tel. 1201.____________________ 4-tf j
ney I. Thompson of Rockland, or some
Total
TO LET—Three or five furnished,
$1,222,187 34
other suitable person be appointed
rooms, lights, toilet and water. FLOR-;
Admr. c. t,. a. without bond.
LIABILITIES
ENCE McLAIN. 84 Crescent St.
3-5
FRANK
B.
MILLER,
late
of
Rockland,
Capital stock paid in .................. ........ X....... i........................... ..
$50,000 CO
ROCKLAND, ME.
TO LET—Modern 5-room house on I
Surplus ............................................ . ................................
deceased. Nuncupative Will and Petition
75.000 00
Broadway
place.
Apply
ERNEST
Cl
for Probate thereof asking that said Will
Undivided profits—net ........................... 7...................... """"""
27.531 17
may be proved and allowed and that Let DAVIS.___________________________ 3-tf i
Reserve Tor dividends, contingencies, etc..................................................
2.000 00
ters Testamentary issue to Frank A.
Circulating notes outstanding ....
....................................................
50.000 00
TO LET—30x49
modern building, i
Crute of Cushing, he being the Executor garage, ideal for repair shop. Just off
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Due to banks, including certified and cashiers’ checks outstand
ing ......... ...............................................................................................
named in the Will without bond.
52 00
Main on James St. Apply I. B. SIM
STEAMBOAT CO.
Demand deposits ............................................................................
ESTATE OF ALETHA L BORNEMAN. MONS. 724 Main St.. City.
147,821 85
3-5
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Time deposits ..................................... "....LJ". /
late of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
359.763 33
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
TO LET—Five room apartment on
Other liabilities .....................................^ZL'w^****«~-***"**-*'”^:^~*«^~^
License to Sell Real Estate located In Talbot
!9 44
avenue. $16 ^per month, payable A. M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
rockland. and described in said Petition, tn advance.
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
No
children.
Apply
FREE

Total . ...... . ........................
filed by Arthur K. Walker. Admr.
$1,222,187 84
MAN S. YOUNG. 163 Main St.. Rockland land about 9.30.
ESTATE OF MAHALA L. VINAL. late Tel. 766-J._______________________ 2-7
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
State of Maine. County of Knox. ss.
of
Vinalhaven,
deceased.
First
and
Final
2.45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
.J’
Walter Strout. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
TO LET—Six room house. Broaiw’ay, Vinalhaven
account filed for allowance by Louise B.
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan’s
the above statement ls true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
bath, hot water heat, all modern, fine con Island about o.OO P. M.
Folson. and Edith Smith, Exxs.
dition. rent reasonable. Write F. W. P.,
J- WALTER STROUT. Cashier.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
ESTATE OF WARREN H SMALLEY, care The Courier-Gazette.
1-6
rn u,iScriocd aPd PWOrn t° before me this 8th day of Januarv. 1. ;'.
143-tf
late of Washington, deceased. First and
I Seal |
CHARLES M. STARRETT, Notary Public.’
TO
LET
—
If
you
don
’
t
get
comfort
and
Final
account
filed
for
allowance
by
Correct—Attest:
satisfaction for the money you spend on
Marion
R.
Miller,
Admx.
W. G. WASHBURN
home sec Mike Armata and hire
ESTATE OF ABBY H. STRAWBRIDGE. yourmodern
JOHN BROWN
7-room home in Rockland's
CHINESE
late of Ci.mden. deceased. Petition to his
A. J. ELLIOT
up
to
- the - minute apartment house.
Detcrmin
Inheritance Tax. filed by
_____
Directors
HERB
rooms with bath, sun porch, fire
James Nc\ .1 of Winchester. Mass.. Exr. Seven
place. garage, heat, janitor service—every
Don’t suffer another minute from
ESTATE OF CHARLES F. MORTON, modern idea. $40 00 per month. No blind, itchinig, protruding or bleed
of Camdc-n. final account filed for al water to pay for—no coal to pay for. ing piles without testing the newest
TOWN OF APPLETON
lowance by Charles A. Perry of Camden, Fine neighbors. Neat and immaculate, and fastest acting treatment out. Dr.
guardian.
even electric door opener and speaking Nixon’s Chinaroid, fortified with
STATE OF MAINE
__
tube. Also cold storage for your car rare, imported Chinese Herb, with
ESTATE OF LAURA E WADSWORTH
Unp*l taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Appleton, In the County of
Petition
for!
late of Camden, deceased. ______ ___ • i , - cheap
- Cedar St. at Brew’ster. opp. amazing power to reduce swollen
Knox, for the year 1930
Science Church. Cajl
Call at THE tissues, brings ease and comfort in
Acuniuisiriitjim
askinn
that
C.
D
Wails.Science
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town W’orth of Camden, or some other suitable! Christian
MEN'S CHOP. Park St., opp. Park The- a few minutes, enabling you to work
oi Appleton aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me 'for collection for said person be appointed Admr. without I atre,
Rockland.
_____________________
F-6 and enjoy life while it continues its
iown on the 17th day of May. 1930 remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that
bond.
tq LET—On Adams St., 5 room bun- soothing, healing action. Don’t de
ii said taxes with interest and ch? rges are not previously paid, so much of the
Act in time to avoid a danger
ESTATE MARGARET ULMER, late of galow. toilet, lights, garage. E. H. PHIL- lay. and
real estate taxed as is sufficient to j ay the amount due therefor, including interest
costly operation. Try Dr.
and charges, will be sold without .'urther notice at public auction at the Town Rodkland. deceased. Petition for Ap- BRICK. Phone 1188-M Rockland, Cam- ous
Nixon
under our guar
pointment of Trustee, asking that the I den 2580.
156*5 antee ’stoChinaroid
House ln said Town, on the first Monday ln February. 1930, at nine o’clock A M.
satisfy completely and be
Rockland
National
Bank
of
Rockland.
.
. . . 4
; I TO LET Garage or storage $5 per worth 100 times the small cost or
Amount of Tax Due ^ay
trUStHeer n,
Of month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St
your money back.
B. Miller, deceased, filed by Nina I Toi man
Name of Owner
Description of Property
153-tf
Including Interest and Frank
M. O’Connell.
|
C. II. Moor & Co., Rockland
Charges
TO
LET
—
Six
room
house.
146
LimeELLEN E. WINSLOW, late of Thom- i rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flush
aston
deceased,
Petition
for
Probate
of
'
PERLEY MOODY-One-third of Stover lot located at West Appleton.
Will, and the codicil therewith, asking | closet. No children. TEL. 819-W.
15 A. Valued at $34.00 One-half of Edna Moody farm located at
that the same may be proved and al ________________________________ 148-tf
West Appleton. 22 A. Valuer at $134.00 Buildings on the Edn $
TO LET—Eight-room house, All mod
$29 31 lowed thp.t Letters Testamen iry Issue
TJC’TnJlIoody farm valued at $116.00 Total amount of valuation $284.00
to Jessie Green, of North Ando.er. Mass., ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In
HEIRS OF EDNA MOODY—-Two thirds of Stover lot located at West
ATTENTION!
she being the Exx. named 1 . the Will quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
Appleton. 30 A. Valued at $67.00. Two-thirds of Moody farm
without bond.
1-tf
located at West Appleton. 44 A. Valued $267.00. Value of buildings
We Want Your
$233.00. Total valuation $567 00..............................................................
Witness, MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es- ! TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenenieut
39 56
LIVE POULTRY
MOSES HALL—J. Davis place located on East side of Sennebec Pond,
quire. Judge of the Probate Court for . and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U
bounded on the South by thi Aaron Wiley place. Land valued at
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
1-tf
And Will Pay Highest Market
Attest:
T^TTTJ300’ Buildings on the above farm valued at $300; due ..................
31 80
TO LET—-Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
Price
LOLIE POWELL—Lenville Hart place located near Clark’s Corner
CHARLES L. VEAZIE Register.
MRS W S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St
so called, at West Appleton. 40 A. valued at $300.00. due.................
Call or write and trucks will call.
G 10
Tel.
874-W.
1-tf
ALANSON WENTWORTH HEIRS -Arnold Wentworth Place.
Land
COHEN BROS.
bounded W and N. by land of Mrs. Geo. Fowles, on E. by land
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
Notices ot Appointment
Care CHARLES MrKELLAR
of Laura Fuller, on S. by road leading up Noah Robbins Hill, soAll modern Improvements. Inquire ai
called. 75 A. Valued at $175 buildings valued at $75. Total $250
18 00
12 ELM ST.
1-tf
WARREN, ME.
J. Q. ADAMS—Piece of land in West Appleton known as the Ranlett
I Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
Telephone Warren 2-3
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block
Lot. 24 A Valued $150. Galer Keene Place in West Appleton. 62 A.
for the County of Knox, in the State Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
Valued at $600 ..............
..................................................................
Reference; Any poultry raiser
52 00 bate
of Maine, hereby certify that in the fol Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
1-tf
HEIRS OF JAMES FULLER—Piet« of land located in North Appleton,
109-tf
lowing
the persons were ap
i
13 A. Valued at $50
............................................................. .....
4 40 pointed estates
Administrators or Executors and
I ALDEN FULLER—Piece of land lor;.ted in North Appleton. 13 A. Valued
on
the
dates
hereinafter
named:
at $50 ................................
...................................................................
Miscellaneous
4 40
FRANK B. MILLER, late of Rockland,
MRS. ROBERT GREENE—Farm at West Appleton known as the Harry
deceased, December 2nd. 1930, Rodney I.
Miller place consisting cf 8b A. Valued at $350. Buildings on
R. W. TYLER
JOHN
A.
LUNT. medium and mag
the above place. Valued at $150.00 ........................................................
35 00 Thompson of Rockland was. appointed netic healer. Readings and treatments
Special Admr. and qualified’ by filing Tuesday from 10 a. m. to 6. at 7 Llmerock
I ISAAC QUIGG—Standing lumber on A. A. Rowell place, pounded on
RADIO
SERVICE AND REPAIRS
bond on that date.
South West by land of Addi< Robbins; on North West by land of
St. TEL. 713-M.
152-S-tf
S. B. Miller; on North Ea<t bv Grafton Sukeforth place; on South
WILLIAM R. BURNETT, late of Rock
NEW
BICKNELL
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
East by road leading from Robbins’ Corner to Proctor’s Corner.
land deceased. December 2nd. 1930,
Phone 710
P. O. Box 359
41 80 Parker Burnett of Rockland, was ap by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
Valued at $600 ..............
....................................................................
155-11
135tf
M. B. HOBBS—Standing lumber on land formerly owned by Daniel
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine
35 00 bond on that date.
Wentworth at North Appleton. Valued at $500.....................................
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
HEIRS OF ARTHUR MARTIN—Pasture land at West Appieton, 38 A.
ADA S. GARDNER, late of Rockland, and repair your furniture at 216 LIME14 60
Valued at $200............................................................................................... ,
December 16th. 1930. Mattle H. ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.______________ 1-tf
155-S-5 deceased.
Barter
of Rockland, was appointed
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
NELLIE E. JOHNSON.
Admx. without bond.
at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm fit.
Collector of Taxes of tne Town of Appleton.
Dec. 20. 1930.
ANNIE H. HART, late of Hope, de Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
154-Th-4
l-tf
ceased. December 16th. 1930. Halver A. Tel. 519-J.
Kart of Hope, was appalnted Admr.
without
bond.
TOWN OF UNION
We want all your LIVE POULHARRY L. FOLLANSBEE late of Cam
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
den. deceased. December 16th. 1930,
STATE OF MAINE
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Charles C. Wood of Camden, was apor write Charles Shane, care ot
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town ot Union. Maine. In the County pointed Admr. without bond.
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND R. E. Cutting, Warren, Ma. Tai.
of Knox, tor the year 1930.
MINNIE A. CLARK. late of Rockland
The following list of taxes or. real estate of non-resident owners ln the Town
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
of Union aforesaid, for the vear 1930 committed to me for collcctipn for raid Town deceased. December 16th. 1930, Herbert
Osteopathic Physician
your door. References: Any poul
on the 31st day of May. 1930. remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if C. Clark of Rockland, was appointed
Exr.
and
qualified
by
filing
bdhd
on
that
|
try raiajsr.
said taxes with Interest and charges are ^ot previously paid, o mu-li of the date.
Telephone 136
real estate taxed as ls sufficient to pay the amount due therelor. including In’ rest
HELEN McLOON. late of Rockland, de
and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at Town H .1 ln
CHARLES SHANE CO.
ceased. December 16th. 1930. Anne Mc
said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1931. at nine o'clock A. M.
Laughlin of Rockland, was appointed ,
27-tf
Amount of Tax Due Admx. and qualified by filing bond on
IN FIGHTING AGAINST
that
date.
Including
Intciest
and
Desrri-Jtlon cf Property
Name of Owner
Charges
HARRIET A. MORTON, late ot St.
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
FLU-GRIP
George, deceased, December 16th, 1930.
Leland
G. Morton of St. George, was ap
$1
E2
Keep the bowels open and take
H. E. ADAMS—Field near Law's Corner. Value $40.00 .................................
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing
Dentist
W. S. CREAMER OR OWNER rhrce-flfth land near F. L. Walker.
bond on December 23rd. 1930.
15 acres. Value S90.00. Two fifths land near Korrls Sidellnper.
BROWN’S RELIEF
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
12 acres. Value $70 00 Pasture and v.ood lai'd. 37 acres. Value
16 15 2-S-8 CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
$175 .............................
....................................................................
or rising and retiring
Telephone 91S-M
R. A. GUSHEE-Casewell Place at North Union. Me. Value $200.00
Norway Medicine Co.
»»tf
House, Stable and Lot at Union Common. Value $1000.09 OneC2 65
third Tannery Lot at Union Common. Value $100.00 .....................
DENTAL NOTICE
2 90
ROSCOE HILT- -One-half Whiting Wood Lot. 12 acres. Value $60.00
7 23
l ALFRED HANSON—House and Land. Value $150.00 .....................................
GLOBE LAUNDRY
WALTER D RESE—Farm and Buildings. Value $2500.00 ............................
115 59
W
ti:k diamond brand, a
DR. J. H. DAMON
Portland, Maine
EZRA SAVAQE—Emma Sukeforth Farm. Value $500.00 ............................
24 10
Lad l««I A aIt your Drucrtat for /A
< hl-chea-ter • Diamond llrandZAX
! MINNIE B. SAVAGE—Field near otto Karl. Value $50.00 ..........................
Quality Work,
Family Washing,
3
54'
Is
back
in
his
office
for
the
winter
I
’
llls ln Red and Uold mettlHc\\//
FRANZ SILONEN TRUSTEE I . nd near Ida Robbins’. Value $200.00 ....
boies, sealed with Blue Ribbon,
Called For and Delivered
( II 11. STOVER A’ CO. Land nd Buildings near Depot at Union
i and will makp appointments each day
Parcel
Delivery
Service
Common. Value $2000 on
........................... •.....................................
93 381
,
.„ . „
R?
n
°As*^°r cSS-JiiESter 0
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for«»
from 10 *.o 2
ROY H. GOULD
fears known as Best. Safest, A1 ways Reliabb
I
December 22. 1930
Collector of Taxes of the Town cf Union, Maine.
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
!30TStf
• • * •

D. Clark twenty rods to stake nnd stones
at land of the heirs of Henry Young for
merly. now Franklin Tnusell; thence
W. N. W. by land of said heirs seventyseven rods to stake and stones at said
Town Road; thence Northeasterly by
said Town Road twenty rods to the place
of beginning, containing nine acres and
one hundred square rods more or less,
Aiso the entire contents thereof.
Now therefore, by reason of the breach
of the condition thereof said Rockland
Loan and Buildlna Association claims ‘
foreclosure of sold mortgage.
In witness whereof, the said Rockland
Loan and Building Ass n has caused this
instrument to be sealed with Its cor
porate seal and signed tn its corporate
name by Harry O Gurdy. Its Secretary,
thereunto duly authorized, this 24th
day of December, tn the year one thou
sand nine hundred and thirty.
I r<£Sd loan and building association
„
B>' harry o. gurdy
,COTP°ratlodT^' QF MAINE Secretary
, Knox ss;
Dec 24th. 1930.
I "Personally- appeared the above named
Harry O. Gurdy, Secretary and made
oath to the truth of the foregoing notice
of foreclosure, in his said capacity.
Before me.
fSigned) EDWARD K. GOULD
155-S-5
Justice of the Peace.

THOMASTON NATIONAL

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S
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ATTENTION!
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155-S-5
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I “CHAMPS" ANNOUNCEDft
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deparm™

gent^M
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! Knox-Eincoln Farm Bureau
Furnishes One, Marion
Johnston Of Damariscotta

OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)

Champions for boys' and girls' 4-H'
^Merrill,' dean ‘’“"‘toe Collje

Your Old Piano, Radio, Phonograph or Victrola Is

Worth $26.60 to $50.30 in Exchange for a

NEW VICTOR RADIO

Nc matter whether your instrument is 40 years old or a day old; no matter whethei
The Baking of Angel Cake
of Agriculture, at a banquet which
completed the 17th annual State
it’s in use or broken; no matter whether it’s beyond repair or forgotten in the attic
Angel Cake recipe— put the eggs, bowl and egg beater in
—at
-» «
»— «2.
contest
Orono, Jan.
I
cup
pastry
flour,
tl^e
refrigerator
for
an
hour
or
so
—bring it in and use it as cash on a new Victor Radio according to the trade al
which
proved
to
be
one
of
the
jolliest
In poultry management, James W.
TELEPHONE
...».... 770 or 794-W
l'i cups sugar, >4 before using. Thc best egg beater
social events of the winter season. The Haggett of North Edgecomb, is the
lowances
below.
teaspoon salt, 1 tea, j for an angel cake is the flat, fancozy interior with its prettily shaded winner. James started chick raising
spoon cream of tar-! shaped one that can be bought for
Despite the severe cold day, diffi I lamps and roaring open fires gave no as a club member in 1926 and each \
i;i5
The R-15 cabinet is of Early English design, made ol
tar, 1 teaspoon al-! a dime.
cult walking and illness among mem hint of the cold outside. Emma Har year since that time he has been
carefully matched woods, all walnut-veneered. It it
mond extract, 1 tea- , Add salt to egg whites. Beat the
bers, the meeting of the Speech vey’s orchestra furnished snappy i enrolled in the poultry management
built compactly: 34 3-4 inches high, 20 1-2 inclic?
spoon vanilla ex- eggs until light but not dry. GraduReaders Club Thursday was attended tunes for the dance program which project. In 1928 he was a member
wide and 13 inches deep. And endowed with beaut',
tract, 1 cup egg ally add the cream of tartar as they
by 11 members, who enjoyed an inter- embraced contra and round dances of the Poultry Management demon
that is universal in its application.
whites.
are almost beaten. This is solely to
esting and profitable session. Three in addition to the new steps. Sand-1 stration team. The following ycar he
LIST PRICE
NET PRICE
Sift thc flour four strengthen the egg whites. Then
features were on the program—sen- , wiches, cakes, doughnuts, cheese and was county champion in poultry
Trade Allowance $26.60
times,
also
the
sugar
fold
in
the
sugar,
a
tablespoon
at
a
tence practice with Mrs. Freeman coffee were served.
management and was fourth in the
R35
Put the cream of time, carefully, so as not to break
The new sensation in radio. Advanced design; per
Brown in charge, a story under the
___
state. He attended the Maine 4-H
formance beyond anything any other instrument car
tartar into a fine down the air bubbles formed by beat
ahK
h
“Sf*
Mlss Elizabeth Parmalee who was Club Camp in Springfield, Mass., the
sieve, have the eggs ing. After the eggs are beaten there
give to you. Mechanism includes five tuned circuitWith n? Thp?i?hd b> ?*rs' NatmVan L' taken t0 Knox Hospital on Armistice same year; also the State contest.
of exclusive Victor design; newly-perfected, corru
in the bowl quite is no more beating—from then on
Wltham. The club meets again Thurs- Day suffcring from severe burns has This present year he was county
gated cone loud-speaker; Victor tone control. Vido:
day afternoon, Jan. 15.
manifested slightly increased strength champion in poultry management, a cold. Add salt to the whites of eggs it’s folding. This is best done by
workmanship, thoroughly tested and guaranteed.
and beat until light but not dry going round the bowl then over into
LIST PRICE
T u
____
, .
.
the last few days. Her condition re- member of the basketball team in Add the cream of tartar. Fold the | the mixture.
NET PRICE
Mrs. J H Demmons who has been majns very serious
Trade Allowance $38.80
sugar in a spoonful at a time so that
After the sugar is folded in, the I
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Julia |
3
___
you will not break down the air extract is added and folded in.
Shattuck has returned to her home in
The new Victor Radio, identical in equipment and
The Clara Barton Guild will meet
R39
bubbles formed by beating. Add the Then the flour. This I sift in so
Rumford.
performance with the R-35. Endorsed by the foremost
Tuesday afternoon at 3.30 at the I
extract. Then fold in flour a spoon as not to have a heavy mixture at1
artists in musical America. Tested by Victor engi
home
of
Mrs.
E.
W.
Pike.
Members
)
ful
at
a
time.
Turn
into
an
un

any one place. It is folded in in ex- ,
Mrs. Frederick Pendleton and
neers in every radio "trouble zone.” Contained in a
greased tube pan and bake at once.
actly the same manner as the sugar
daughter Polly of Dark Harbor have are asked to take box lunch and I
superlatively beautiful cabinet... built with traditional
dues;
also
any
Red
Cross
work
that
For
some
reason
a
great
many
Turn the mixture into an un
returned home after a short visit with
r’ictor skill and thoroughness. Brass handles of ex
housewives feel that the baking of greased tube pan and place in a cold
Miss Alice Lymburner, Thomaston may have been taken home.
quisite workmanship. Cabinet modelled on classical
NET PRICE
an angel cake is a stupendous- under oven, third runner from the bottom.
LIST PRU E
street.
Italian lines. Eight Radiotrons.
Miss Martha Wight and Mrs. j
taking. This perhaps is due to a fail Turn the oven control to 350 degrees
Trade Allowance $49.30,
ure or two on the part of a few peo the bottom unit on high and bake
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Anderson mo Lilian S. Copping entertained a j
ple and they have allowed their in for 50 minutes.
tored to Portland Wednesday accom small group of friends last evening
RE57
The world’s most complete musical instrument—com
fluence to spread.
Remove the cake from oven, inpanied by their daughters, Viola and at their home on Limerock street for j
bining in a single cabinet thc new Victor Radio, a bet
• • • »
vert on rack and after about an
Dorothy, returning to Sillery College. luncheon and cards, with Mrs. S. A
ter, finer Victor Eleetrola and Victor Home Recording.
As a matter of fact, with an electric ! hour run a silver knife around thc
Quebec, after spending the holiday Burpee as honor guest.
Improved Vidor tone arm gives recorded music new
range, an angel cake is the simplest i edge and a smaller knife around the
recess at their home on Warren street.
power and beauty of tone. Special microphone for
kind to bake. I am going to take the I tube to loosen. The pan I use has a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Thurston
Home Recording. Exquisite cabinet. Eight Radiotrons.
NET PRICE
LIST
PRICE
j above recipe step by step and ex- detachable bottom so I push that out
The Rounds Mothers' Class of the motored to Bethel Wednesday.
Trade Allowance $50.30
plain why certain things are done. . and run a silver knife around the
Congregational church will meet
First, sift the flour, measure, then\ bottom of the cake.
Thursday evening at 7.30 at the home
The Rubinstein Club chorus will I
I sift four times. Have the cream of In washing an angel pan, it is best
of Mrs. Rhama Philbrick. 35 Chestnut meet with Mrs. E. F. Berry, Grove |
All above prices are without tubes
tartar in a fine sieve—a tea strainer not to wash it with other dishes or
street, with Mrs. Philbrick and Mrs. street Wednesday evening at 7.30. i
! is good for that purpose. The egg j with soap. Turn clear, hot. water i
Ralph A. Smith as hostesses.
The full score of the cantata will be I
whites should be cold. I quite often into it and scrub clean.
practiced.
Tlie Vi;*(or trade-mark
Our service expert and prompt
Miss Ellen J. Cochran will entertain
Chapin Class Tuesday evening at her
The Progressive Literary Club will ;
events for both boys and girls.
Victor backs us to the limit
is your guarantee
apartment at The Bicknell.
meet with Mrs. Hattie Keating Tues- |
A free lunch will be served to all
day afternoon at 2.30. The reading
contestants at noon.
Joseph S. Bukey of Pittsfield was of
Shakespeare's
"King
John
” will M?”.on Jo“"? « DamaIriscotta’
A cup will be awarded to the school
begin
at
Scene
2
of
Act
2
c^tinuTng
Cal!, phone or write for full particulars
guest Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
scoring the most points and a cup
through Act 3. Response to the roll
W,nner of Statc Sew,ns Honors
Palmer, Union street.
---------------------------------------will be given to the high individual
call will be quotations from “King |------------------------------------------------scorer.
Bradlee Joyce Is secretary to the point
The Tango Club was entertained John." Mrs. Evelyn Snow, leader
Ribbons will be given to all place
Lincoln,
took
part
in
the
class
principal
this
week.
Thursday evening at the home ot Current events.
winners in the final events. Small
play, and was vice president of the
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, Ma
individual prizes will be given to first
junior
class.
Rockland, Me.
Rockland has accepted an invita
sonic street. A turkey supper was fol
Miss Berla M, Lord has returned
place
winners.
Alice
I.
Felt
of
Woodstock,
Oxford
tion from Cony High of Augusta to
lowed by cards, fin which the ladies after a vacation visit in Boston with
Contestants are invited to attend
County, is the state champion in
are still keeping the lead.
Miss Ruth Conant at Gordon Col cooking and housekeeping. Newton participate in a series of skating a social and dance in the Rocklaqd
races to take place at the Augusta High School gym. Admission will be
lege.
last season from these counties to , once dealing in Hancock County, but
A Hammond, Bryant Pond. Oxford skating rink as soon as a convenient
MRS. AVERILL'S PUPILS
Mrs. Frank Bridges and Mrs. Grace
western parts of the State, which during the past three years operating
County, is the state champion in date can be agreed upon. These free to all competitors.
Stanley of Swan’s Island are guests d . iftprn_ . S Pa.rt?L'Vau ...
We hope that all the schools repre
he d Satur"1 pig growing. This year, in addition
H. H.
Pupils of Mrs. Albert E. Averill were allowed their freedom and in Washington County.
will include both half mile and sented last year will come and that
of Mrs. G. K. Mayo and Mrs. A. H. Earle MacWi’lliamsChestaut0 street l° belng county and state tampion ' races
quarter mile'events?
gave a piano recital at her home given the chance to multiply. More Blaisdell of Bluehill is dean of the
Jones, Masonic street.
additional schools will join them.
will be shipped this season. The rabbit buyers at thc present time in
in hnnn.i .v.,' □
, s“«t., ln pig growing. he is also second in ,
• • » •
during the evening of Jan. 7.
Contestants arc invited to bring
buying of rabbits is a business car Hancock County. This winter he
Fohprt
TZnHIw'e
rv.Ku.,.
beans
Wayne
Rich.
Charleston.
PeThe
skating
rink
at
Community
Duet
—
April
Smiles
......................
Deprct
,
Thc Shakespeare Society jneets SOn
son Robert. Bobby's guests were Neil
skates and use our new ice rinl; free
ried on by several men in the two has contract.- calling for 4500 rabbits
Mrs. Rita Snow. Mrs. Averill
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. BrownLucille Mank, Sylvia and nobscot County, rather specializes in park is proving to be one of the most
Piano—A Forest Brock .......... Ganschals counties. H. A. Snow, owner. and [ to be shipped to three eastern States
charge,
Marlon Ginn
Clara Rounds. Beech street, with Miss Elaine Christofferson, Betty Kelley, potato growing. Since 1922 he has popular recreational features of this
Duet Far Away ................... Franz Bchr manager of several over-mght camps lor sporting clubs, re-stocking huntEllen J. Cochran as leader. Act V ot Donald Snowman, Jason, Carlton been enrolled in |he potato project, city. There are probably not more
TEEHAN-REED
in East Orland is the largest buyer, I ing grounds, etc.
Eleanor Look. Mrs. Averill
and
during
that
time
he
has
won
11
than
two
or
three
other
places
in
the
“Julius Caesar” will be read.
and Ronald Thurston, Byron Keene, county championships in five differ- state that can boast as good equipPiar.o—Valse in E Flat ............ Durand
Frances Storer
1
Paul Moran, Norma and Madeline
Miss Maud G. Reed of Woolwich, Piano—Elfin Dancers
„ , ! ment for this exhilarating and
............................... |
Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Jr., and son Philbrick; also the children’s mothers ent projects.
SCALLOPS
SCALLOPS
SCALLOPS
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Myers E.
............................. Anna Priscilla Rishcr
Edith
C.
Hall,
Chesterville,
FrankI
healthful
sport.
The
whole
field
is
Richard have returned from Bruns and Robert's grandmother, Mrs. E. S.
Eleanor Look
,
lin
County,
is
the
stats
champion
in
j
lighted
and
the
Parent
-Teachers'
Reed
and
Sterling
V.
Teehan
of
New

Duet—Rondo a la Polka ......... J. Low 1
wick where they were guests of rela Flick of Easton, Penn.
room improvement. State carder. I building has been heated and is used port, R. I. were married at the home
Frances Storer. Mrs. Averill
tives for the holiday season.
club honors go to John A. Mee. >_outh as a piace for changing skates and
The gathering included as guests, j
Mrs. V. K. Wilson and children
of
Mrs.
Clara
Reed,
justice
of
the
Acton,
York
County.
With the
checking SUrpiUS
surplus ClOUllIlg.
clothing. 21
A rere
Mrs. Harold W. Look, Mrs. Maurice ! CZI
.
-------------■
-- ex- :: cneCIOTlK
Mrs. Roger Wolcott er.tertaibed a Betty and Vernon of PrnviHpnnn -----JohP bas carrled,^5: freshment booth in charge of Mai- peace, in Woolwich, Thursday.
Ginn and Mrs. Earl Storer. These j 0small group at bridge Thursday (even R. I. are spending a few weeks with 1 cePtion of
Mrs. Wilson's parents Mr and Mrs garden projects each year since 1925 colrn Haskell dispenses candy, sodas
Mr. Teehan has been a fireman on ladies, who are the mothers of pupils, O
ing.
Henry Colburn Jefferson street 1 and eaCb yeaf be baS 6 jtCJiCd bean® and hot dogs. Last Saturday the ice fhe U.S.S. Pequot and while in formed a group of interested listen -J
y
, jener.son street, | at the Majne state Seed Show and was
jtion and
was in
in nrimp
prime Pnnd
condition
and over
over aa Charleston, S. C.. was given leave of ers. Refreshments were served at -I
A card party for the benefit of St.
M,v 'Til^°n °n 3 business trip | received third prize each time
Fresh Every Day
absence to come to Woolwich, Maine
<
Bernard's Catholic church, will be to the West Coast.
1I Kennebec County through Guy M. hundred persons availed themselves to be married. He was also trans the close of the recital.
O
of the privileges of the rink.
given in the Thorndike grill Wednes
| Bachelor, Oakland, is winner with
cn
• « * •
ferred to the Kickapoo. The bride
TRAPPING THE BUNNIES
Mrs. A. L. Vose who has been the dairy championship. Hollis P. |
day evening, with playing to begin at
YO'JSMGS FSSH MARKET
has been employed as clerk at How
8. The committee in charge is com spending a few days in Portland, the Lake of East Wilton, Franklin Coun- j Booths for the Kippy Karnical ard H. Trusse'.l's store in Wiscasset,
A novel industry is now being car
2’lt
posed of Mrs. David McCarty, Mrs. guest of her sister, and other friends, ty, is the state champion in sweet have been selected thus: Seniors, hot where she is very popular. Mi ;s
ried on in Hancock and Washington
dogs, cold drinks, popcorn, Walter
John Flanagan and Mrs. John has returned home.
corn growing.
Reed's
father
is
the
assistant
opera

Counties.
It
is
the
trapping
of
rab

Gay, president, Mrs. Stratton, faculty
SCALLOPS
SCALLOPS
SCALLOPS
Chidiolm.
Andrew E. Watson of Oakland.
tor on the Carlton bridge. Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Norton of Castine is in Kennebec County, receives a state advisor; Juniors, candy, ice cream, Mrs. Teehan are at the home of the bits alive in box traps for re-stocking purposes in other States; also,
Haskell,
The January meeting of the Uni- this city called by the death of her championship in chick raising. He | remembrances. Malcolm
several hundred rabbits were shipped
president. Miss Dingley. faculty ad bride's parents at present.
vefsalist Mission Circle takes place mother. Mrs. Alvin Babbidge.
has been in club work for five years! visor; Sophomores, grabs and handMON-TUES.
Wednesday at 12.30 at the home ot
four of these he has been either kercbjcfs H Alden Johnson, president,
When the Canadian Pacific liner and
Mrs. Anne Haskell, Ocean street, the
county or state champion in chick Misg pride facu]ty advisor; Presh.
assisting hostesses being Mrs. C. E. Duchess of Bedford left her dock in raising. Kenneth L. Ladd, Sebec.; men cooked food wilHam Gi0Ver,
Rollins, Mrs. G. W. Palmer and Miss New York yesterday she was em carries the state champ onship m
idept Miss Coughlin, toculty ad.
Alice Fuller. Relief sewing will be barking on her first 29-day West bean growing to Piscataquis County., £
distributed after luncheon, and at Indies cruise, which will take her
Margaret Moody, Monroe, Waldo
'
....
2.30 the business and devotional meet 6320 miles. She will visit Hamilton, County, winner in canning, has been) Members of tbe High gchooI and
ing will be held. The devotional exer Bermuda: San Juan, Porto Rico; St. in club work seven years During this
&re marki
following
cises and roll call will be based on the Pierre, Martinque; Port of Spain, time she has received a county date/on their ncw 1931 calendars:
second clause of the Lord's Prayer— Trinidad; Port au Prince, Haiti; Ha championship in cooking and house- Jan
23 secQnd quarterly exami“Hallowed be Thy name,” and thc vana, Nassau and other ports and keeping for three successive years
Uo
Jan 24 lnterclass winter
topic “Reverence.” Mrs. H. P. Blodg places in the Caribbean region, re This year she canned 1500 pints of
meet; Jan 3J wjnter carnival.
ett will read a paper on the Blackmer turning Io New York, Feb. 7. Five of fruit and vegetables. She is a senior ,
junior blav "Peg O' My
Home and the Midori Kindergarten, the 250 passengers .are from Maine, in the Monroe High School. She atW
including Mrs. Damie Gardner of tended the State contest in both pcp
illustrated by pictures.
mid-semester vacation.
this city.
1928 and 1929.
5
....
at the
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley enter
sewing honors go to Maiian, Tuesday's assembly was gracefully
Mrs. Bertha Spofford entertained S. State
tained at supper and cards Wednes
Johnston. Damariscotta, Lmco11 presided over by Dorothy Harvey
day evening at their home on Broad the Jolly Six Club at her Otis street County. She startbd
® who introduced Rev. George H.
way. Honors were won by Mrs. Wal home Thursday afternoon.
project in 1928 and she also was vice We,ch ag the speaker Mr Welch
ter C. Ladd. Mrs. Fred Veazie. Mrs.
president of her ^a1 4-H Club. In
fQr
theme thg pursuit Qf
The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Benjamin Philbrook, Sumner Perry,
happiness and emphasized the fact
Society of the Methodist Church met 1929 <she attended_J^e • .
Mr. Philbrook and G. E. Dunton.
Camp at Sp”?ntv e'hamnion i'l ithat there is more of that commodity
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Jesse Club
m addition was co“nty
P
a J to be found in struggle and anticipaMiss Charlotte Buffum and Mrs. Kenderdine. The devotional period both sewing and cairn g. ,
j tion than in too easy achievement,
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Edith
Tweedie
had
Fred L. Linekin entertained the Dili
in
addition
to
her
.
rbam
.
;
His story of the Rockland lawyer
for
its
subject
“
Through
Temple
gent Dames at luncheon Thursday at
honors wllose friends were urging his reMiss Buffum's home on Grove street. Doors to the Altar,” the lesson being ship she also rece
j
sbe ’ moval to Augusta brought a laugh
Work was done in the afternoon on drawn from both the Old and New pionship in seeing:
cooking and
-Hiking Club” that Mr- Welch had not anticipated
Girl Scout signal flags. The Dames Testaments, and closing with thef in
5® a, member of the Hiking Club_
h<?
forgQtten fQr the
Nominal Entrance Fee and Appropriate
meet next Thursday afternoon with hymn of consecration “Oh, Jesus, 1 and is on the h°n°
Here is a picture that will surprise
en
t
er
cd
in
moment
that
the
State
Hospital
for
Have
Promised."
It
was
voted
to
Miss Margaret Snow, Masonic street,
you. One that will send you out
coin Academy, which
insane is located there. HowPrizes
For
the
Winners
hold
an
all
day
meeting
of
the
so

when the flags will be completed.
talking about it One that will give
ever he made his point very clear
ciety at Mrs. Tweedie’s home Feb. 11. 1927.
you the surprise of a lifetime! One
that happiness comes from within
Thursday evening Miss Marjorie The program, based on the text
that your friends will tell vou to
and closed with the legend of the
TENANT’S HARBOR
Brown of North Haven was hostess book “A Cloud of Witnesses” was in
see! One that you’.'l tell your
sick and discontented king who was
to the R.V. Club at the home of her the form of a dialogue under the title
friends to sec!
At its annual communication told that he would become well and
cousin, Miss Avis Blackington, Ful “The Returned Traveler and a
ton street. A very enjoyable evening Cloud of Witnesses." The parts were Eureka Lodge, F.&A.M. voted to have happy if only he could find and wear
was spent in radio music, sewing and taken by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. its installation Jan. 15, and the fol the shirt of a truly happy man.
games. Luncheon was served. The Tweedie, Mrs. Kenderdine, Mrs lowing persons may attend: All the when, however, he did at last dis
next meeting will be held with Miss Margaret Philbrook, Japan; Miss members and their families, sojourn- ' cover such a one, the perfectly hafrpy
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Alice Britt, Korea; Mrs. Elizabeth ing Masons and families, Master , man was found to be too poor to posEllen Fernald as hostess.
Morton, North China; Mrs. Anah Mason’s widows, clergymen and their i sess a shirt.
....
The meeting of the Junior Har Gay. the story of Mother Wang; Mrs wives, O. E. S. members and husInvitations issued yesterday by
mony Club Wednesday evening at the Thelma Stanley. China; Mrs. Lena bands who are not Masons.
Sunday morning subject at the i Principal Blaisdell to all the High
BPW rooms was marked by the usual de Rochemont, China; Mrs. Frank
large attendance and keen enthusi Flint, India; Mrs. Elizabeth Cousins Baptist Church will be “The Perfect Schools of this vicinity contain the
asm. The lesson in music appreciation Korea; Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Persia Baby," the second in a series from following information about the
with
on “Rhythm" was conducted by Mrs. The story of Mother Wang who has Luke. There will be special music by winter carnival which is to take place
Leola Noyes in the absence of Mrs. been an outstanding figure in the the choir. A growing Sunday School at Community Park Jan. 31. The
EVELYN
BRENT,
ROBERT AMES
Berry. In addition each pupil gave history of Bible women connected meets at the close 'of the morning i events will be:
.
From the story “A Ragged Messenger”
definitions of musical terms beginning with foreign missionary work is most service and the C. E. at 6 o'clock. The, Boys—Cross country ski race,
with “A." Mrs. Noyes told the story interesting. At the age of 50 Mother evening service begins at 7 with a i cross country snowshoe race, snowA million dollars! A man and a girl in love!
of the opera “William Tell" aQd the Wang could neither read nor write, "sing" to which all are invited. There shoe dash, ski dash, snowshoe obA free for all fight! What is the outcome?
members heard with interest a fine I and knew nothing of Christianity will be a special meeting of the parish stacle race, ski obstacle race, medley
An answer to one of today’s greatest q:: tions of modern marriage
ALSO
record of the Overture of that opera Through her husband she got a Monday evening at 7 o'clock to act j relay race.
Two on snowshoes, two on skiis
A short choral rehearsal was held, fol scanty idea of Christianity, and be upon the resignation of‘ the treasurer.
WITH
Paramount
Sound
News
Comedy
Girls—Snowshoe dash, ski dash,
lowed by this program: Piano, Moun came fired with ambition to be a fol
siowshoe obstacle race, medley re
tain Stream, Heller, Dorothy Har lower. She was taken 400 miles to
ST. GEORGE
lay race.
vey; paper, Music in America, Ruth Peking, the trip being made in a
NOW SHOWING
Besides the afternoon service at
In addition there will be skating
Dondis; piano, Little Tiddlywinks, wheelbarrow pushed by her son. 2.30 there will be a service in the St.
“PART TIME WIFE”
Baron. Ruth Thomas; violin. Tales ol She learned to read and write, and George First Church at 7 o'clock, ser
with
GENEVIEVE TOBIN
ZAZU PITTS
Hoffman, Offenbach, Margaret Mc also she there became converted to mon subject, “Our Umpire in
Millan; piano, The First Butterfly, Christianity. For 30 years she la Prayer." Communion at the close ol:
Edmund Lowe, Leila Hyams
I wish to enter Miss ...
Hatch, Madeline Rawley. The report bored in the missionary cause in the evening service.
NOW PLAYING
of the treasurer that the club now has China. She was one of the first
Home of Paramount Pictures
"Till! THIRD ALARM"
$148 on hand was greeted with much women in China to unbind her feet. I
............................ as a candidate
applause, it being one of the largest She died at the age of 86 years. The
sums in the treasury since the club Bible woman of Persia has also died,
for Miss Knox County. Her adwas organized. There will be no pro but' her son is carrying on her ex- |
i
gram at the next meeting, Jan. 20, ample by being one of the most
dress is ................................. St.
but each member is requested to take prominent missionaries in Turkey.
Hoi::? of Para
A Paramount
an item pertaining to the lie and The dialogue ended by Mrs. Tweedie
TELEPHONE 892
HOMEY
works of Victor Herbert. For the summing up briefly what these Bible
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Rockland, Maine. Tel................
mount Pictures
Publix Theatre
meeting Feb. 3 these teachers are to women have meant and do mean in
- 7he Reliable Family (Z/lrfTAR
Mail coupons to K. P. Moran.
provide pupils for a program. Miss the foreign missionary work, and the
/
Cough syrup compoumd
45 Broad St., Rockland, Maine,
Margaret Stahl, Mrs. Noyes, Mrs. hymn, “In the Secret of His Pres
by Jan. 19. 1931.
OVER IOO MILLIOH BOTTLES USED
Emma Harvey, Mrs. Ruth George and ence" written by an Indian woman
Mrs. Nettie Averill.
' marked the end of the program.
especially desires information of social
anc* Mrs. Mabel Thorndike gave
^ppel.nla^„partl.es; musicals etc. Notes a dancing party Thursday evening at
received
°r ulepholle wU1 be B*«hy the Gonia cottage, Crescent Beach,

$112.50

$85.90

$152.50

5113.70

$185,005

’156.70

$285.00

5234.70

High School Notes

MAINE MUSIC STORE

27 Cents per poii?d

MEN’S

HAYLOFT

Monday Night, January 12

/

“MADONNA OF
THE STREETS”

LOVE

CONRAD NAGEL

j’COUGHS

F®1-

SC ALL O PS
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Every-Other-Day
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THE

BEGINNINGS OF ROCKLAND

Dealing With The Early Years In Which the Founda
tions of the City Were Established.
Written By Car olinr H. Stanley

THREE NEW CARS

) 17 O.S

f?on\. a.

E. O. Philbrook & Son Show
ing Some Attractive Bar
gains In Auto Line

I! A completely new line of cars, in! eluding two sixes and an eight. Is
presented by the Willys-Overland
| Company, represented locally by E.
i O Philbrook &- Son.
The lowest-priced six is listed at
from $495 for the roadster to $675
for the six-window sedan. This is
’, known as Model 97 and comprises in
, acres. This year's crop was 3000 car- all four body types mounted on a
loads, valued at $3,000,000. Not so wheelbase of 110 inches.
The other six (Model 98-D) has a
bad for a semi-tropical country
where you have oranges, grapefruit, wheelbase of 113 inches and is fur- ,
cotton, and all garden truck to fall nished in four types—standard vichark nn in oncp nntatnps fail
I toria and sedan, and de luxe victoria
back on in case potatoes fail.
«>
| and sedan. Prices of these range
A friend in the north writes and from $795 to $850. The de luxe
asks what I find to do with myseli models are equipped with wire
Sundays in a country like this. Well, wheels, spares carried in forward
' most of the people in these border fender wells, while the standard
American towns go to Mexico where models have natural wood wheels,
everything is wide open. In this spare carried at rear.
The Willys eight (Model 8-8OD1
country
makea distinction between religion and prohibition. A has a wheeibase of 121 inches, with 1
Texan here thinks he can be a good four body models, the standard and
Christian, go to church Sundav de luxe victoria and sedan. These
chart. n»»
mornmg, and sit in the shade over are priced at $995 with wood wheels
the border in Mexico and sip a glass and $1095 with wire wheels.
All models are said to be consid- 1
of cool beer on a Sunday afternoon
erably .roomier the tread having
withoutbreaking any
ofthe ten
commandments. Most ofthem go been increased to 58’i inches. I
over. Texas editors have a conven Wheelbase lengths also have been
tion over there this week. They increased,
seem to find an excuse to ha one Other improvements include safety,
about every eight weeks. Recently non-shatterable glass, at extra cost;
the W.C.T.U. convention went over fully
enclosed , cable-controlled
there for a banquet. Before that1 brakes; fuel pump instead of vacuum j

I Second Paper]
such persons, contrary to law. should
It is impossible in this limit of be. pr?-^ut!d,' TT,
.
...................
,
In Ii94, John Ulmer, a prominent
space to recite the story of the citizen of the early days, came from |
anxieties and activities of our people Waldoboro. He was a man of energy
during the Revolutionary War. The and considerable means and together
surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown "'j1’? h\s ««? took up a lar?e tract ’
of land and opened lime quarries.
was celebrated by a national Thanks shipped lumber and built perhaps
Many
correct
answers
were
giving, in which of course our peo the first vessel launched at the Shore received t° the last missing vowel
Villa e. Being jeered at' bv some of 0001651 and acknowledged by perple gladly participated.
n.c ue. t uccur.ru
... his Waldoboro friends for settling s°nal letter. Here is another senA.. luanmuu
dramatic incident
occurred in
1731 John Perrv living on ore of d°wn in suoh 3 wilderness he said: tence wlth a!1 vo'vels missing. This
JOiinIslands
rer.y. «t
livinginto
on se'ioui
one OI "This wiU
... ---,_ .become
____ _ 8_ city,''
..
IS
Pos
one day
is aa motto,
motto, and
and reads
reads the
the samp
same harkbackthe rj\
r-J-v I5.a.xc>. pu. raw
...w w.iouj
scuu.
_______
'__ "TTZ. .. . 3__. ward and forward
forward. IfTf you
von are
arp a
trouble with British sympathizers a Piopnec.. tnat some ot nis thirteen Mainp
boostpr
VO]1
hnvp
•
,
Maine booster you have probably
thexe, due to his ardent attachment c*i.^rcn lived to see fulfilled
written
it
manv
times.
Here
it
is:
a___ ;___
____
?,bont
to the American
cause. v.
Believing_
About this
this time
time P.lnrkinatnn
Blackington's Cor- MFRMN & MNFRM.
liis life in danger, he escaped to the oer was 5*V6n that designation, in
vnwp.s a,
a e.
e ,i, no.—in
mr
Pill1 in
the
in
the
n-ainland
and tookCorner
ud his residence bonor of John Blacking-ton, in busi- , J?!
m
lae vowels,
-'• °,complete
m the
‘;.a,Sin^n's
His" ne !r.ess there. At that time the Shore
spots
and geta, ethe
at Blackington's Corner. His ene
motto.
lilies ferretted him out and ap Village was approached only by a
Droacliine his home demanded that Privat6 ftay leading from the Cam- _ MaU a"sw"s t0?,e ,ca"e of. The
T den road to Blackington's Corner Courier-Gazette,
. ..
... . , Rockland,
. . „Maine,
he appear. They were told by mem den road to Blackington's Comer,
lie-s ' of" his family " that "he wa’" not and the Corner in a few wars grew and they W‘U be forwarded Correct
bt.s ol ms family that lie wa. not
center of things the verv answers will all be acknowledged.
there and that his whereabouts were
De tne center oi tmngs, tne very
B
unknown This thev did not believe heart of the town that is now Rock*
and after refusing -o allow anvthin - land.
Printed advertising cards in stores
to be removed thfv'set the house on
In 1794 we find the first mention read: “Take a real hunting trip to
fire and h was burned to the ground °f dollars and cents. Soon school old Mexico, where deer, turkey, wild
In 1783 I^teh^Tolman conveyed a- and other taxes were paid in the new boar, leopard cat. mountain lion,
a gift‘to th“3m oTacTof land^ currency. instead of in the old lynx and bear abound." They do
nt n high noint on his farm for use pounds, shillings and
pence. not add that the bandit also hunts
as a bun-ing ground The deed was
Previous to 1795 there was no post- ' the Americano in that territory, and
recorded surrounded by a black offlce nearer than Wiscasset, tc sometimes catches him and holds
border, in the first book 'of Thomas- which place mail was brought from him for ransom.
ton
menti
those_________________ .
liam Spear, and Jacob Keen, an early the mail was sent officially
settler and hunter in that region. 3 week by means of a man on horse- doohickey, kibosh ar.d kadunkus. I
Gome of the Revolutionary soldiers back. The earliest mail carrier was sidestepped, remarking that I was
were buried there.
j one clark, who was subject to con- too old-fashioned to understand
. . . •
j stitutional fits of sleepiness, so in- modern slang, and could only quote
The next year was marked by the tense as to cause him to slumber from Omar:
great religious interest aroused by f°r miles while his faithful horse Exalt the fcoo-y and forget the rest.
Life ls but a dish of applesauce at best.
the arrival of Rev. Isaac Case, a Pursued the accustomed route,
young Baptist minister from Harps* * * *
Here is a sample of the conversawell. Most of the early comers were
The historian pays his compliPresbvterians thev being Scott’sh ments to the card players of the dav tion m front of the pos.office this
S3 Norto oi’ Ireland Protostente in these words: “Truth compels us to morning. Three Texans talking,
known as Scotch-Irish. Those who “y that the practice of card playing. One remarks: Wall, we haven t put
came somewhat later were of various with its attendant vices of gambling so much in over in San Perlite.
religious inclinations.
Occasional drinking and late hours, received too Thar s something like 1000 acres of
visits had been made bv clergymen much countenance at this time onions, not less than 10W acres of
who preached and baptized in pri from those whose position enabled mustard, 1500 acres of beets, 1000
vate houses and remained but a few them to take the lead in social acres of spinach, and 1200 acres of
days or at the longest a few weeks. clrqjes. It arose partly perhaps from turnips." This will all be shipped
On the arrival of “Elder” Case (as the scarcity of books, newspapers and north very soon now—spring vegemany old-time people called the other means of rational entertaln- tables for your table. These boys
mlnisteri Jan. 30, 1784, he found that ment. Merchants, lawyers, physi- talk about 1000 acres like the city
a few persons were observing the cians, and in some instances clergy- man in New England talks about a
day as a season of fasting and men. were not free from the con- 50-foot lot.
-$><!> $>
prayer; but of all those assembled tagion." In another sentence he
And there are potato men here
says the account, only one was open- I groups gambling, drunkenness and
ly a professed Christian. This was card playing as "these immoralities." in the valley, as well as up in Maine,
the wife of Oliver Robbins, and she
In 1795 the first two-story dwelling They call themselves the Rio Grande
is said to have been "the only pious was erected, by Jonathan Spear, on Potato Growers association. There
Baptist in these parts." If Mrs. Rob- the western side ot Main street, near are 800 members, and nearly all of
them attended the convention held
bins realized the unique distinction Pleasant street,
that was hers it must have been difThe year 1800 saw the establish- at Brownsville this week. Last year
ficult for her to preserve the Chris- ment of what was called the First these men planted 15.000 acres of
Social Library. Books were kept at potatoes here in the valley, and this
tian grace of humility.
<
...
_______ Al. ... . —A— — 1 _ A 1A AAA
Before the end of April, 54 persons East Thomaston and West Thom year they are going to plant 19,000
had been baptized. Reference is aston in turn for many years.
made to what the historian desig 1805 witnessed the introduction of
nates as' “the peculiar and novel Free Masonry in this region and AT GORHAM NORMAL
views of the Baptist denomination"’ King Solomon's Chapter was located
The basketball season opened
It is said that Mr. Case confined his at East Thomaston.
with a Varsity game against the
preaching mainly to urging a change
Business at the Shore Village, now Alumni. The victory went to the
of heart and life, and so disarmed
opposition. Those old Scotch,Pres being called East Thomaston, had Gorham Normal School. The second
byterians were doubtless a stiff been constantly increasing in the game of the season was played
necked' folk" but eventually they or ' hands of the Spoffords, Ingrahams,' against Westbrook High School
their descendants at least, became Oliver Pales and others and a new > Tuesday night.
Westbrook was
Eaptists, Methodists, et cetera. In trader, Iddo Kimball, was added, who vic.t057fas'„i.—,____ >__________ u
A
new
school
paper
is to be pubHie early summer of that year a m a small way commenced a merchurch of 50*"members was organized cantile career of long continued and l'-shsd bi-monthly:.
The staff
fn OlWer Robbys barn Mr Case uniform success. The increasing (chosen by jm advisory board conSouth business of the place was to a great j slating of both faculty and student
Thomaston Tnd becamepastor of the extent due to his sound judgment members, was recently announced.
Baptist Church of that place, the and keen mental powers. After he Miss Gladys Foster of Beterly,
•
i ofz- athis
»_i_ denomination
A,VtAAomc.
I/4 Vhe
ia nlonnod
n...
’dest church
became aold
planned on
and brought Massachusetts is editor-in-chief and
?n Maine
completion the Kimball block. Charles Craginof Portland is busi• »• »
then the mostcostly brick building ; ness manager..
A publication will
In 1785 occurred the first instances in the county. He amassed a prop- app®arw r a

W. H. Fagan

C. C. Haynes

Carl C. Haynes who has been agent
and
ja
t t Northern Maine
Junction since 1906, has been appointed general agent at Presque Isle.1
Mr
Mr. Havnes
Haynes entered
entered the
the service
service of
of the
the

F. A. Murphy

Coincident with the announcement [ Prank A. Murphy who has been
of the Maine Central Railroad Com- general agent in charge of the
nanv that a new traffic freight office Pf65^6 Isl6 office, although with
p‘ y
.‘
®
j headquarters in Bangor, has been
has been opened ,n New York Clty 1 promoted to the position of general
comes
the notlce
of th6
Newwin
York
Jan.
Ql wnham
„ f-agan
of appointment
Portland as agent
15 his in
offlce
be City.
in the After
Canadian

Maine Central in 1904 as agent at commercial agent of the company j Pacific building at 342 Madison AveWest Falmouth. In 1923 he was ap- with headquarters in Portland. Mr. ; nUe, New York. Mr. Murphy entereu
Fagan entered the employ of the the employ of the road in 1919, beat.
Isle hasheen company in 1932 and was formerly ginning his work at Calais on the
chief billing clerk in the billing de- i Washington County branch. For the
agent un- partment of the Portland Terminal I past year he has been general agent in
uunai cuiuis, quieier secunu gear aiiu
der the supervision of Mr. Haynes.
Company.
I charge of Presque Isle.
However. I just don't seem to get steel running boards.
In
addition,
the
new
cars
are
the thrill out of it that some do, and
ALL WERE GRATEFUL
in wishing you the best of luck and
so last Sunday afternoon I gathered equipped with the “Float-O" oil new offerings are approximately $700
—
prosperity In your great work."
a pocketful of big pecans, took a device for more efficient lubrication. under the corresponding models of
The Willys six engine, identical on the past year.
Light Stations Included In WincaAnd from L. Mann, keeper, and J.
chair and sat in the shade of an
The engine, of the sleeve-valve
paw's Christmas Tour Appreciated L. Pendell, assistant keeper of Two
orange tree in the back yard, ate both lines, is said to develop sixty-five
pecans and washed them down with 1 horsepower at 3400 revolutions per type, develops 87 horsepower and is
Kind Thought.
Bush Island Light, this word: “We
the juice of nice oranges. Roses and minute and to have a top speed of said to be capable of a road speed
-----received late papers and magazines
flowers of many kinds were in bloom 1 seventy-two miles an hour, with of seventy-eight miles an hour.
Belated, but nevertheless welcome dropped from Capt. William H. Winall about me. there was the perfume forty-eight miles an hour in second,
returns continue to come in from ; caPaw’s Plane Christmas.morning. It
The men may have their little in
of the jasmine and the orange bios- ! Tbe eight-cylinder engine is said
was a kind and thoughtful deed and
lighthouse keepers who received the was very much appreciated, as we
dividual
ways
with
trout
flies
and
som. little chameleons jumping to deliver eighty horsepower and to
around in the shrubbery, mocking be capable of 75 miles an hour in beer, but the ladies also have their City of Rockland's greetings from I had not seen The Courier-Gazette
birds calling from the date palms in high and fifty in second gear. In all own codes. What about the English. Captain Wincapaw on Christmas ' for several days owing to bad
j weather. It always helps to pass
the front yard, and I really had just lines the front seat is adjustable to Irish, and Scottish hostesses, for in- Dav
stance? The guest who found she
''
nf tb_
I away these long winter nights.
as much fun as if I had been over and from the steering wheel.
The 1931 Willys-Knight six is pre- had no sugar in her tea. applying to
M Moore' Keeper 01 tne kock wishing you all a prosperous and
across the border getting tanked up.
Whenever I have these spells I think sented at considerably reduced prices, the first, would be told: “Oh. my dear, land Breakwater Light, wrote: “I happy New Year."
--------------- —
of the Itooevik Club, and regret that said to be more than one-third lower I am sorry; pass your cup and let me trust we are not too late to wish you '
I am not eligible. Life is a struggle than those of similar types last year, give you some." The Irish hostess, a happy New Year and many thanks i “Darling, may I kiss your hand?”
The Knight engine is said to be the under the same circumstances, would for your cheerful greetings
, asked the young man with old-fash
♦ <?
the
____
ioned ways.
Few of us understand how to live. most powerful ever built by the com- respond: “Och, darlin', here's
basin: help yourself!” Christmas Day. We certainly appre“Sure, kid, hop to it,” said the
It takes a man 40 years to under- oany. Bodies are mounted on a
But the Scottish hostess would ciate the papers and magazines, and, j modern Jane, “but be careful you
stand business and the art of living, chassis with wheelbase of 121 inches.
say: “Maybe ye havena stir-r-redit." more than all, your kindly thought don't burn your nose on my clgaand the years from 40 to 80 are need- With a base price of $1095 for the
of us. Mr. Lockhart joins with me 1 rette.”
ed to use this knowledge acquired ; standard victoria and sedan, these —Sporting and Dramatic
before 40. And yet, they hand them '
a cane over at the Forty Club, and |
turn them out at 40, figuratively,
though not literally, classing them
as hasbeens. There is an old Chinese proverb: “When the melon is
THE
G It E A T
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VALUE
ripe, it XTTlII
will drop of itself."”
FEEDING THE SOW

Why the Hog Raiser Is Apt To Be
Disappointed In His Profits
Proper care and feeding of the sow
has been called the mark of a successful hog man. If the sow does
not receive the proper care the pigs
■ are not likely to. either, and as a re-

sa
' e ‘°s ]"an
-^appo-edmhis profits.^ he ha_s_any.
Sheep men have long “flushed'’
their ewes just before breeding, and
hog raisers have found that this is a
good prt tice with sows as it in
creases th • size of the litters. After
the sow is bred there are two very
important factors in thc ration:
protein and minerals.
A mixture of 20 pounds iodized salt,
“ • ""‘n —*01 ,h*'
a residence and possibly becoming time.
Hividert intn it numw each hav- 40 piounds finely ground limestone,
town charges This practice, origiIn the W'ar of 1812 this coast was was divided into 13 groups, eacn
and 40 pounds bone meal should be
lonn cnarges. xuio h
b , harri_H hv T,ritiah nrivateerx mak >ng for its chairman a cabinet mem- included in the ration. This should
nating in case ol real or supposed harried by British prnateers, makb
division is to be resDons*pauperism, became general through- ing it dangerous for vessels to put ber. Every division is to oe e p
be kept before all hogs at all times,
general111
interferout Massachusetts toward all new- to
‘ sea and causing
‘ '
■*"" “e for the promotion of a successful but is doubly important for preg
ence
with
business
and
heavy
taxes,
financial
6V6
nt
to
take
place
befo.
nant sows.
comers
without
discrimination
first of
A reasonable amount of fattening
Thomaston warred out seventeen A young man named Charles Holmes
The
second
organized
hike
of
the
pregnancy
individuals, including some as it was captured from a vessel and taken Outdoor club took place Wednesday^ , during
reRerve
Qf flesh imis desirable,
milk as a i
w'here he was confined a
afterward proved, of the town’s most to England,
»..u
a
...
______
_
........
------Among
those
attending
were
Misses
,
ducbon
but
t(w
much
faf
means &
thrifty and valuable citizens, who year and a half in the famous Dartapparently did not choose to go. The moor prison. He was finally released ®£ylab c^k ® f j efIT1 iazy sow and a P001" litter- The sow
^T„°IR°Ckland
Ed’th
I should gain from 70 to 80 pounds
next few years were busy ones, with and reached home in safety
Many of the more substantia! Iof Rockport.
during the 16 weeks.
the laying out of roads, organizing
A good ration to be fed in dry lot
schools, etc. The first frame' barns buildings were put up at about this WALDO COUNTY INDICTMENTS
from two weeks before breeding to 1
were built and :'t first coasting ves- period by Jeremiah and Joseph
to and from the Shore Vil- Berry^ ski’Ie^ masons and men^of Inrlu(]e rhar?p A|falnst the Form„ farrowing, is made up of 60 pounds
Clerk of Courts,—Rockport Man corn, preferably yellow; 30 pounds
shorts or ground oats, 5 pounds lin
In 1789 a picturesque and striking miah was tlie father of Hiram G.
Also Named.
seed meal, and 5 pounds tankage,,
figure emerged, in :
oerson of Dr. Barry, who for distinguished service
Ezekiel Dodge, who \a in a sense during the Civil War was made a
The indictments found bv the with alfalfa or clover hay in a rack.
a “squatter" on the northern part major general. He was killed at Grand Jury of the Waldo County If a good legume hay is not available
of Madambettox Mountain, after- Chancellorsville, Va., in 1863
Superior Court, Justice James H. alfalfa meal should be added to the
ward named for the doctor. He
.
Hudson presiding, were made public grain mixture.
practiced medicine here :< -essfully
The first meeting house within the
£
*
for many years. He wa
scribed , borders of the present Rockland, a
james H Cllley for 12 vears clerk
as having a “keen sen
,.1 the! brick structure, was erected in 1820 (
WaWo
iSw
MICK1E SAYS—
ridiculous, the sublime, the
ion- | on thc old post road leading to Cam- • ]lv
jn Br
fQr embezzlement
r~\iie LIKE AU OUR ADVERTISERS,
ate and the daring, was fond . - pic den and was intended to be used by ofgtate and $600 CQU
funds
and dramatic poetry and loved the all denominations, although it was
p , . p . . , ex_citv clerk of
GOD BLESS ’E»A; VJ6 GOT A
creations of Shakespeare an.; .1.1- used mostly by the Methodists and - g " embezzlement of$743 cityspecial warm spot im our
ton; a scholarly man, somethin of Universalists.
Some years late; funds He served several
ars
HEARTS FOR. THOSE WOBLE
a wit, and the possessor of a dccid- having gone to decay, it was sold 1 c,t treasurer
SOULS WHO BRIWG IU
edly sharp tongue. A few years afu l!ld tom down. This year (1820) the j dhar,es Levine Qf Gardiner pass.
THEIR (SOPV EARti/, THUS
his arrival he and Darius Brewstei -rate of Maine was set off from ' jng worthless check; Fred H. Hoar of
SAVIUG US MUCH WORRY,
became involved in a dispute as to . sachusetts.
. . Prospect, passing worthless check:
PERSPIRAT1OM AMD
tne ownership of the land on the
:,tany years before this the first [ Percy p
—
E. Thompson of Freedom,
PROPAWITV
mountain and this led to the shoot- M, t odist class , was inaugurated
ing of Dodge
however did not
injury. After
concealed himself in the woods,; subs.. , m additions u.lo
[ Aiton Guiham and George Reynoids
where he was supplied with provis- long
ward the Methodist Church of Thom^g iarCenv of revolver
ions by friends until it was found of Rockland.
that the doctor would recover.
During all this time many gala
• • • •
days ware being enjoyed, especially horses. in which sat 31 young wom
Brewster possessed the better title- - at Blackington’s Corner, where en representing the several states
to the land, but as he was sentenced numerous regimental musters and then in existence. A salute of 31
to imprisonment for a time, ulti- other events took place. Later Lind- guns, the singing of an Ode to Freemately he was iorced to give up a 1 sey grove was a favorite spot. The 1 dom- and a dinner for 400 persons
valuable portion of his property, and temperance and other societies had i added zest to the affair.
Dr. Dodge took possession of the I the custom of marching to the grove, j Among the pleasures that our fore
land, where he erected commodious' to the music of the band, with : fathers enjoyed was "music by the
buildings and for some years carried , mottoes and banners streaming. The . band,” once a week on fine summer
on extensive farming operations, Fourth of July celebrations were for ' evenings, from a stand on a vacant
W'hile still engaged in the practice of many years largely conducted by the i Iot opposite Sea street. Sea street
medicine. For a time he had with temperance bodies, which were num- and Crockett's Point were then de
him two students. Dr. Isaac Bernaro erous; one, the Band oi Hope, was cidedly desirable places of residence
The cook stove and lucifer matches
and Dr. Benjamin Webb, who prac- \ comprised of 580 young people ol
ticed here many years. Another of both sexes. The exercises on the saw introduction in 1822. Of import
the early physicians was Dr. Enoch Fourth were often opened by a re ance was the opening of a regular line
Lovejoy, who lived at Blackington's ligious service, followed by orations, of steamboats along the coast. The
music and "disputations," as they steamer “Maine,” plying between
Corner.
In 1790 David Gay came to town were termed, evidently what we call Bath and Eastport, made regular
and began the burning of bricks on debates. One year the formal cele landings at Owl’s Head, where good
his own land. He was the first to bration was followed in the after- accommodations were furnished the
send lime to the New York market. noon by "the less elevating amuse- pubic at the Adams House, which in
Also he had the pleasure, perhaps ments," as the account puts it, of '-ater years became the residence of
accompanied by pride, of owning the horse trots and foot races at Jame- Capt. Jeremiah Sleeper.
[To Be Concluded 1
son s Point. Another joyful occasion
first chaise.
lieved by one swallow of «oc
In 1792 the practice of warning out was a Fourth of July celebration
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
strangers, which had fallen into dis when the Portland Rifle Company copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
use was revived and it was voted ; came as guests. The parade included home
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 381 ‘2 Con
that all who received and harbored 1 a "Car of Beauty," drawn by four gress
St.

THOXINE

At <lie National Automobile Shows

Chevrolet wins

first place
for the fourth time
First place at the National Auto

today’s Chevrolet Six—the Great

mobile Shows—a position granted

American Value.

on the basis of annual sales volume

* Withitslongerwheelbase;roomier,

—is again awarded to Chevrolet.

more luxurious Fisher bodies; new

This is the fourth consecutive time

that Chevrolet has achieved this
honor. And the reason lies in the

lines of smart, modern beauty;
Front view of Chevrolet Sport
Model

smoother, 50 h. p. six-cylinder

engine; many important me

exceptional value which Chevrolet cars consist

chanical improvements; and greatly reduced

ently provide.

prices—the new Chevrolet Six is the Great

This year, in its bigger and better Six, Chevro

American. Value.

let is offering an outstanding example of thc

value which has brought it auch record success.

• New low prices «
Roadster, $475; Sport Roadster with rumble seat, $495;

In fact, no previous Chevrolet car has ever

Coach or Standard Five-Window Coupe, $545; Phaeton,

represented such a high degree of quality and

$510; Standard Coupe, $535; Sport Coupe (rumble seat),

advancement, and sold at such low prices as

equipment extra. Prices f. o. b. Flint, Michigan.

$575; Standard Sedan, $635; Special Sedan, $650. Special

NEW CHEVROLET SIX
See your dealer below

Rockland,

SEA VIEW GARAGE,1NC-

Maine

ALSO DEALERS IN CHEVROLET SIX-CYLINDER TRUCKS, $355 to $695, f. o. b. Flint, Michigan

